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ABSTRACT
Riblets were found to show strong potential to effect an increase in
turbine efficiency of as much as 0.75 percent per cooled blade row by reducing
turbulent, convective heat transfer to turbine blades. Research was conducted
on the effect of riblets on convective heat transfer in a zero pressure gradient,
incompressible, turbulent boundary layer. A flat and a ribleted tunnel wall
section were tested simultaneously in a low speed wind tunnel. Momentum and
heat transfer over the test sections were measured, with freestream velocity
varied to bring about different test values of riblet spacing in wall units. Drag
and riblet spacing were calculated from the local skin friction coefficients fore
and aft of the test sections determined from non-linear, least squares fits of the
log-law to the velocity profiles measured in traversals of the boundary layer
with a total pressure probe. Heat transfer was calculated from direct
measurements of the heater power necessary to heat the tunnel walls and test
section to a constant temperature after accounting for side, back, and radiation
losses. The drag ratio variation was quite similar to that measured for riblets
in past research. In particular, the results showed drag reduction on the riblet
test section for riblet spacing below 30 in wall units, with a maximum
reduction of 7 percent at a spacing of around 15 wall units. The heat transfer
ratio varied with riblet spacing in the same general manner as drag ratio. Heat
transfer reduction was measured for riblet spacing below 20 wall units, with a
maximum reduction of 5 percent at a spacing of approximately 15 wall units.
Should these results translate from a flat plate to a turbine blade, a turbine
blade row with properly sized riblets would need about 5% less cooling than
one without, and so would have a turbine efficiency higher by between 0.15
and 0.75 percent. For successful application on a typical turbine blade, the
riblets would need to have a spacing of about 20 microns.
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NOMENCLATURE
English Symbols
a pipe radius, equation 2.37; RTD calibration coefficient, equation 8.3
A area; wall law constant, equation 2.22; temperature law intercept, equation 2.61
b RTD calibration coefficient, equation 8.9; experimental error
B wall-law intercept, equation 2.21
c plate temperature variable, equation 3.15
CD coefficient of drag, a (D /A) / 4 p U2
Cr skin friction coefficient, a Tw / p Ui.
Ch integral Stanton number, (Qw / A)/ p U CP (Tw - T,)
CP, specific heat at constant pressure
C, specific heat at constant volume
D drag
e 2.718282...
f function
G shear velocity integral, equation 2.48
h enthalpy, equation 2.35; riblet height
H shape factor, equation 2.31
I current
k thermal conductivity
K shear parameter
I heated section length
L length
M molecular weight
p pressure
Pr Prandtl number
q heat flux per unit area
Q heat flux
R resistance; gas constant
R2  coefficient of determination
&t universal gas constant
Re Reynolds number
St Stanton Number, qw/ p U! Cp (T, - T,)
s riblet spacing; plate temperature variable, equation 6.1; deviation statistic
T temperature
u uncertainty
U freestream velocity
u, v, w Cartesian velocity components
V voltage
w riblet width; heated section width
W Coles wake function, equation 2.26
x, y, z Cartesian components
Z boundary layer variable, equation 2.54
Greek Symbols
a coefficient of thermal expansivity; RTD calibration coefficient, equation 8.1
B Clauser pressure gradient parameter, equation 2.24; RTD calibration coefficient,
equation 8.1
X2  chi-square statistic
8 boundary layer thickness; RTD calibration coefficient, equation 8.1; displacement
thickness, equation 2.32
E emissivity, equation 3.8
r1 enthalpy thickness, equation 2.33
x KIrmin constant, ,0.4
x boundary layer variable, equation 2.49; plate temperature variable, equation 3.20
A viscosity
v kinematic viscosity
7r 3.14159...
II Coles wake parameter, equation 2.27
0 momentum thickness, equation 2.30
p density
a Stefan-Boltzmann constant, equation 3.8; standard deviation
T shear
a ohms
Subscripts
b back
c calculated
CVD Callendar-VanDusen
e boundary layer edge
ec effective center
h heater; heat transfer
i inner; i-th
I laminar
m measured
n n-th
o outer; stagnation; constant temperature; at OC
p constant pressure
r radiative
s side
SB Stefan-Boltzmann
t turbulent
T thermal
v constant volume
w wall
x, y, z at x, y, x
T shear
c freestream
Superscripts
turbulent fluctuation
* plate temperature variable; boundary layer displacement thickness
+ law of the wall variable
Operators
A () difference
d()
derivative
d()
partial derivative
time average
V () gradient
V2 () Laplacian
0 () order of magnitude
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1. INTRODUCTION
A great number and variety of technological applications of interest to the aerospace
engineer involve turbulent, convective heat transfer. A few prominent examples are supersonic
flight vehicles, heat exchangers, and gas turbine engines. Accurate prediction and control of
turbulent heat transfer is of particular importance in the design of the turbine section of aircraft
engine gas turbines, where the freestream temperature of the fluid flowing past the turbine
blades is above the melting temperature of the blade material. Indeed, the savings from a
decrease in the design heat transfer to a turbine blade of a single percent could easily be on the
order of hundreds of thousands of dollars. The proven, turbulent drag reduction device riblets
shows some potential to effect just such a decrease.
Recent research has validated riblets as a method of reducing turbulent skin friction.
Researchers have found that the turbulent drag of a fairly flat surface can be reduced as much
as 8 percent by riblets with heights and spacings near 10 wall units, where one wall unit or
viscous length is
L -= v / U -.
Tu 2
Indeed, Caram and Ahmed (1989) have measured up to 13 percent total drag reduction on a
ribleted NACA 0012 airfoil with a freestream Reynolds number of 2.5x105.
If the Reynolds analogy, that heat transfer and momentum transfer behave similarly, is
valid in this case, this reduction in drag should be accompanied by a corresponding decrease in
total heat transfer, which could be used to increase turbine efficiency. If the Reynolds analogy
is applicable to riblets, a total reduction in blade heat transfer and hence percent cooling needed
of about five percent might be expected. The loss in turbine efficiency per percent of cooling
air has been estimated to be between one and three percent. A typical turbine might have three
to five percent cooling air. Thus, the successful application of riblets on a turbine blade might
result in a rise in turbine efficiency of between 0.15 and 0.75 percent per cooled blade row, not
an insignificant amount. Typical values over the turbulent region of a turbine blade are:
T=1800 K, U=850 m/s, vu6xl0-5 m2/s, and ReU2x10 5 to 1x10 6, so that Crs4x10-3. To
obtain riblet height and spacing of around 10 in wall units, the riblet dimensions would
therefore have to be on the order of 10 microns, which appears to be feasible. However,
previous research in this area has been inconclusive, so that it has not been possible to predict
the effect of riblets on heat transfer with any certainty.
The motivation for this project is the desire to determine whether riblets may be used to
reduce heat transfer on a turbine blade. Based on this, the specific goals of the project are:
* measure with high accuracy the effects of riblets on flat plate heat transfer,
* determine the relation between this effect and the effect of riblets on skin friction,
* ascertain the dominant parameter or parameters which affect this relation.
Towards these ends, theoretical and experimental background on both the turbulent boundary
layer and riblets are presented. The design criteria and process of a low speed, turbulent
boundary layer, heat transfer wind tunnel and test section are detailed. The experimental
apparatus, procedure, analysis, and results are described. In depth treatments of the
calibration, calibration accuracy, test, and test accuracy analyses are appended.
2. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND
2.1. The Turbulent Boundary Layer Over a Flat Plate
A. Introduction. Most flows of interest to the aerodynamicist contain bounded
shear layers which exhibit rapid, non-linear, unsteady motion: turbulent boundary layers. The
fluid motion in these regions is so complex that full, analytical solutions are intractable.
Indeed, the analysis of turbulent flow is limited to the statistical theory of turbulent correlation
functions and the semi-empirical analysis of turbulent mean quantities.
The former method is outside the focus of this project and will not be discussed.
Similarly, many numerical methods of solving both the integral and differential forms of the
time averaged momentum and energy equations using digital computers exist, one survey of
which may be found in White (1974), but are outside the scope of this project and so have not
been examined.
The mean flow equations used in the experimental design are briefly derived below.
The time averaged thin shear layer equations of motion are given. The velocity profile
similarity laws are derived via dimensional analysis. The integral form of the equations of
motion and the empirical formulae derived from them are described. The White formula for
skin friction and its derivation using inner law variables are treated. A brief description of the
Reynolds analogy and its use in predicting Stanton number is given.
The coherent structures of the turbulent boundary layer and their ramifications are
briefly examined. A comparison is made of the momentum and heat transfer structures in an
attempt to gage the robustness of the Reynolds analogy. Research to date supports the
soundness of the basic assumption and its rooting in physical mechanisms but the accuracy of
the results are low enough that no refinement of the analogy with them can be made.
The effect of wall roughness on the turbulent boundary layer is very briefly described.
Essentially, each type of roughness has its own particular set of dynamics and mean flow
effects and so must be treated individually.
B. Mean Flow Analysis. Following the original approach of Reynolds (1895), the
properties of the flow are treated as the superposition of a steady element and unsteady
fluctuations and analyzed via the time-averaged equations of motion. Incompressible turbulent
flow with constant transport properties but with possible significant fluctuations in velocity,
pressure, and temperature is considered. Taking coordinates x parallel to the freestream and y
normal to the wall, a thin shear layer is assumed so that
4 1,
x
where
S= y (u -= 0.99 Ue),
from which follows the standard approximations
u> v
and
ay ax
The mean flow structure is assumed to be two-dimensional so that
w=O
and
- -0.
az
These assumptions yield for the time-averaged continuity equation:
+ - = 0
Ox oy )
x-momentum:
-0iiou
ax
-A+-
ay
1 ap
Px
2-
+V--
du'v'
ay
x'2
y-momentum:
a - -PN
and energy:
pC (uT-- +V Tx
aT
= (k-- - pC v'T') +ly dy V
-
dy
(pC-- pu'v').
(2.4)
Bernoulli's incompressible relation at the edge of the boundary layer,
dp = - pUedUe,
can be integrated to obtain
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.5)
P = Pe(x) -pv'2. (2.6)
Substituting this relation into equations 2.1 through 2.4, with the assumption
.-(v' - u'2) O 0
Ox
and the notation
Ou
(2.7)
and
OT
q k - pC v'T',
(2.8)
yields for x-momentum:
_- -_ dU 1Oru- + v- = U + - -
e dx p Oy (2.9)
and energy:
-OT -aT Oq Ou
U- + V- = - + T-.
x y O(2.10)
C. Dimensional Analysis. Several useful dimensional analyses of the momentum
properties of the flow in the boundary layer are based on observation of data of the distribution
across the layer of the viscous stress
07U
and the turbulent , or Reynolds, stress
- p u'v'.
To allow simple comparison, both terms are non-dimensionalized by dividing by puT2, where
eP (2.11)
As in figure 2.1, The Distribution of Stress in the Wall Region of a Turbulent Boundary Layer,
three regions are apparent: first, the outer layer or inertial sublayer (y+>30) where
U'V' du+
2 - 'u dy+
second, the overlap layer or buffer region (5-10<y+<30) where
U'V' du+
u dy+
and, third, the inner layer, laminar sublayer, wall region, or viscous layer (y3<5-10) where
u'v' du+
U dy
Dimensional analysis has proved fruitful in describing these different regions.
For the inner region, Prandtl (1933) deduced that:
u = f(Tw , p, y),
(2.12)
the proper non-dimensional form of which is
U A ) (2.13)
where
U+ U
u
T (2.14)
and
+ yu
V (2.15)
Very near the wall, the viscous shear dominates and the velocity profile should be linear to the
first order so that equation 2.7 gives
u
(2.16)
or, after non-dimensionalizing,
+ +
u =y. (2.17)
irminin (1930) deduced that in the outer region
Ue- Ui =f f(T, p,y, P )
(2.18)
or
U -u
U e
T (2.19)
As first noted by Millikan (1938), the two functions must merge smoothly,
U. = U
i 0 (2.20)
which can only be true if, in the outer layer,
u - Iln y + B
(2.21)
or
U-U 1 y
- = -In() + A,
TU (2.22)
where values of (k,B) of (0.4,5.5) by Nikuradse (1930) and (0.41,5.0) by Coles (1955) and
of A of 2.35 by Schultz-Grunow (1940) have been suggested. The useful formula for all three
regions
+ + -KB + (KU) 2 (KU+) 3
y =u +e [e u -1-Ku 2]2 6 (2.23)
was deduced separately by Spalding (1961) and Kleinstein (1967) by matching the formulas
for eddy-viscosity in the inner and log regions. However, experimentally measured velocity
profiles, depending very strongly on pressure gradient, diverge from these formulae for y+ >
300, often called the wake region. Clauser (1954, 1956) modified the outer law to account for
this effect by introducing an equilibrium parameter 0:
U -u y
u 5T(2.24)
where
dpe
Tdx
W (2.24)
With this in mind, Coles (1956) proposed an approximate wake function which could be used
to correct equation 2.21:
u = In y + +B + -- W(Z)
X y+) (2.25)
where
W(Y) - 2 sin2 ( )
(2.26)
and
0.75II - 0.8 (p + 0.5) 75.
(2.27)
D. Integral Analysis. Further information about the various boundary layer
attributes may be obtained from the momentum and energy equations in their integral form. As
in the case of the laminar equations, both 2.9 and 2.10 can be integrated across the boundary
layer as suggested by KI~rmin (1921) with the no-slipfno-jump conditions
u(x,O) = v(x,O) = 0
and
T(x,O) = T (x)
and the freestream matching conditions
i(x,8) = Ue(x)
and
T(x,8) = T (x)
to obtain
d +( 2 +H) de T _ Cf
dx U dX 2 2
(2.28)
and
= St,
dx p Ue Cp (T - Tw)  (2.29)ep (2.29)
where
0 u (1 -u) dy - 6 f -(1 u &) d( ),
(2.30)
H , (
(2.31)
8 *f(l ) dymUe
hFOe
C (T0 -T) ho
e
-1) dy vst-f
h
0
oee
Cp(T -Tw)
e
8T - y (T = 0.99 T),
1) d(- ),5T.
(2.33)
(2.34)
and
-2
p 2 (2.35)
A simple solution of the Kirmin integral momentum equation for a flat plate, where
dOCf -2-
(2.36)
was found by Prandtl (1927) by assuming that the pipe-friction relation,
-1/4
Cf a
(2.37)
holds for a flat plate with 8 replacing pipe radius a and by deducing from velocity-profile data
that
10" (2.38)
Substituting into the momentum equation and integrating yields
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which can then be used to obtain the following formulae with empirically determined constants:
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and x is the the streamwise distance from the apparent turbulent origin.
Another useful empirical relation was formulated along similar lines by IKrmlin (1931)
and Schoenherr (1932):
0.0586
C,* 2loglo (2 Ree) + 0.8686 loglo (2 Re) (2.45)
(2.45)
E. Inner Law Analysis. A second useful approach to the governing equations,
taken by Kestin and Persen (1962), concentrates on using inner-law variables. With the
Spalding-Kleinstein formula, the continuity equation can be integrated for v, from which the
convective acceleration can be calculated. Substituting into the x-momentum equation yields
du +2 u dT
U -u = -,
(2.46)
which can be integrated to obtain
du
T(X, y)- T (X, O) = p I- G(u+),
(2.47)
where
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(2.48)
Evaluating this equation at the outer edge of the boundary layer, where
y = 8,
T"" O,
and
u + X(x),
with
U
u (x)'
T (2.49)
yields, after some rearrangement,
U dXUe=-G(X) 
-..
v (2.50)
This can then be integrated to give
Rex = G(X) dX,
(2.51)
which in turn can be integrated using the Spalding-Kleinstein formula, equation 2.23, to obtain
the most accurate formulae for turbulent skin-friction known presently:
-KB 3 41 3 e z 2 Z ZG(X)= X +- [e (Z -2Z+2) 2 3 43 2 3 4
K (2.52)
and
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where
Z - iCX. (2.54)
The form of these equations is, however, rather unwieldy so that the more commonly
used form is that of a least-squares approximation made by White (1969):
0.48 ),
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which yields the simpler formula, accurate to two percent,
0.455Ct
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F. The Reynolds Analogy. The basis of most analyses of heat flux and
temperature distribution in the turbulent boundary layer is still the analogy of Reynolds (1874).
In this analogy, a dimensionless ratio is formed of the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity and eddy-
conductivity called the turbulent Prandtl number,
Prt= aP
(2.57)
where
p U'V'
(2.58)
and
p C v'T'
(2.59)
Reynolds postulated that since momentum and heat flux are equivalent phenomena
Prt = f(Pr) O(1).
From this, a law of the wall is expected for the temperature profile similar to that of velocity.
Kfrmin (1939) provided a method of calculating this profile by noting that the ratio of
heat flux and shear was approximately constant across the boundary layer:
q k+kt dT qw
T + pt du Tw
By introducing the turbulent Prandtl number, this may be separated and rewritten in the non-
dimensional form
udu.
qw 1/Pr + pp Prt (2.60)
For Prandtl number near unity, this can be integrated using the Spalding-Kleinstein relation.
However, the algebra is quite complicated so that it is more convenient to use a curve fit for the
log layer provided again by White (1974):
T+ _ -In y+ + A(Pr),
(2.61)
where
0.68A(Pr) w 12.8 Pr 6 - 7.3. (2.62)
This law of the wall and the velocity log law can be evaluated at 8 and the former subtracted
from the latter to give
U
S[--u +(A-B)] (T -T)C T,
T (2.63)
which can be used to form the Reynolds analogy. Kfirmfin's approximation to this formula,
including a temperature correction for variable viscosity,
St= Cf
2 Pr4 (T /lf)°' (2.64)
was found by Reynolds et. al. (1958) to be accurate to within 4.5 percent. Although this
analogy has received much attention, such as in Kestin and Richardson (1963) and Taylor et.
al. (1990), no simple improvement has yet been found.
G. Coherent Structures. One way of testing the assumptions of the Reynold's
analogy is to examine the correspondence, if any, between the physical structures of the two
modes of transport in the boundary layer. The investigation of ordered structures in the in the
turbulent boundary layer began with Fage and Townend (1932). The existence of coherent
vortical structures in the wall layer and their key role in the production of turbulence were first
hypothesized by Theodorsen (1952). The measurements of Laufer (1954) and Klebanoff
(1954) showed that both the production and dissipation of turbulent energy peak near the outer
edge of the wall layer (y+4s 11.5). In the past two decades, much interest has arisen over the
coherent eddy structures observed in turbulent boundary layers in the near wall region. Most
researchers agree that these reacting parcels of vortical fluid control the dynamics of the
boundary layer and are responsible for the majority of transport of momentum, heat, and mass.
One particular sequence of quasi-deterministic, randomly located coherent structures
collectively called the bursting process was identified by Kline et. al. (1967) and Kim et. al.
(1971) as playing a key role in the production of new turbulence and the transport of turbulence
within the boundary layer on smooth walls. A sketch of this is shown in figure 2.2, The
Bursting Process. This process is actually a conceptual grouping of many elements:
* streamwise vortices,
* low speed streaks,
* inflectional velocity profiles,
* lifting and oscillation of the streaks,
* ejection from the wall of a portion of low-momentum fluid, or a burst,
* a large-scale sweep of the wall by high-momentum outer fluid.
Blakewell and Lumley (1967) were the first to show that previous hot-wire
anemometry velocity data in turbulent pipe-flow were consistent with a pair of counter-rotating
streamwise vortices in the near wall region (y+ < 50) by using a set of space-time correlations
with an orthogonal decomposition theorem . Later analysis by Blackwelder and Eckelman
(1978) suggested that these structures have a lateral wavelength of - 100 wall units, a
streamwise length of- 1000 wall units, and random occurrence in space and time. Kim and
Moin (1979) found that these vortical structures tend to angle upwards at m45 degrees. Jang
et. al. (1986) have proposed a mechanism for their production by using weakly non-linear
perturbation methods to show that direct resonance theories exhibit a mean secondary flow
consistent with their existence. Aubry et. al. (1988) have carried out an extremely complicated
modelling of the wall region with dynamical systems and bifurcation theory and claim that the
resulting equations model the behavior of streamwise rolls which exhibit the characteristics of
the counter-rotating vortices described above. However, a "vortex" is not a mathematically
well-defined entity and streamwise vorticity is difficult both to calculate and to measure.
Indeed, if their existence were not strongly supported by the visualization studies of Head and
Bandyopadhyay (1981) and Smith and Schwartz (1983), few would not be skeptical of their
existence.
The pair of vortices are thought to produce between them low speed streaks, which are
easily observed and therefore well-accepted. These structures have random length scales with
a width of =20 wall units and a length of =1000. Oldaker and Tiederman (1977) and later
Smith and Metzler (1983) found a lognormal distribution of their spacing with an average of
v 100 wall units and a most probable value of =80. The latter found an average persistence of
=480 wall time units, with some streaks lasting up to 2500.
In the later stages of their evolution, the streaks lift up perpendicularly from the near
wall region. Offen and Kline (1974) showed that this lift-up is typically 100 to 400 wall units
long. At a height above the wall between 10 and 20 wall units, oscillation begins. Kline et. al.
(1967) and Emmerling (1973) estimate oscillation wavelengths of =200 wall units, but little
data exists because the oscillation period is very brief. Suggestions have been made that this
oscillation and the resulting break-up is due to the spanwise and streamwise inflectional
profiles, but current inflection instability theory is valid only for steady, two-dimensional
situations and so cannot corroborate this.
Downstream of the lift-up, parcels of low speed fluid are ejected to between 20 and 50
wall units, often in groups of two or more. As the parcels reach closer to 50 wall units, they
develop a chaotic motion and break-up, dispersing and mixing with the outer layer. As
indicated by Nakagawa and Nezu (1981), this is responsible for the majority of turbulence
production at this height. A sweep of high speed fluid from the outer layer follows the mixing
and disperses the small scale mixing motion. Falco (1979) estimated the sweeps to be = 100
wall units square.
Further details of the bursting process and coherent structures in general exist in
abundance in surveys such as A.K.M.F. Hussain (1983), R.F. Blackwelder (1988), and Kline
and Robinson (1988), to name three, but are not germane.
As with mean flow analysis, most research and analysis effort in the study of coherent
structures in the turbulent boundary layer until fairly recently has concentrated upon momentum
properties, with the result that the relationship between the near wall structures and heat flux is
much less clear than that with shear. Zaric (1972a, 1972b, 1973, 1974, 1975) appears to have
been the first to have studied the statistical relationship between the momentum and the heat
transfer in the near wall region on a smooth surface. These and other studies summarized in
Khabakhpasheva (1986) reported close correspondence between the two modes of transfer.
More recently, Khabakhpasheva (1988), Nagano and Hishida (1988), Perepelitsa (1988),
Kasagi (1988), Slanciauskas (1988), and Kays and Moffat (1988) have shown conclusive
evidence that for the canonical smooth, flat plate, turbulent boundary layer, instantaneous
turbulent heat transfer is strongly associated with and dominated by the coherent turbulent
momentum structures. All have noted a similarity between the more obvious coherent
momentum structures such as streaks and bursts and equivalent coherent heat flux structures.
Perry and Hoffman (1976) found that the momentum bursts and sweeps were accompanied by
similar occurrences in heat flux -75 percent of the time. Iritani et. al. (1983) used temperture-
sensitive liquid crystal display tunnel walls and hydrogen bubbles to verify the existence of
high-temperature streaks, their association with a70 percent of the low-speed streaks, and a
spacing within 10 percent of the spacing of the low speed streaks. They further observed low
temperature streaks with =72 percent of the sweep events.
As in the research that has concentrated on direct examination through measurement of
Cr and St, the research on the physical structures of heat and momentum transfer seems to
indicate that the basis of the Reynold's analogy is sound to within the accuracy of the current
experimental methods and instrumentation for the canonical, smooth, flat-plate case.
Unfortunately, this accuracy is low enough to prevent using the results to refine the analogy
and, even if this were not the case, no results are available for non-canonical cases. Indeed,
while this conceptual model of the primary method of turbulence production in the wall
boundary layer has provided a useful framework within which to organize and direct boundary
layer research, it has yet to provide quantitative prediction schemes of use to the engineer.
H. The Effects of Wall Roughness. Surface roughness has only a minor effect
on laminar flow because the laminar boundary layer is entirely dominated by viscous effects.
Indeed, Gatski and Grosch (1984) have shown that for low speeds the pressure drag
associated with laminar flow over roughness elements is almost exactly equal to the skin
friction drag on the equivalent flat surfaces.
Even small roughness elements on the solid surface of a turbulent boundary layer will
break up the viscous layer and cause a dramatic increase in vertical momentum exchange,
however, resulting in higher bursting frequency and intensity as well as skin friction. A large
body of research, one survey of which may be found in Clauser (1956), on many types of
rough walls have shown that roughness has the effect of shifting the mean velocity profile
downward a constant amount that only weakly depends upon the type of roughness. Studies
such as Grass (1971) and Lewkowicz and Das (1978) have shown that the flow dynamics very
near the roughness elements are altered in magnitude but not in general nature. Therefore, the
assumption that the lowest possible skin friction attainable in a turbulent boundary layer is that
over a smooth wall has usually been made.
In the last decade, however, researchers have discovered that each type or class of
roughness has its own set of dynamics and mean flow effects. In particular, a surface with
small ribs aligned in the streamwise direction, or riblets, has lower total skin friction than a
smooth surface under certain flow conditions.
2.2. Riblets
A. Introduction. Riblets are very small ribs placed into the turbulent boundary layer
in alignment with the freestream for the purpose of reducing skin friction. A simple picture of
their placement and the terminology, height h, width w, and spacing s, used in their description
is presented in figure 2.3, Riblet Placement and Terminology.
Experiments have shown that the data for the variation of riblet drag reduction with
riblet height and spacing approximately collapse onto one curve of similar shape when plotted
as the ratio of the drag of the ribleted test plate to the drag of the flat test plate minus one versus
spacing in law of the wall units. This curve is shown for riblets of various ratios of height to
spacing in figure 2.4, Drag Reduction of Thin Element Riblets. Each curve has two distinct
regions: a "drag bucket" or region of drag reduction for h+ between =5 and =25 wall units,
with maximum drag reduction of m7 percent at h+ - 10 wall units, and a drag increase region
for h+ above -25 wall units, with the rate of drag increase with h+ proportional to aspect ratio
(h/s). The core of riblet research and validation was done primarily by Walsh in the late 70's
and early 80's at NASA Langley.
The Langley work aroused great interest in both research and industry circles. In the
area of research, many papers have been published in the last five years on riblets in an attempt
to understand better the mechanism behind them. In industry, most large companies in fields
where drag is important, such as aerospace, maritime, pipe transmission, etc., have looked at
the possible application of riblets in their areas. The 3M corporation manufactures vinyl
laminates with riblet surfaces, which have already been used successfully on yachts and
planes. British Maritime Technologies has developed a versatile method of molding riblets into
a thermoplastic coating which may be economically sprayed onto many surfaces.
Many mechanisms of riblet drag reduction have been proposed but, as yet, no
consensus has been formed on which theory, if any, is valid. The most likely mechanism
seems to be the damping of turbulent fluctuations near the base of the riblets. Many
researchers, however, feel that more than one mechanism is at work.
No conclusive research has been conducted on the effect of riblets on heat transfer.
B. Previous Research into Riblet Effects on Skin Friction and Turbulent
Boundary Layer Structure. The first person to examine the possibility of reducing the
turbulent drag of a surface with riblets seems to have been Liu in 1966 at Stanford University.
As part of a process of studying the bursting process and its effect on turbulent shear, Liu
(1966) and Liu et al. (1966) hoped to use the riblets to suppress the finer scale near wall
turbulence and confine the turbulent bursts to their initial propagation region. Although they
measured reduction in bursting rates of 20 to 25 percent and two instances of possible drag
reduction of up to 3 percent in their range of h+=45-1 10 and s+= 190-370, they did not feel that
their data indicated sufficient turbulence suppression to result in tangible overall drag reduction.
In addition, they encountered the problem that has plagued all riblet and most turbulent
boundary layer research: the accuracy of the experiment is the same order of magnitude as the
effect under scrutiny.
Bath (1968) was led to consider the possibility of reducing pressure drop in pipelines
with riblets by reports of turbulent skin friction reduction near a comer. He performed a semi-
empirical analysis of riblets based on the data from these reports from which he predicted the
possibility of significant drag reduction at h f= 10-20. Kennedy et. al. (1973) attempted to test
this prediction. However, numerical discrepancies are present in their paper. They claimed to
have tested at h+=20 but print figures which, if correct, indicate that they instead tested at much
higher values. At their test point, whatever it was, they found skin friction per surface area
reduction but no total drag reduction.
In the late 70's and throughout the 80's, the ideas of Liu and Bath were validated at
NASA Langley as part of the drag reduction programs of D.M. Bushnell outlined in:
* Hefner and Bushnell (1977),
* Bushnell (1983),
* Hefner et. al. (1983),
* Wilkinson et. al. (1987),
* Bushnell and McGinley (1989).
Apparently, initial interest at NASA was generated in the early 70's by observations of reduced
drag on aerospace vehicles with very small, streamwise-aligned cooling fins. Over the course
of their research in the 70's and 80's, the effect of riblets on skin friction, including repeatable
total drag reduction of up to seven percent, was measured with a variety of riblet shapes and
sizes over the entire range of h÷, s+ and h/s, and their use in reducing total aircraft drag was
validated. This was primarily due to the careful and systematic work of M.J. Walsh:
* Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979),
* Walsh (1980, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1990a, 1990b),
* Walsh and Lindemann (1984),
* Walsh et. al. (1988, 1989),
* Walsh and Anders (1989).
Other research at Langley on riblets includes: Lindemann (1985), Lazos and Wilkinson (1987a,
1987b), Wilkinson (1988), and Lazos (1989). Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979) tested
rectangular, triangular grooved, razor blade, semi-circular grooved, and alternating transverse
curvature riblets. They obtained up to four percent drag reduction with two of the triangular
grooved models. Walsh (1980) further tested the drag characteristics of triangular or V-groove
and transverse curvature riblets, with in depth boundary layer tests over the V-groove model,
and found up to 7 percent drag reduction for h+ below 30. This analysis was continued in
Walsh (1982, 1983) and Walsh and Lindemann (1984), confirming the aspects of the "drag
bucket" at various Reynolds numbers and attempting to optimize the riblet geometry. Walsh
(1985) examined the preliminary results of the application of riblets on a Learjet, estimating a
possible overall drag reduction of four percent, with side benefits such as increased corrosion
resistance, reduced cabin leakage, and reduced paint need. Walsh et. al. (1988, 1989) obtained
up to six percent drag reduction on the riblet test sections applied on the fuselage of the Learjet
at flight conditions. Walsh (1990a) ascertained that small deviations in the peak geometry of
riblet films suitable for application on commercial transport can result in up to 40 percent
degradation in drag reduction performance. Lazos and Wilkinson (1987a, 1987b) obtained up
to 8 percent drag reduction with "thin-element" rectangular riblets and Lazos ascertained that
riblet performance is unaffected by average aircraft skin contamination. Wilkinson (1988)
determined that suction and blowing do not increase the drag reduction ability of riblets
measurably. Walsh and Anders (1989) and Walsh (1990b) have provided in depth summaries
of the riblet research performed to date.
During the same period, riblet research was being conducted in Germany based on
observations of the squamation, or ribbed scales, of certain sharks (although the author has
heard a story, probably apocryphal, from someone who worked under Dennis Bushnell that
his interest in riblets was initially spurred by examination of the skin of a shark he caught in the
Chesapeake Bay). Although biologists have known of the very fine ribs on the scales of
certain sharks for almost a century, the first to speculate on the fluid dynamic purpose of these
structures were the Russian scientists Burdak (1969) and Chernyshov and Zayets (1970) in the
late 60's. Later work by Reif (1982), Reif and Dinkelacker (1982), Rashi and Musick (1984),
and Reif (1985) confirmed the existence of riblet-like structures on shark scales aligned with
the skin surface flow and of the same order of magnitude in size in wall units as riblets.
Spurred on by these observations, Nitschke (1983) and Dinkelacker et. al. (1988) measured up
to three percent drag reduction due to riblets in pipe flow; Bechert et. al. (1985, 1987)
confirmed the findings ofWalsh; Bechert (1987) experimented with three-dimensional riblets
but found no addition to the drag increase over that of regular riblets; and, Bartenwerfer and
Bechert (1987) and Bechert and Bartenwerfer (1989) attempted a theoretical analysis of riblets,
the demerits of which are discussed below.
Other basic corroborations of Walsh's results include:
* Hooshmand et. al. (1983),
* Bacher and Smith (1985a, 1985b),
* Chen (1986),
* Khalid (1986),
* Wallace and Balint (1987),
* Enyutin et. al. (1987),
* Sawyer and Winter (1987),
* Savill (1987),
* Reidy (1987),
* Pulles (1988).
Coustols et. al. (1987), Reidy and Anderson (1988), Choi et. al. (1989), and Rohr et. al.
(1989) have studied riblets in tandem with some other drag reduction device. The
characteristics of riblets at high subsonic and transonic speeds were examined by Squire and
Savill (1987, 1989), Gaudet (1989), and Coustols (1989). Gaudet (1989) has estimated the
penalties of off-design operation. A list of studies of the use of riblets in some application and
the application under research would include:
* Johansson and Alfredsson (1985)- ship drag reduction,
* Eilers et. al. (1985)- sailboat drag reduction,
* Choi et. al. (1987)- yacht drag reduction,
* McLean et. al. (1987)- Learjet drag reduction,
* Anon. (1987a)- the same,
* Beauchamp and Phillips (1988)- drag reduction on an axisymmetric body,
* Valkenberg (1988)- bobsled drag reduction,
* Caram and Ahmed (1989)- airfoil drag reduction,
* Truong and Pulvin (1989)- diffuser efficiency rise, and
* Lin et. al. (1990)- control of turbulent flow separation over a ramp.
The effect of riblets on the structure of the turbulent boundary layer has been studied by:
* Gallagher and Thomas (1984),
* Nieuwstadt et. al. (1986),
* Djenidi et. al. (1987a, 1987b),
* Choi (1985, 1986, 1988),
* Choi and Johnson (1989),
* Pulles et. al. (1989).
Choi (1988, 1989), Vukoslavcevic et al. (1987), Djenidi et. al. (1988), and Pearson (1989)
have suggested various drag reduction mechanisms. The effect of riblets on skin friction in the
laminar boundary layer has been examined in Khan (1986), de Saint Victor (1987), Djenidi et.
al. (1987a,1988,1989), and Launder and Li (1989) as well as in several unpublished papers
summarized in Coustols and Savill (1989). In addition to those coming from NASA Langley,
recent surveys of riblet research include Choi (1984), Guezennec and Nagib (1985), Savill et.
al. (1988), and Coustols and Savill (1989).
Despite this large body of research, some disagreement exists on the basic effects of
riblets on the turbulent boundary layer structure. For example, a rich variety of conflicting data
has been reported on the effect of riblets on the bursting process. Hooshmand et. al. (1983),
Hooshmand (1985), and Pulles (1988) found an increase in burst frequency over riblets.
Bacher and Smith (1985a, 1985b), and Pulles et. al. (1989) found no change. Walsh (1982)
found no change in frequency but a drop in intensity. Liu (1966), Liu et. al. (1966), Gallagher
and Thomas (1984), and Savill (1987) found a reduction in frequency. Choi (1989) found a
substantial increase in frequency but a drop in burst duration of almost 50 percent.
Researchers do show agreement, however, that low speed fluid is entrained between
the riblets, damping and displacing upwards the turbulent fluctuations. That riblets damp rms
turbulent fluctuations by up to 10 percent in the lower half of the boundary layer for s+ <50
wall units has been shown by:
* Walsh (1980),
* Hooshmand et. al. (1983),
* Nitschke (1983),
* Hooshmand (1985),
* Vukoslavcevic (1987),
* Lazos and Wilkinson (1987b),
* Choi (1989),
* Pulles et. al. (1989).
In addition, Kozlov et. al. (1989) have shown evidence of an increase in transition Reynolds
number of 20 to 50 percent over riblets under low freestream turbulence level conditions.
Furthermore, Bacher and Smith (1985a, 1985b), Gallagher and Thomas (1984), Lazos and
Wilkinson (1987b), and Choi (1989) found an increase in streak spacing over riblets of =30
percent.
Lazos and Wilkinson (1987b) have found evidence of discontinuous doubling of
vertical distance of the point of peak turbulence intensity above thin-element riblet "valley
floors" at s+=50 wall units. This result would seem to point to the existence of a minimum
value of riblet spacing below which a significant percentage of the turbulent fluctuations is
excluded from the groove. That this value of spacing is approximately one-half the average
spanwise streak spacing has been taken as evidence of interaction between riblets and the
coherent structures of the turbulent boundary layer. However, questions remain as to why the
value of riblet spacing at which the discontinuity occurs should be one-half the streak spacing
and not some other multiple. Further, this discontinuity is not accompanied by any
corresponding discontinuity in drag, so that one must conclude either that this characteristic is a
second order effect with minor influence on mean values or that it was produced by some
probe-model interference.
Research on riblets in tandem with some other drag reduction scheme, such as
polymers or LEBUs, has shown that the drag reduction effect is essentially additive. Research
on yaw has shown that riblet drag reduction decreases linearly with yaw rise to zero at about 30
degrees. Similarly, researchers have found that riblet drag reduction decreases linearly with
pressure gradient rise to zero at 0~=0.5. No degradation in riblet performance due to high
subsonic and transonic freestream flow has been observed. Despite the results of Bechert
(1987), very recent research on three-dimensional riblets summarized in Coustols and Savill
(1989) suggests that they might be used to increase maximum total drag reduction to as much
as 11 percent.
Interest has arisen recently on riblet use in laminar flow. Computational treatments
such as Khan (1986), de Saint Victor (1987), Djenidi et. al. (1987a,1988,1989) as well as
several unpublished papers summarized in Coustols and Savill (1989) indicated the possibility
of up to four percent drag reduction due to riblets in the laminar boundary layer. This has not
been encountered experimentally and more recent computational work such as Launder and Li
(1989) has cast some doubt on the past calculations. Further discussion of these views is
presented below in section 2.2.D.
C. Previous Research into Riblet Effects on Heat Transfer. Only three
studies have been done on the effect of riblets on heat transfer to date that the author is aware
of, all inconclusive: Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979) and Lindemann (1985). All found
that the Reynolds analogy factor, the ratio of the Stanton number to half the coefficient of
friction, was changed by anywhere from -10 percent to +30 percent, depending on the
particular riblet model. The variation of the ratio of riblet heat transfer to flat plate heat transfer
in these studies seems very generally to follow the same characteristics as the drag reduction
but, since the scatter of the data is so large, in both cases this is difficult to tell. However,
minimal heat transfer data was taken in the region of drag reduction in Walsh and Weinstein
(1978, 1979) and, furthermore, the heat transfer effects are not presented versus riblet height
or spacing in wall units. Again, in Lindemann (1985), the Reynold's analogy factors
measured are shown, but not any specific drag or heat transfer effects versus height or spacing
in wall units.
D. Suggested Riblet Drag Reduction Mechanisms. Almost as many
suggestions for riblet drag reduction mechanisms have been made as papers on riblets
published, none with any wide success. A list of the more plausible suggestions would
include: reduction in some burst parameter, thickening of the viscous sublayer, streamwise
vorticity diffusion, and reduction in turbulent intensities.
Various studies have suggested that riblets affect burst frequency, duration, and
intensity. However, the bursting process is not rigorously defined. Further, some questions,
which time constraints prevented the author from examining in any detail, have arisen as to the
validity of the VITA burst detection method currently used by researchers. As well, Gallagher
and Thomas (1984) have detected significant spanwise variation of the burst parameters over
riblets. Until these three problems have been resolved, it would be premature to draw any
conclusions about the effect of riblets on bursting as a mechanism. In addition, the technique
most often used to detect thickening of the viscous sublayer is the measurement of the decrease
in bursting rates, so that the same conclusions must be drawn about this mechanism as well as
its association with bursting.
Some agreement appears to exist that the longitudinal pair of vortices associated with
bursting are indeed more widely spaced over riblets. Bacher and Smith (1985a) have proposed
that the riblets act to dampen these vortices by allowing the production of secondary opposing
vortices at their peaks. As yet, this secondary vorticity has not been detected, but it might well
be beyond the resolution of today's instruments.
Pearson (1989), hypothesizing that vorticity data in the turbulent boundary layer are as
well explained by one vortex as by two, has used the technique he developed in Pearson and
Abernathy (1984) coupled with conformal mapping to show that riblets act to diffuse a single
time evolving vortex, which should then reduce skin friction. Two critical weaknesses are
immediately apparent in this theory: the assumption of a single vortex and the use of conformal
mapping.
The first assumption is based on the fact that the time averaged vorticity data can be as
well explained by a pair of counter rotating vortices as by one vortex rotating one direction half
the time and the other way the other half. However, many of the flow visualization studies
appear to show pairs of vortices. Computations of w from the continuity equation using
conditionally sampled data of u and v as done in Choi (1989) seem to bear this out.
The use of conformal mapping, the second weak link in the analysis, is predicated on
the argument that the mean convective terms and the Reynolds stress term in the Navier-Stokes
equations are very tiny near the riblets. However, while this is true in the riblet valleys, it does
not seem to be true near the peaks and it is certainly not true at the height at which the presence
of the vortices has been measured. Furthermore, while the absolute value of the turbulent
fluctuations does indeed asymptote to zero at the wall, so does the mean velocity, with the
consequence that the relative local turbulence level reaches a maximum and constant value,
determined in studies such as Klebanoff (1954), Spalart (1986), Kim et. al. (1987), and
Alfredsson et. al. (1988) to be approximately 0.4, throughout the viscous region. Indeed, if
one ignores these terms, then one is in actuality analyzing the laminar boundary layer, the
aspects of which in relation to such an approach are discussed below.
In addition, and perhaps more critically, even if such assumptions were valid, the
method of conformal mapping would be incapable of producing any quantitative predictions
about the effect of riblets on skin friction because inviscid theory does not give realistic results
near a solid boundary. The only way to satisfy the no-slip condition at a solid boundary in
inviscid theory is to specify arbitrarily some type of flow with zero velocity at the boundary,
such as Couette flow over a stationary wall, in which trivial case the predicted skin friction is
merely the viscosity times the specified value of the slope of the Couette flow at the wall. The
theory of Bechert and Bartenwerfer (1989) of a correspondence between an apparent riblet
height and drag reduction is also based on inviscid theory and conformal mapping and so is
limited in usefulness to the generation of orthogonal computational grids.
Some researchers have argued that if the mechanism of riblet drag reduction were
purely viscous, riblets should work in the laminar boundary layer as well as the turbulent.
Many computational treatments of riblets in the laminar boundary layer have been performed,
primarily due to the relative simplicity of the calculations involved. The use of conformal
mapping in these treatments to calculate skin friction effects, and hence the treatments
themselves, are invalid for the same reason as in the treatments of the turbulent boundary layer
described above. Other researchers have used finite element techniques to perform similar
calculations predicting up to four percent drag reduction. Some questions have arisen,
however, as to the numerical accuracy of the computational grids used in these studies. As
pointed out in Launder and Li (1989), Djenidi et. al. (1988) used only four calculational nodes
in the upper quarter of the riblet peak, the region where 90 percent of the drag of their
computational model occurred. Since insufficient grid refinement in viscous flow finite
element analyses may lead to drag underestimation, their drag reduction results could be due to
numerical error. Neither experimental research nor calculations by Launder and Li (1989)
using a very fine mesh have detected any such laminar riblet drag reduction.
The evidence seems to indicate that it would be incorrect to assume that the drag
reduction can be explained without accounting for turbulent effects. In particular, the finding
of Kozlov (1988), that riblets delay transition by 20 to 50 percent, can be explained only by the
damping of turbulent fluctuations. In this vein, many researchers have noted that the riblets
have the effect of creating a higher apparent spanwise viscosity in the wall region similar to that
found in a turbulent boundary layer near a corner in studies such as Bragg (1969).
Indeed, one of the first suggestions of the possibility of using riblets to reduce turbulent
drag, the empirical analysis of Bath (1968), was based on the data contained in Nikuradse
(1926, 1930) and Leutheusser (1963) of decrease in skin friction near a corner. Bath assumed
that between the riblets and halfway up their side the skin friction may be calculated by a non-
dimensionalized fit of these sets of data and that on the top half of the riblets the skin friction is
equal to some constant, M, times the flat wall skin friction. He then integrated to obtain the
drag for a variety of values of riblet height, spacing, and M. His results indicated that if M is
=5 or less then for riblet heights less than 20 wall units, drag reduction will occur for s+
between 5 and 100 wall units, with a minimum between 10 and 20 wall units. That such a
simple, empirical approach predicted correctly the ranges of drag reduction seems to indicate
strongly that riblet drag reduction can be explained by viscous damping of the turbulent
fluctuations alone.
The author notes that the effect of riblets on the turbulent fluctuations is highly similar
to the damping of shear turbulence by a transverse magnetic field. In particular, the percent
damping of the Reynold's stress as shown in Walsh (1980) and Pulles et. al. (1989) is almost
the same as that present in a magneto-hydrodynamic flow with values of the ratio of Hartmann
number to Reynolds number of =100, as shown in Lykoudis (1980). Unsurprisingly, the
reduction in turbulent skin friction and hence drag for this value of Hartmann to Reynolds
number is approximately ten percent, very close to that of riblets.
E. Predicting Riblet Effects On Heat Transfer. The standard method of
calculating heat transfer effects, the Reynolds analogy, is of dubious value in predicting the
effects of riblets on heat transfer for two reasons. The first reason is that its accuracy is the
same order of magnitude as the probable effect of the riblets. Second, its validity depends
upon local conditions such as surface roughness. Specifically, Walsh and Weinstein (1978)
note in their survey of the field that the rise in heat transfer due to wall roughness has always
been found to be less than the rise in drag. More recent studies of "spire" geometry roughness,
however, have shown net heat transfer reduction in the presence of drag rise.
The previous research on heat transfer over riblets is problematical for many reasons.
The three studies at NASA Langley measured heat transfer effects varying from 10 percent
reduction to 40 percent increase. The first difficulty in applying their results is that their data
are not presented versus riblet height or spacing in wall units. The second is the extremely
large scatter, the same order of magnitude as the effect measured, of the data as it is presented.
Third, the research was performed before the optimization of riblet drag reduction and so may
not represent the heat transfer effects at the point of maximum drag reduction. Fourth, the
author notes that while the repeatability claimed in Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979) and
Lindemann (1985) was quite small (two percent), the experimental error of the measurements,
although not mentioned, must certainly be higher than that. The author bases this on the fact
that their driving temperature differential was only 5 degrees Fahrenheit (compared with 25 at
the Stanford heat transfer facilities described in Moffat and Kays (1984), the acme of the field)
and the fact that they used thermocouples, a temperature measuring device the accuracy of
which is estimated in Eckert and Goldstein (1976) and Anon. (1988) to be 0.2 degrees
Fahrenheit or above. Thus, the error of their temperature differential measurement would be at
least 5 percent!
Riblets could have four possible effects on heat transfer: a rise, none at all, a decrease,
or variable effect depending upon some flow or riblet property which does not effect the
momentum transfer. Although the latter case seems the most unlikely, no convincing
indications exist as to which of the other three is the most probable.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
3.1. Design Basis
A. Project Goals. This project was motivated by the desire to increase turbine
efficiency via decreasing turbine blade heat transfer. Therefore, the overall project objective is
to gage the potential for using riblets to reduce turbulent convective heat transfer on a turbine
blade. Towards this end, the specific primary goal is to measure with high accuracy the effects
of riblets on turbulent convective heat transfer. In addition, secondary goals are to examine the
relation between this effect and the effect of riblets on turbulent skin friction, and to determine
the dominant parameter or parameters, if any, which affect this relation.
B. Design Criteria. Based on these goals, the primary criteria of the design were
taken to be:
* heat transfer measurement accuracy,
* the ability to test at appropriate riblet spacing in wall units,
and the following secondary criteria were chosen:
* skin friction measurement accuracy,
* the ability to test at streamwise distance Reynolds numbers similar to those of
the turbulent section of a typical turbine blade.
The primary criterion of heat transfer measurement accuracy was based on the primary
goal of the project. A major difficulty in research into the effect of riblets on the turbulent
boundary layer is the limits of the accuracy of current measurement techniques. The difficulty
is that this accuracy is often the same magnitude as the effects under scrutiny. Since the
primary goal of this project was to measure the effect of riblets on heat transfer, the accuracy of
the heat transfer measurement was taken as a primary design criteria to obviate this difficulty.
The effect of riblets on drag is on the order of a single percent. The Reynolds analogy
indicates that the effect on heat transfer should be the same order of magnitude. Therefore, to
resolve the effect on heat transfer, the heat transfer measurement accuracy should be less than
one percent. Based on this, the level of accuracy of plus or minus half a percent was taken as
the major design objective.
The primary criterion of ability to test at appropriate riblet height was based on the
project objective. According to the Reynolds analogy, reduction in heat transfer is most likely
to occur during reduction in skin friction. The project objective focuses on the reduction of
heat transfer. To maximize the chance of measuring heat transfer reduction, the ability to test at
riblet heights and spacings where skin friction reduction is likely to occur was taken as a design
criterion.
The secondary criterion of skin friction measurement accuracy was motivated indirectly
by the primary goal, since the skin friction must be known accurately to determine the wall unit
scaling length, and directly by the secondary goal of ascertaining the relation between riblet
effect on heat transfer and on skin friction.
The secondary criterion of test Reynolds number was based on the project objective.
Although the effect of riblets does not seem to be a strong function of Reynolds number, many
boundary layer characteristics are. Thus, to be certain that the measured results could be
applied to a turbine blade, the ability to test at Reynolds numbers equal to those that might be
expected on the turbulent region of a turbine blade was chosen as a secondary criterion. As
mentioned in the introduction, this Reynolds number range is 2x10 5 to lx106.
C. Design constraints. Two design constraints, other than the ubiquitous ones of
finite time, money, and experience, were the tunnel dimensions and flow regime and the limits
of riblet machining available.
D. Design Parameters. The design parameters were:
* riblet type, height (h), and spacing (s);
* test section streamwise distance (x);
* freestream velocity (U.);
* wall temperature (Tw);
* test plate width (w) and thickness (t);
* heater number (NH), size (XHi), and resistance (Ri);
* temperature sensor type, number, and location.
E. Design Process. Because of the difficult nature of accurately measuring skin
friction and heat transfer in the turbulent boundary layer, careful error analysis was
incorporated into the design process from the very first stages and is described in some detail,
both in section 3.2 and in Appendix D.
The base of the design process of choosing values for the design parameters consisted
of deciding upon the general configuration of the experiment. This decision for both the skin
friction and heat transfer aspects of the experiment was based upon the standards of previous
research. Given the general configuration, the riblet physical type and size were determined
from the limits of machining available for the project and the limitations due to the heat transfer
aspects of the research. The range of test riblet spacing in wall units was determined from a
survey of the NASA Langley research results. These parameters, coupled with the velocity
range of the wind tunnel, then determined the streamwise distance of the test section necessary
for various test section Reynolds numbers. Based on these determinations, the test section was
sized. The physical details of the design of the test walls themselves were established from
considerations of the limitations imposed by having to machine the riblets directly onto one of
the test walls and of the measurement accuracy of different heat transfer configurations.
Tunnel wall test temperature was chosen to minimize heat transfer measurement error. Given
the desired wall temperature, heater sizes were determined so as to minimize the streamwise
variations in this temperature, and hence the measurement error, due to the discreteness of their
heat flux input. Their size and necessary heat flux input, coupled with the power supplies
available, set the heater control circuitry needs. Based on these needs and the available
electronics, the circuitry was designed. The type of temperature sensors used in the experiment
were chosen for accuracy and affordability. Their size and placement was determined from the
dimensions of the tunnel wall and heaters.
3.2. Experimental Design
A. Test Configuration. The starting point for the test design was the search for a
general configuration suited to the standards of previous research on riblet skin friction effects,
coherent structures, and momentum transfer as well as that on heat transfer in the turbulent
boundary layer.
In the first three areas, the standard experimental configuration centers around the
canonical, flat plate, turbulent boundary layer case. The standard features of this case are:
* a flat, solid wall, smooth other than the presence of the transition trip and
riblets in riblet experiments,
* a fully turbulent boundary layer,
* zero pressure gradient,
* two dimensional mean flow,
* steady outer flow with low freestream turbulence,
* Newtonian, single phase, incompressible test fluid,
* no force fields.
This case is the simplest and easiest to test and analyze because it contains the least number of
independent parameters possible without curtailing the validity and applicability of the results.
Furthermore, it is a momentum transfer research community standard, allowing the widest
comparison of test results. For these two reasons, the momentum transfer aspects of the
experiment were designed around this canonical case.
In the realm of heat transfer research, two standards prevail, constant heat-flux and
constant temperature test walls. In each of these cases, the streamwise length of the heated
wall upstream of the test section, the heated starting length, may vary from the starting length
of the momentum boundary layer to nothing. A configuration of constant temperature wall
with heated starting length equal to the momentum boundary layer starting length was chosen
so as to simplify the design calculations, allow for direct comparison of Cf and St, minimize
forward test section heat loss, decrease the sensitivity of the temperature boundary layer to
variations in wall temperature in the test section, and to enhance similarity between momentum
and heat transfer conditions. In addition, this configuration is what would be expected on a
turbine blade, since the amount of cooling flow used in a turbine blade is determined from how
much cooling is needed to keep the blade temperatures below a certain upper limit and not vice
versa.
To avoid one of the primary sources of measurement error, the repeatability of a
particular flow state in comparing test runs, the standard practice of simultaneous testing of flat
and ribleted areas was incorporated into the design. The most common riblet test
configuration, adjacent ribleted and flat test sections, insures the most similar boundary layer
conditions and so is the optimum for determining effect on skin friction. However, this setup
does not allow for simple thermal isolation of the test sections from each other. For this
reason, it was decided to have two separate, heated walls on opposite sides of the tunnel, one
with a flat test section and one with a ribleted test section, termed A side and B side
respectively. As in the majority of riblet tests, the riblets were designed to begin far enough
before the test section to allow flow adjustment, generally several inches, as well as to cover
the entire test section. To insure equal buoyancy effects upon the heated air over the two test
sections, these walls were oriented vertically.
B. Riblet type and physical size. Choice of riblet type and size was based on
machining and heat transfer limitations. Most riblet research uses the plastic V-groove type
riblet laminates manufactured by 3M. However, the plastic from which the laminate is made is
unsuitable for use in a heat transfer experiment. Thus, the choice of riblet type was limited to
what could reasonably be machined in the lab machine shop into a test plate suitable for
heating. The simplest such configuration is the thin-element type riblet, rectangular grooves
with extremely fine ribs, validated by Lazos and Wilkinson (1987).
The spacing was constrained to 0.020 in., the smallest width ofjeweller's circular saws
generally available. Riblet height was chosen to be 0.015 in. by taking the height to spacing
ratio of the optimum riblet configuration of Lazos and Wilkinson (1987). The material of the
heated walls was taken to be Aluminum both for the relative ease of machining it and for its
high conductivity, which it was hoped would tend to decrease the temperature variation in the
test section due to heater misadjustment. Lengthy trial machining on Aluminum plate indicated
that, with the available equipment, a riblet width of 0.005 in. was the minimum attainable
without riblet deformation.
C. Test range of riblet spacing in wall units. According to the Reynolds
analogy, the most likely situation for heat transfer reduction is during maximum drag
reduction. The ability to be able to test under conditions of maximum drag reduction is
therefore necessary to fulfill the second primary design criteria. As can be seen in figure 2.4,
Drag Reduction of Thin Element Riblets, the optimum condition for height to spacing ratio of
about 0.8 is s+- 10. The region of drag reduction is s+<20 and sufficient range to cover the
variation of the riblet effect on transfer is obtained from s+= 10 to 50. Based on these
observations, the test range of s+= 10 to 50 was taken with the focus of s+= 10 to 15 as a
possible point of maximum reduction
D. Test section sizing. The test section streamwise distance was constrained by
the wind tunnel velocity range, the riblet physical size and range of test spacing in wall units,
and the test Reynolds numbers. The wind tunnel designated for use in the experiment had a
flow regime of freestream velocity from 15 to 45 m/s. The values of test section Reynold's
number predicated by the second of the secondary design criteria thus constrain the test section
streamwise distance since, from equations 2.11, 2.15, 2.44, and 2.56,
h hu hU
h+ = f( h, U , Cf, test fluid ) - -0 -L (3.1)
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and
U x
Re = f(U , x, test fluid ) - ,
V (3.3)
where x, the apparent turbulent streamwise distance, is approximately the streamwise distance.
For Rex = 2 x 105 to 1 x 106, Cf = 4 x 10-3. At room temperature and pressure, the viscosity,
v, of the tunnel working fluid, air, is approximately 1.8 x 10-5 N-s/m 2. Therefore, in the
region of optimum drag reduction, from equation 3.1,
h+ v
U - 8 to 10 m/s,
h f
(3.4)
lower than the original velocity regime of the wind tunnel, but close enough to be reached with
minor modifications to the apparatus. The approximate streamwise location of the test section
for the desired test regime is then, from equation 3.3,
Re v
x -x - 0.5 to 2.25 m.U S(3.5)
The general dimensions of the test section inlet area, 8.1 cm by 24.29 cm, were sized to
fit the tunnel contraction built and attached to the wind tunnel during previous research
activities. This section area constrained the streamwise distance for the desired velocity range
to below 2 m to avoid pipe flow in the test section. Due to the space limitations of the test cell
and for simplicity's sake, this was decreased to 1.8288 m.
To allow for testing at a particular Reynold's number over the entire range of s+, a
modular tunnel section form was chosen. The modules were to consist of groups of heated
strips which could be used to form the two test walls by attachment to the tunnel frame in
different combinations, making it possible to position the test segment at different streamwise
distances.
The particular modules chosen for the tunnel configuration were: the pre-test section,
0.9144 m in length, to ensure fully developed, similar heat and momentum transfer turbulent
boundary layers; the test section, 0.3048 m in length; and two 0.3048 m length spacer
sections. To allow flush abutment of the sections, the tunnel frame was designed with four
rails along each comer of the tunnel onto which the wall segments could be bolted, allowing
test section mid-point streamwise distances of 1.066 m, 1.371 m, and 1.676 m. A heat-
resistant clear plastic was chosen as the material for the two side walls to allow visually
dependent probe positioning and the possibility of flow visualization.
E. Test wall design. Given the riblet machining experience and general tunnel
layout, the configuration of the heaters was chosen. The most common design of heated
elements comprising the test wall of a heated boundary layer experiment as evident in, for
example, Satterlee (1955), Reynolds (1958), Reynolds et. al. (1958a, b), or Moffat and Kays
(1985), is that of thin, thermally insulated, individually heated, metal strips with heat flux
gages to measure side and back losses. Several elements of this type of design were rejected in
an attempt to increase measurement accuracy as well as to compensate for the constraints
imposed by the necessity of machining the riblets directly onto the B side test section.
Trial and error in the lab machine shop indicated that the only way to insure riblet
uniformity and alignment to within 5 percent of riblet height, or 25 microns, was to machine
them into a single, precision plate. Therefore, all the individually heated strips to be ribleted
were sized from a single precision plate, rebonded and thereby thermally insulated with
syntactic foam epoxy, and then, in the resulting single plate, machined to specifications. To
allow this latter plate to withstand the stresses of machining and attachment to the tunnel frame
without having to include some type of strengthening member perforating, and so
compromising by some unknown amount the effectiveness of, the epoxy insulation, the
number of epoxy joints was minimized by insulating the individual test sections only from the
surrounding guard heater sections and not from themselves. This, it should be pointed out,
sacrificed the accuracy of the resolution of the heat transfer measurements within the test
section relative to one another for the sake of the viability of the entire ribleted plate, but not the
accuracy of the heat transfer measurements as a whole. Evaluation of this feature of the design
in practice and its influence on the results is presented in section 6 and appendix D.
Research into the limits of the current heat flux gage technology led the author to
conclude that the back and side heat losses could be more accurately measured with the use of
adjustable guard heaters and direct insulation temperature measurements.
F. Setting wall temperature. Given the general physical dimensions of the test
section, the operating wall temperature was constrained by the goal of high accuracy of St
measurement. From an energy balance of the i-th heated section of tunnel wall, the convected
heat flux at the wall surface at the streamwise midpoint of the section is
QhI -QbI Qs,A. qA.
(3.6)
where Qh is the heat flux from the i-th heater, Qbi the back loss of the i-th section, Qsi the side
losses from the i-th section, and %1 the radiated surface heat loss. The Stanton number is then,
from equation 2.29,
St. qpU C (T- Te)(3.7)
(3.7)
The primary source in error in Sti is the error in Tw, contributed through the driving
temperature differential, ( Tw - Te ), and the radiated heat loss, %q. The latter is given by
Stefan-Boltzmann's Law of Radiation
q= E (T - T) (3.8)
where E is the emissivity of the body surface and a the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Using a
Taylor series approximation as described in Appendix C, the error in Stanton number is thus
Us P
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To minimize this error, the most accurate, affordable temperature measurement device was
chosen for use: thin-film, platinum resistance temperature detectors (RTD's) with a four-wire
resistance measurement configuration. The minimum error attainable with such a configuration
and the calibration apparatus available was estimated to be O. 10 C. For this value and the
general design parameter values above, the error in Stanton number, approximately a function
of Twi only, is shown versus (Tw - Te) in figure 3.1, Stanton Number Measurement Error. As
can be seen, the primary reduction in Stanton number error occurs below 50'C. Because the
minor reduction in error above 50°C would be offset by other factors such as viscosity
variation, this was taken as the design driving temperature differential.
G. Heater Sizing. The width of each of the heated strips was determined from a
simplified thermal analysis of the tunnel walls. The governing equation for two dimensional
heat transfer with no heat generation in a medium with temperature invariant properties is
Laplace's equation
V2 T - 0.
(3.11)
The actual and simplified boundary conditions for the tunnel walls are shown in figure 3.2,
Actual and Simplified Tunnel Wall Boundary Conditions. The actual boundary conditions for
the tunnel walls along the center span, ignoring back and side losses, as shown in the top of
figure 3.2, are so complicated that an analytical solution is not tractable. These boundary
conditions consist of laminar and turbulent convective, as well as radiation, heat flux out of the
flow side of the strips and the discrete heater heat flux into the individual strips on the other.
The shaded rectangle represents one of the two heated tunnel walls. The more darkly shaded
section within this rectangle is the i-th heated strip, of length li, located at a streamwise distance
xi, with Qi heat flux input. The simplified boundary conditions shown below the actual ones
are an approximation for the i-th heated strip. In the simplified case, radiation effects are
assumed to be negligible. The simplified boundary conditions are thus: one, insulated ends:
dT dT *(x =0) (x =1.)=0,
* * 1Ox Ox
(3.12)
where
. li
x -X-X+
2' (3.13)
two, linear approximation of the convective heat flux out of the top of the strip using the value
of the flux and its slope calculated at the midpoint from some empirical formula:
0T(x,y= w)= 1 1 .2x
-y k (xq, =-w 1+(---) ) I
(3.14)
where
C-
Ox 2' (3.15)
and, three, constant heater heat flux into the bottom of the strip:
-- '(x ,y=O)- x,
(3.16)
where heat flux is defined positive into the strip. All four of these boundary conditions are
linear but only the first two are homogeneous, so that simple solution by separation of
variables is not possible. However, this simplified case may be broken down further into the
superposition of the trivial one dimensional problem
dT qw, x
dy k (3.16)
and the simpler two dimensional problem with boundary conditions 3.12,
a-(x ,y= O)= 0,
(3.17)
and
OT c 2x
y(x, = w)= (1 ).
(3.18)
Three of these are homogeneous so that a solution may be found via separation of variables and
the use of Fourier series representation and then superposed with the one dimensional solution
to give
T(x , y)= Tw -  qw x  w )+ c  cosh ( y) cos ( x ),
n'-0o3 1. sinh ( X w )
n R
(3.19)
where
2n+l
n 1.
(3.20)
With this formula, the streamwise temperature differential across strip i for various lengths li
can be calculated from the predicted boundary layer values of Stanton number given the
streamwise transition distance.
A transition Reynolds number of 1 x 105 was chosen to insure both that no transition
would occur spontaneously before the trip position and that at and past the transition point, the
boundary layer would be unstable and hence remain turbulent. This Reynolds number then
constrained the boundary layer trip position to be 11.43 cm.
Given the transition point, the flat plate solution for laminar boundary layer thickness,
given in Blasius (1908) as
- 4.950
X Re0.5
x (3.21)
was solved with equation 2.41, under the constraint that at transition
1 = bt'
for the apparent turbulent origin. The Blasius solution for laminar skin friction,
0.664
C--.o. ,Re (3.22)
was then used with equations 2.41, 2.42, 2.43, 2.56, 2.64, and 3.21 to solve for the
boundary layer values along the tunnel walls for various test speeds.
The actual flow area calculated from the displacement thickness was used to iterate for a
tunnel wall angle setting for each segment that produced flow as close to zero pressure gradient
as possible. Given flow of velocity u in the direction x through a rectangular duct of width 1
and height h with a boundary layer displacement thickness along each wall 6*, the actual flow
area is
A, = (1-2 ) (h-2 ).
(3.23)
If the height can be adjusted to any new value h', then the new height which gives a zero
pressure gradient is
h' = 2 6+ () h.
1-26
(3.24)
The values given by this equation throughout the flow regime were used in choosing the height
setting at each of the wall height adjustors that most closely approximated zero pressure
gradient flow. Half this tunnel height setting is shown in figure 3.3, Tunnel Height Setting
and Predicted Boundary Layer Thickness @ 10 m/s, not to scale.
Given the actual tunnel area as a function of streamwise distance, the velocity and
pressure gradients for various flow conditions can be calculated. From the design values of
height setting, the effect on the velocity is given by continuity to be
du u dA
dx A dx'
(3.25)
The boundary layer values along the tunnel walls at their actual can then be calculated from this
freestream velocity and the streamwise distance. The boundary layer thickness and the
displacement thickness determined via this method are plotted in 3.3 in their actual positions
relative to the tunnel wall. From the x-momentum equation, the pressure gradient resulting
from the velocity gradient is
dp du
-= -pu
(3.26)
or, after non-dimensionalizing and substituting in equation 3.25,
O * dp_ "* du_ = * 1 dAP- - pu =2 .
T dx dx A dx
w w (3.27)
Calculations indicated that this pressure gradient parameter for the tunnel wall height settings
chosen was below 0.01 for the regime of tunnel freestream velocity below 15 m/s, practically
zero pressure gradient and certainly low enough to have no measurable effect on riblet
performance.
Equations 2.21, 2.23, and 2.25 through 2.27 were used to calculate velocity profiles
immediately fore (denoted as position 1) and aft (denoted as position 2) of the test section.
These profiles were then used to plan the boundary layer traversals.
From these results, equation 3.19 was used to find the streamwise strip lengths, li, in
the three foot pre-test section such that the streamwise temperature differential across the strip
was less than 0.10 C for test speeds less than 20 m/s and less than 0.050 C for test speeds less
than 10 m/s, except at the leading edge of the heated section. These lengths are shown along
with the general dimensions of the pre-test section in figure 3.4, Heaters and RTD's in the Pre-
test Segment.
In the test segment, a uniform strip length of 5.08 cm was chosen to give temperature
differentials less than 0.020 C for test speeds less than 20 m/s and less than 0.010 C for those
less than 10 m/s. The side guard heaters in the test segment were sized to be 15.24 cm by
4.445 cm. to prevent the boundary layers of the clear side tunnel walls from interfering with
the flow over the test section. The width of the border of epoxy insulating the test section from
these guard heaters was sized to be 0.15875 cm from the constraint that the heat flux through
the epoxy for a driving temperature differential of 0.10 C be less than 1 percent of the
convective heat transfer. These lengths are shown along with general dimensions in figure
3.5, Heaters and RTD's in the Test and Spacer Segments.
In the spacer segments, strip lengths of 15.24 cm were determined to be sufficient.
Their configuration is also shown in figure 3.5.
H. Heater circuitry design. Given the strip dimensions and the boundary layer
values, the wall heat flux was integrated to determine the minimum heater flux needed for each
strip heater at each test condition. Since only four power supplies were available for the
experiment, the heaters were divided into four sets of parallel circuits. The heaters resistances
were chosen to give a maximum power density of 1.55 W/cm 2 to allow the tunnel walls to be
heated to operating temperature within one hour. From the heater resistances and power
inputs, the necessary voltages were determined. The voltage of each circuit was taken to be the
maximum of the heater voltages needed in that circuit. The ideal resistance values of the heater
control circuitry necessary to allow the proper drop in voltage for the rest of the heaters in the
circuit were then determined for each planned test point. The actual resistance values were
determined by taking a safety factor of 1.5. The resulting heater control circuitry design is
shown in figures 3.6 through 3.8.
The heater type was chosen to be etched foil elements to avoid the deformation of the
test plates necessary for the use of types such as wire inlays as well as the complexity of types
such as fluid heat exchangers.
I. Temperature sensor type and placement. For the purpose of sufficiently
resolving the surface temperature of the tunnel walls, the general figure of three sensors per
heated strip was taken. The order of magnitude of the number of temperature sensors was then
determined from the number of heaters to be 150. The actual number was constrained to 140
by the data acquisition system purchased for the experiment. The geometry of the riblets
prevented the emplacement of any sensor on or flush with the tunnel wall surface, so that the
sensors were restricted to placement from the rear of the heated strips some finite distance
beneath the surface. For simplicity, the sensors were designed to be cylindrical plugs that
would fit into precisely reamed, flat bottom holes with the platinum sensing element parallel to
the plane of the heated wall surface. To conserve money, miniature, rectangular, thin-film
sensors were set into the bottom of cylindrical plugs of thixotropic epoxy in Teflon molds.
The epoxy with thermal conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion closest to those of
Aluminum was chosen. The distance of the sensing element beneath the wall surface was
chosen to be 0.254 cm so as to prevent, first, any chance of sensor deformation of the surface,
especially on the ribleted side, and, second, the detecting of any local temperature distribution
effects caused by the riblets, while still having the temperature of the sensor be within 0.010 C
of the temperature of the wall surface for test speeds below 10 m/s. The RTD labelling is
shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5 and their placement in figures 3.9 through 3.11.
Further details of the test apparatus are given in section 4, Experimental Apparatus.
4. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
4.1. Wind Tunnel
A. Introduction. The low speed wind tunnel used in the experiment, shown in
figure 4.1, Wind Tunnel Apparatus, consisted of an inlet, a compressor, and the following
segments: orientation, turbulence diffuser, contraction, pre-test, test, and spacer. Directions
parallel to the flow are referred to as streamwise and denoted by the symbol x; directions
perpendicular to the flow and parallel to the plane of the test walls, the vertical plane, are
termed spanwise and denoted as z; and, those perpendicular to both the flow direction and the
test walls, the horizontal and y.
B. Inlet. The inlet, designed and constructed by A. Bodenhorn, was a tube of 5052
Aluminum sheet, 33.97 cm in diameter and 76.2 cm in length, with three outer wooden ribs
and a large, tear-drop cross-section shaped, wooden lip, 58.42 cm in outside diameter.
Because the original exit velocity range of the apparatus, 15 to 45 m/s, was higher in
the original configuration than the desired experimental range of 8 to 40 m/s, two layers of
coarse wire mesh and three layers of fine wire mesh were positioned across the mouth of the
blower inlet and sealed around the edges to produce the desired drop in total pressure.
C. Compressor. The compressor, a 5 Hp Westinghouse Silentvane, type BSY-
4103, consisted of a single stage, radial fan, with 8.26 cm wide blades and a tip radius of
15.56 cm, rotating at a nominal speed of 1725 rpm. Exit velocity was controlled by variable
angle, non-cambered, inlet guide vanes. The vane angle was set by depressing or raising a
steel rod. The rod was attached, through a universal joint, to a lever which rotated the hub
upon which the leading edges of the vanes were hinged. After positioning, the rod was
secured with a clamping bracket bolted to the inlet wall. The exit area of the blower was a
rectangle 24.45 cm by 32.7 cm, with the longer side oriented vertically.
Further description of the inlet and compressor may be found in Bodenhorn (1982).
D. Orientation, Turbulence Diffusion, and Contraction Segments. The
orientation segment, 30.48 cm in length, was built from 1.9 cm plywood to turn this
orientation 90 degrees.
The turbulence diffuser and contraction segments were built from 1.27 cm Plexiglass.
The turbulence diffuser segment, 48.26 cm in length, contained 3 honeycomb layers. The
honeycomb sheets, 5.08 cm thick, with honeycomb sides 1.59 mm wide, were positioned
2.54 cm apart. The contraction segment was 53.34 cm long and had a contraction ratio of 4 to
1. The final flow area exiting into the pre-test segment was 24.29 cm by 8.098 cm.
The different segments were bolted together with a 1.59 mm layer of silicon rubber tape
at the joins to prevent leakage. Internal rough spots on the tunnel walls were sanded smooth
and any indentations were filled with clear epoxy and auto body filler in the Plexiglass sections
and wood filler in the plywood section and then also sanded smooth. These segments were
supported by a Unistrut, steel U-beam frame, modified to allow levelling of the tunnel.
E. Tunnel Frame. The tunnel frame consisted of two sets of two Unistrut U-beams,
onto each of which were bolted the two clear, Lexan walls and the the two sets of discrete
sections of removeable, heated, wall which comprised the pre-test, test, and spacer segments.
The base of the tunnel frame consisted of four 1.8336 m lengths of 3.49 cm by 4.13
cm Unistrut U-beams, formed from 2.38 mm thick, extruded, stainless steel. These members
were bolted in pairs with two, 1.27 cm by 3.175 cm by 12.38 cm, Aluminum brackets at each
end, which in turn were bolted onto 9.525 mm thick, Aluminum end plates to form the tunnel
frame parallelopiped.
The end plates were rectangular, metal sheets, 42.069 cm by 23.336 cm in outside
dimension, with a rectangular hole the size of the contraction exit flow area in the fore plate and
the size of the maximum flow area required for zero pressure gradient flow at the lowest design
speed in the aft plate machined from their centers. The fore plate was bolted permanently to the
contraction segment while the rear plate was supported by a second Unistrut frame which
allowed streamwise and spanwise tunnel levelling.
The clear side walls, Lexan polycarbonate sheets, 1.27 cm by 7.779 cm by 1.84309 cm
in size, were bolted directly to the inside of the Unistrut tunnel frame using 0.635 cm 1/4-20
Helicoil inserts set into the Lexan at 15.24 cm intervals. Silicon sponge tape insulation, 1.59
mm thick, was applied to their surfaces of contact with the heated walls. Three types of probe
ports were machined into the Lexan walls at various positions: pitot-static probe ports,
boundary layer, and hot-wire.
The pitot-static and hot-wire ports were located at the horizontal or y midpoint of the
Lexan walls at streamwise distances equal to the midpoints of the four tunnel segments, the
former in the bottom Lexan wall and the latter in the top, so as to allow positioning of the probe
tips in the geometric centers of each segment parallelopiped. The pitot-static ports were 3/8-27
threaded holes with 4.76 mm inset lips. The probes were passed through the ports and secured
at the correct position and flow relative angle with 3/8-27 tightening pipe collars that were
screwed flush with the inside of the tunnel walls. The same configuration was arranged for the
hot-wire probe, except with 1/2-20 pipe collars.
The boundary layer probe ports were located in both of the Lexan walls to allow
boundary layer traversals immediately fore and aft of the test section of both heated walls for all
three of the tunnel configurations. These ports were slots, 1.27 cm by 6.03 cm, with the
longer dimension of the slot oriented horizontally, having a 6.35 mm external lip, 4.76 mm
deep, on the upstream and downstream sides of the port. These lips allowed the bolting of port
inserts to the V16-36 Helicoil inserts set into the Lexan around the port and prevented the port
inserts from slipping through the port. Two types of port inserts were machined from
Plexiglass. The first type was a solid block constructed to sit flush with the inside of the Lexan
walls when bolted in position. They were placed in all the ports not in use to prevent flow
disturbances. The second type was constructed from two, lipped strips of Plexiglass, 3.174
mm by 6.03 cm each, connected on the bottom with a slitted, rubber strip, 1.27 cm by 6.03 cm
by 1.59 mm. This insert was bolted into position around the tube of the boundary layer probe,
after it had been placed through the port, so as to minimize the disturbance of the flow at the
inner lip of the port while still allowing horizontal movement of the probe.
F. Tunnel Heated Walls. The heated tunnel walls, from the flow side to the
external side, were comprised of:
* a layer of metal plate, into which the RTD's were epoxied,
* a layer of heaters glued to the back of the plate,
* a layer of insulation glued to the heaters,
* guard heaters glued onto this layer of insulation, and, finally,
* a second layer of insulation glued onto the guard heaters.
A tunnel cross section area perpendicular to the freestream is shown in figure 4.2, Tunnel
Quarter Cross Section, exhibiting these layers. Since the tunnel cross section is rectangular, it
exhibits symmetry about y and z axes passing through its center. Therefore, only one quadrant
is necessary to show the full details of the tunnel.
The metal layer in the pre-test, test, and spacer segments was 1.27 cm thick, 1060
Aluminum plate with a spanwise width of 26.67 cm, machined to a tolerance of 0.13 mm.
Measurements showed that the variation in any plate dimension was not more than 8.47
microns per cm. The two pre-test plates were 0.9144 m in length. The test and spacer plates
were 0.3048 m in length.
The test sections of the two test plates were sawed out of the original plates with 1.59
mm saws to allow for insulation of these sections with foam adhesive. Using a precision
clamping frame, the test plates were epoxied back together with Eccobond SF40 syntactic foam
adhesive as insulation, filling the saw cuts around the test sections as completely and as exactly
as possible (see figure 3.9). The material properties of the SF-40 epoxy, as given in Anon.
(1979), were: k = 0.125 J/m-s-OC and ax = 37.8 x 10-6 m/nV/C. For simplicity and for
greater precision, these saw cuts extended fully across the plate in the spanwise direction,
resulting in one spanwise strip of insulating epoxy in each of the side guard heated plate
sections (i.e., those sections heated by guard heaters H23 through H25). This may be seen in
figure 4.3, Photograph of the Ribleted Test Plate, where the epoxy joints show as white strips.
This was assumed to have negligible effect on the heat transfer in the test sections. The
tolerances on the joints were 5 percent, i.e., 76.2 microns, due to minor misalignment of the
test section during bonding. Care was taken to insure that no discontinuities existed at any of
the epoxy joints as well as that the tolerances of the test plate dimensions were not increased by
the joining process.
After insulating of the test sections, one of the test plates, denoted as plate B, was
ribleted by cutting the grooves with a saw on a milling machine. This plate is shown in figure
4.3. As can be seen, the riblets were of uniformly good quality except for three rows located
3.8 cm from the vertical edge of the plate. These rows appear as white streaks close to the
ruler in figure 4.3. Fortunately, these rows were outside the test section and, therefore, of
minimal importance. Measurements with a disc micrometer and a depth gage indicated that the
riblet midpoint to midpoint spacing was 0.67 mm ± 0.02 mm, the height 0.38 mm ± 0.0412
mm, and the width 0.14 mm ± 0.01 mm, where the error includes both streamwise and
spanwise variations. A photograph of the leading edge of the ribleted plate is shown in figure
4.4, Photograph of the Leading Edge of the Ribleted Plate, and a cross section of the riblets in
4.5, Photograph of a Riblet Cross Section.
Close inspection of the riblets in the regions of the spanwise and streamwise epoxy
joints with a stereoscopic microscope indicated that there were no detectable discontinuities
along the riblets at the joins. Indeed, the riblets in the epoxy joints were actually of higher
quality (i.e., greater uniformity) than those in the test plate itself.
The RTD holes were machined into the back of the metal plates with precision, flat
bottom reamers as per figures 3.13 through 3.15. The RTD's were then epoxied into the plates
as described below in section 4.2.A.
The wall heaters were etched foil elements, from 12.7 microns to 25.4 microns in
thickness, sandwiched between two layers of 50.8 micron Kapton Polyimide sheeting with a
25.4 micron thickness of FEP Teflon adhesive. Their areas and room temperature resistances
are given in tables 4.1 and 4.2. Their leads consisted of 25 cm of 18 gage, Teflon insulated,
silver-tinned, stranded copper wire soldered to the foil elements at 0.5 cm square, 0.25 mm
thick tabs. These wires were in turn connected to 1 m of 14 gage, stranded, copper wire. For
each test segment, these leads lead to a wire-strain-relieved, 10 cm by 25 cm by 30 cm,
Aluminum box, in each of which were bolted 7 strips of 10 screw post terminal connectors. At
these connectors, the shunt resistors, the various voltage measurement leads, and the heater
control circuitry were interfaced. The heater control circuitry, which was connected to these
two interface boxes with 3 m lengths of 14 gage wire, was contained in three, standard, 48.26
cm wide, fan cooled, panel racks.
The heaters were attached to the back of the Aluminum plate with 0.254 cm of RTV
Silicon rubber adhesive. A 2.54 cm thick layer of Calcium Silicate board insulation, sprayed
with high gloss, high temperature paint to deter crumbling, was affixed on top of the heaters
with a 1.27 cm wide strip of RTV Silicone rubber adhesive 0.635 cm thick. The thermal
conductivity of the insulation board at its test operating temperature, as described in Anon.
(1988b), was k = 0.04625 J/m-s-*C. This combination of board and RTV adhesive provided a
sealed, insulating pocket of air 0.635 cm thick between the back side of the heaters and the
insulation. Etched foil guard heaters, similar in type to, but of a thicker and more rugged
construction than the tunnel wall heaters, 30.48 cm in streamwise width and equal in spanwise
width to the heated plate, were affixed to this insulation with another layer of RTV Silicon
rubber adhesive and similarly insulated at the rear with a second 1.27 cm layer of Calcium
Silicate board.
The tunnel wall heaters were powered by four Hewlett-Packard SCR- 10 series, model
6479C, option 003, 10kW, DC Power Supplies. The guard heaters were powered by a
STACO, type 3PN2210, 3kW Variac.
The heated wall segments were attached to the tunnel frame between the two Unistrut
members of one side so that they rested against the tops of the two clear Lexan walls. They
were bolted to height adjustors on the tunnel frame via 1/4-20 Helicoil inserts set 1.27 cm into
the plates 5.08 cm from either end. The height adjustors were 1.27 cm by 1.27 cm by 2.22 cm
steel blocks attached to the Unistrut members with spring loaded bolts, which allowed them to
be raised and lowered so as to vary the tunnel wall angle (see figure 4.2).
Large shear on the epoxy joints during wall angle adjustment caused a hairline fracture
in one joint which necessitated a design change and clamping of the joints. Due to warping of
the Unistrut members, the bolts passing through the steel blocks into the Helicoil inserts in the
plates were subjected to extremely high moments. In one test plate, this caused a hairline
fracture in one of the epoxy joints during wall angle adjustment. For this reason, only the
plates without epoxy joints were secured to the tunnel frame and adjusted in this manner. To
clamp the fractured joint back together and strengthen the other joints, small U-brackets were
precisely machined to slip onto the edges of the plate at the joints, thus effectively clamping the
joint and preventing any shear force from acting on it. The brackets were sized so as not to
extend into the flow. After the fractured joint had been clamped, the largest discontinuity at the
fracture was less than 5 percent of the riblet height (i.e., less than 20 microns), almost
undetectable, and so, it is assumed, the fracture's effect on the flow was at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the effect under scrutiny. To allow attachment of the two test plates to
the tunnel frame at the correct angle, four spacers were machined from strips of PVC into
wedges, shaped at an angle equal to the desired wall angle for a test speed of 10 m/s, for
placement between the test plates and the Lexan walls. The two test plates were then clamped
tightly into place against these spacers with two large C clamps. Because of the great amount
of time needed to make these adjustments, the tunnel walls were set at only one angle, 0.0054
rad. ± 1.5 percent, with the use of an inside micrometer, and the design feature of variable
streamwise test segment positioning was discarded.
The single tunnel configuration, shown in figures 4.1 was thus: pre-test segment,
followed by the test segment with a midpoint of 1.0676 m, in turn followed by the two spacer
segments. Airtight, flush, butt seals at the segment joints were formed with tightly compressed
Silicon rubber tape by carefully aligning the plates using a straight edge and visual sightings.
The ribleted test plate was aligned with the tops of the riblets flush with the surface of the
upstream pre-test plate.
The misalignment of the tunnel from the true center line of the contraction was less than
0.0035 rad. The effect of this upon the flow field, as may be approximately calculated from
the solutions for flow in divergent and convergent channels, was several orders of magnitude
less than the effects being measured and so assumed to be zero.
4.2. Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
A. Temperature Sensor Apparatus. Ambient temperature was measured with
four liquid-in-glass, partial immersion, mercury thermometers, two of which were 0.1*C
gradation, 0*C to 100*C range and two of which were 0.2*C gradation, 0*C to 200*C range.
The thermometers were suspended via 1.27 cm wide, Styrofoam insulated, thermometer
clamps and shielded from radiation and convection heat loss with cylindrical shields, 20 cm in
length and 7 cm in diameter, constructed of 1.5 mm Aluminum sheeting. Readings were taken
using thermometer-attachable, magnifying eyepieces. The thermometers were readable to at
least half their gradation spacing.
Test plate temperature was measured with 140 Omega, type F3105, thin-film,
platinum, resistance temperature detectors (RTD's). Each sensor, a description of which may
be found in Anon. (1988a), was comprised of a single-winding, platinum substrate, 0.1 mm
by 1.75 mm by 2 mm in size, encased in a 2 mm by 2.3 mm by 1 mm ceramic block, shown in
figure 4.6, Thin Film RTD. The leads consisted of two 2 mm lengths of strain-relieved silver-
palladium protruding from the ceramic block onto each of which which were soldered, with the
use of a stereoscopic microscope, two 0.5 m lengths of color-coded, Teflon-coated, 36 ga.,
7/44 stranded, silver-plated copper wires. Each of these four-wire sensors was potted in 9.91
mm long, 3.23 mm diameter cylinders of Eccobond 285 epoxy with the ceramic block
positioned flat at the bottom, as shown in figure 4.7, RTD in Epoxy Plug. The material
properties of the epoxy used in the plugs, as given in Anon. (1985), were: k = 1.507 J/m-s-
OC, and a = 2.9 x 10-5 m/mP*C. After calibration, they were epoxied into the metal tunnel
walls, with the same epoxy used to form the cylinders, in holes 10.16 cm deep, with a
diameter of 3.45 mm, machined with precision, flat bottom reamers.
Some difficulties occurred during the potting of the cylinders in the pre-test section,
probably due to some reamer wear, and several RTD's were destroyed. The rest of the RTD's
read the same temperature to within their accuracy with the wind tunnel running but the heaters
off, so that it seems reasonable to assume that the RTD's which were not destroyed were not
adversely affected.
The four 36 gage leads running from the RTD's were twined tightly and then attached
to the back of the metal plates with Teflon tape in a symmetric pattern so as to allow easy
gluing of the heaters over them. These leads were in turn soldered to 6 m of 20 gage, 20
twisted-pair, flat-ribbon, wire cable at micro-solder terminal strips. The terminal strips were
bonded inside an Aluminum box, 5 cm by 8 cm by 4 cm in size, with wire strain-relief. The 6
m lengths of flat-ribbon wire cable were joined through strain relief ribbon connectors to 30 cm
lengths of similar cable, in turn linked to the screw-post terminal strips in the front end data
acquisition four wire input connector.
The RTD's were read through the Fluke Helios I system front end via serial port by a
16 MHz, NEC Powermate SX brand, AT type, personal computer running Labtech Notebook
under the DOS operating system. The front end system consisted of the main Helios I chassis
and an extendor chassis both containing A/D boards. The main chassis contained five pairs of
20 channel RTD/Resistance Four-wire Connectors and High Performance Scanners. The
extendor chassis contained two pairs of 20 channel RTD/Resistance four wire Connectors and
High Performance Scanners and one pair each of a 20 channel Voltage Input Connector and
Scanner and a 20 channel Current Input Connector and Scanner. During calibration, the four
wire scanners were used to read the resistance of the RTD's. Given the calibration curve
constants, the data acquisition program calculated temperature directly from resistance, using a
Newton type algorithm to solve the Callendar-VanDusen equation. The temperatures were
output directly to files which were ported to a DEC Vaxstation II for analysis using the Fortran
77 program HEATCALC2.
B. Heater Power Sensor Apparatus. The power output of the twenty heaters in
the test segment was determined by directly measuring the voltage drop across each of the
heaters (Vh) and by indirectly measuring the current via the voltage measurement across shunt
resistors (Vh) with known resistances as shown in figure 3.11. The 20 channels of voltage
input on the Helios I were used to read the voltage drop across the heaters directly by
connecting a set of two 3 m leads from the front end in parallel with each heater. The 20
channels of current input were modified to allow the measurement of large currents. The shunt
resistors originally wired into the current input connector were removed. Six inch lengths of
Inconel wire, used for its extremely low resistance sensitivity to temperature, were connected
in the test segment interface boxes in series with each heater and a set of two 3 m leads were
then connected to the front end in parallel with each of these new shunt resistors. Four wire
resistance measurements of the new shunt resistors over the range of test currents showed no
detectable change due to temperature effects. Their resistances are shown in table 4.3.
C. Velocity Sensor Apparatus. Dynamic head of the freestream flow was
measured directly using four United Sensor, type PAA-12-KL, pitot-static probes, constructed
of 3.175 mm diameter stainless steel tubing, with a flow-angle variation insensitive,
manifolded, triple static hole arrangement. The probe tips were positioned in the center of the
tunnel cross section. These probes were connected via 3.175 mm inner diameter, 6.35 mm
outer diameter, color coded, rubber, ribbon tubing to a set of pressure valves. The pressure
valves were used to control the probe or probes of origin of the total and static pressures.
From the valves, both a total pressure and a static pressure line of 6.35 mm diameter, plastic
hose led 61 m to a MKS Barotron, type 310 CD-100, differential pressure transducer. The
transducer was read on a Graphon, type GO-230 VDT, over a DEC Vaxstation II, running the
VMS operating system, using the Fortran 77 subroutine BARATN written by Philip Lavrich
and the Fortran 77 program READPRESS2, with a type 170M-6C MKS Barotron Signal
Conditioner and type 170M-27C Digital Readout, accurate to ± 0.08 percent. Dynamic head
was converted to velocity using values of atmospheric density calculated from ambient pressure
read with a Setra model 370 digital pressure gage accurate to 20 Pa and ambient temperature
read with the mercury thermometers described above.
Boundary layer velocity was determined from the total pressure measured with a
custom built, total pressure, boundary layer probe, shown in figure 4.8, Boundary Layer
Probe, and the static pressure from the pitot-static probe in the center of the test segment with a
similar method as for the freestream velocity. The boundary layer probe was positioned using
a three degree of freedom vernier slide apparatus constructed from a single degree of freedom
25.4 cm vernier slide and a two degree of freedom 5 cm and 3 cm vernier positioning
apparatus. This apparatus could be bolted to the tunnel frame at various positions to allow
appropriate positioning of the probe.
Freestream turbulence levels were measured with a TSI, model 1213-20, hot wire
probe via a Dantec, type 56C17, CTA Bridge and type 56CO 1 Mainframe both graphically and
numerically. Graphical readings were taken visually using a Tektronix, type 555, Dual Beam
Oscilloscope while numerical readings were performed using the NEC PC described above
running ILS, with a Data Translation, type DT2821, 20 channel, A/D board.
D. Sensor Calibration Summary. A relative accuracy was assumed for the
mercury thermometers based on their tracking during temperature cycling. Three of the four
mercury thermometers had been used in previous Gas Turbine Lab research and found to track
accurately to within the limits of their readability. The new mercury thermometer purchased for
this research as well as the three old ones performed in the same manner in tests. Therefore,
the relative accuracy, the closeness of the difference in readings between two of the
thermometers to their actual difference in temperature, was assumed to be equal to their
readability, though the absolute accuracy, the closeness of the reading of any one of the
thermometers to the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPTS-68) defined
temperature at the thermodynamic state of that thermometer, is certainly much lower. Since the
primary source of temperature error in the present research originates in temperature differential
terms, for which absolute accuracy is not essential, this was deemed acceptable. That the
thermometers would read approximately zero degrees when immersed in an ice bath was
verified, but due to constraints on time and money no attempt at rigorous, triple-point
calibration was made.
The RTD's were calibrated from measurements made during two temperature cycles
using a non-linear least squares fit of the data to the Callendar-VanDusen equation. The RTD
temperature cycling measurements were performed by sampling sensor resistance during
cycling from room temperature to 1000C in a heated, insulated, mixed, calibration bath of
Fluorinert fluid, with the four mercury thermometers, evenly spaced through out the bath to
assure temperature uniformity, as the reference temperature. A non-linear least squares
subroutine was used to find the coefficients of the Callander-VanDusen equation, the standard
equation used to relate temperature and resistance for platinum RTD's, from the calibration
data. A first calibration of the RTD's was performed and analyzed. The RTD's were then
subjected to temperature cycling, ten sets of three hours at room temperature and three hours at
100*C, roughly estimated to be equivalent to that of the actual testing. A second calibration
was then performed to ascertain the stability of the sensors. The error due to this instability
was incorporated into the second calibration. A third calibration had been planned after testing
was complete but was prevented from being performed by time constraints.
The calibration results showed a combined statistical and experimental RTD calibration
error of slightly under 0. 1C and good statistical agreement of the data with the calibration
equation. A typical RTD calibration curve is shown in figure 4.9, Calibration Curve for RTD
#1. Over the range, the data show no hysterisis, little scatter, strong repeatability, and good
agreement with the calibration curve. The distribution of the total, maximum, combined
statistical and experimental, RTD error is shown in figure 4.10, Distribution of RTD Error.
The average error was 0.090 C, within the desired range of 0. 1lC. The distribution of the
reduced chi-squared statistic, often referred to as the "goodness-of-fit" statistic, for the second,
non-linear, least squares fit is shown in figure 4.11, Distribution of RTD Chi-squared. More
than 96 percent of the RTD's had a reduced chi-squared under one, the value which is usually
taken as the benchmark near or below which a fit is considered statistically reasonable.
Approximately 77 percent of the RTD's had both total error under 0. 10C and reduced chi-
squared less than 0.616, the value for which there exists a 95 percent probability that a random
sample will have as large or larger chi-squared. Full details of the calibration procedure and
results are given in Appendix B.
Although no rigorous calibration of the other data acquisition equipment was
performed, every factory calibration was thoroughly checked for accuracy. The four wire
resistance channels of the Helios I were checked against those of a Fluke 8520A Digital
multimeter. The voltage and current channels of the Helios I and the Data Translation A/D
board were checked with a high precision voltage calibrator. All electrical inputs were checked
with an oscilloscope to insure the absence of significant, electrical noise. The Setra
atmospheric pressure gage was validated with Logan airport pressure data. The dynamic head
measurement apparatus was checked for leaks by being over pressurized. The accuracy of the
Barotron both with and without the 200 ft. of pressure tubing was checked with an inclined
manometer. All of these were found to be within specifications.
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.1. Heat Transfer Measurement
Heat transfer was determined through direct measurement of heater power at
approximately constant wall temperature, which was then adjusted to account for side, back,
and radiative loss, as well as for the minor variations in upstream wall temperature.
At the beginning of each test run, the heaters were turned on at close to maximum
voltage to bring the tunnel walls up to temperature. Usually, for this, half an hour was
sufficient. When the tunnel walls were within 50C of the nominal operating temperature, the
wind tunnel was turned on and adjusted to test speed. Real time temperature displays of
several of the RTD's in each segment were displayed and used to make the gross adjustments
to the voltage controls on the four main power supplies and the back heaters Variac. An
iterative procedure of fine tuning the temperature in each of the segments on each tunnel wall
was performed by slowly adjusting the rheostats in the heater control circuitry using real time
temperature displays from the particular segment. Usually five sets of iterations over a period
of approximately three hours were sufficient to bring the temperature of each of the tunnel
walls to ±0.5*C. An iterative, fine adjustment procedure was then performed on each of the
two pre-test and two test segments individually. After some initial trial and error with the most
efficient temperature displays and rheostat adjustment techniques, this procedure was
sufficiently refined so as to make it possible to bring test plate temperatures on both sides to
within the accuracy of the RTD's, approximately 0. 10C, over a time period of one to three
hours, for tunnel speeds greater than 9 m/s and less than 20 m/s. During this lengthy period of
heater voltage adjustment, ambient temperature in the test cell was held constant to within
0. 1C by constant manual adjustment of an air conditioner and two heaters. Temperature
gradients within the test cell were minimized with use four high power fans.
Once the temperatures of both walls were within the desired range, test data consisting
of 30 samples, at a sampling rate of 0.05 Hz, of the temperature of each of the 140 RTD's, the
voltage drop across each of the 20 test segment heaters, and the voltage drop across each of the
20 shunt resistors in series with the test heaters, were taken. Simultaneously, the ambient
temperature and pressure were measured and 30 samples of freestream dynamic head in the test
segment were taken at a sampling rate of 2 Hz. This body of data was reduced to heat transfer
results using the Fortran 77 program HEATCALC2, listed in appendix B.
5.2. Drag Measurement
Drag measurements were based on velocity profiles taken immediately fore and aft of
the test sections of both sides. After the tunnel had been adjusted to the desired test speed, the
boundary layer probe and probe positioning apparatus were attached to the tunnel at the
appropriate spot. The dynamic head of positions in the boundary layer was measured using the
boundary layer probe total pressure and the static pressure measurement from the pitot-static
probe at the center of the test segment. The probe was visually zeroed against the tunnel wall
and manually adjusted to each new measurement position. Each measurement consisted of 30
samples of dynamic head readings taken and converted to velocity with the Fortran 77 program
READPRESS2. Ambient properties were measured and maintained in the same manner, as
described above in section 5.1, as for the heat transfer measurement.
6. SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
6.1 Skin Friction Analysis
A. Introduction. The coefficient of skin friction fore and aft of both the ribleted
and flat test plates was measured by performing a non-linear, least squares fit of the log law to
mean boundary layer velocity profiles measured at these points. Essentially, the technique is a
numerical implementation of the Clauser plot graphical method. Coefficient of drag was
calculated by integrating coefficient of skin friction across the test sections.
B. Background. A correlation method for calculating coefficient of skin friction
from mean velocity profiles was chosen as the most appropriate for this experiment of the
various ways available. The methods of measuring coefficient of friction, the non-
dimensionalized wall shear stress, fall into two categories: direct and indirect. The direct
methods involve some form of floating element sensor and so are not practical for simultaneous
drag-heat transfer measurements on the same surface. The indirect methods are comprised of
momentum balance and correlation methods. The momentum balance methods include the
measurement of pressure drop over a constant area duct and the use of the von K~rmain integral
momentum theorem to relate momentum thickness to shear. In this case, the first method is
inapplicable because it requires fully developed pipe flow. The second method was discarded
because of its inaccuracy, based both on an error analysis of the integral momentum equation
itself as well as on evidence cited in Haritonidis (1989) and in the riblet studies Hooshmand et.
al. (1983), Walsh and Lindemann (1984), and Gallagher and Thomas (1984). Correlation
methods include the Preston and Stanton tubes, the Clauser plot, and Reynolds number type
correlations. Both the Preston and Stanton tubes are infeasible for use over riblets and so were
not considered. Reynolds number type correlations such as equations 2.45, and 2.56 are only
valid over a flat plate and so only useful for corroboration. The Clauser plot method, so called
for the graphical technique employed in it, is based on the log law. The standard method
involves iterating for u, until ue falls on the line given by equation 2.21. On log paper, this is
just a straight line. Of the various methods, this approach was chosen as the easiest and the
most accurate, under the circumstances.
However, as mentioned in Coles and Hirst (1969), the Clauser plot method requires a
rather subjective choice of what percent of the boundary layer is used to make the fit, since the
region of accuracy of the log law is not known a priori. More of the profile data may be used,
so avoiding this problem, if the wake law is incorporated into the fitting. Coles and Hirst
determined that, if the wake law were used, the data in the section of the boundary layer for y/6
between 0.1 and 0.9 resulted in values of skin friction that had good correlation with those
predicted by theory. For this reason, the wake law rather than the log law was used to
correlate data from the center 80% of the boundary layer with a value of skin friction.
The wake law, equation 2.25, may be rewritten by making use of definition 2.14 as
=eInRe + In + s
(6.1)
Three approaches may be taken in using this equation to determine Cf by correlation with the
velocity profile data: solving it numerically at 8; performing a non-linear, least squares fit of it
to the selected data with Cf as the coefficient of the fit; and, performing a non-linear, least
squares fit with both 8 and Cf as coefficients.
C. Skin Friction Calculation Methodology. The three methods of using
equation 6.1 to determine Cf were evaluated via a Monte Carlo type analysis, with the result
that the third method was found to be the most accurate and robust. Monte Carlo analysis, one
discussion of which may be found in Press et. al. (1986), is the analysis of simulated input
data, usually with some amount of simulated error generated by a computer according to a
predetermined distribution, so as to gage the ability of the analytical methodology to reproduce
the parameters used to generate the input data.
First, equation 6.1 may be evaluated at 8 and solved with a simple Newton root finder
by rewriting it in the form
u(y= 6) - f In Re + ,1n f, +B+2I- = 0.
(6.2)
This method is referred to by the author, somewhat incorrectly but for convenience sake, as
Coles-Hirst method number one (C-H1). Unfortunately, this is subject to the inaccuracies of
determining 8, the standard technique of which is linear interpolation. Since the slope of the
velocity profile in this region is very large, this inaccuracy is quite high.
An attempt was made to use an alternate method of determining 8 but was halted by
problems with the non-linear iteration needed to perform it. Researchers such as Reynolds et.
al. (1958) have made the observation that if a least squares fit of the power function
u_ y
(6.3)
is performed, then via equation 2.32,
(n+ 1)
n (6.4)
This has a much sounder basis than interpolation because it uses information from the whole
boundary layer instead of just two points. However, some peculiarities inherent in this
technique were noted. The peculiarities were first observed when it became evident that the
two techniques would sometimes give predictions for 5 differing by significant percentages. It
was felt that this could be due to the inaccuracy of the initial value calculated by interpolation,
so that to refine the results, iteration was introduced. With iteration, the problem is essentially
the minimization of a non-linear function in one dimension, the solution of which is path
dependent. An attempt was made to apply the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares
solution methodology outlined in Marquardt (1963) as implemented in the Fortran code of
Bevington (1969) and Press et. al. (1986). Unfortunately, this was unsuccessful due to time
constraints. Trial and error on the experimental profiles was used to find a simple technique
and tolerance that produced reasonable answers. However, when profiles artificially generated
from the wake law with varying percentages of random perturbations were analyzed with the
program, linear interpolation was found to be a more reliable predictor in about 70 percent of
the cases. Most likely, this was due to the author's particular methodology which time
constraints prevented being improved. For this reason, the results of this method are not
treated in any depth and not used in the estimation of Cf.
The accuracy in Cf calculated by C-Hl is thus limited to the accuracy of the
interpolation for 5. Its worth lies mostly as an indicator of the accuracy of the interpolated 5,
i.e., when CQ calculated in this manner is close to Cf calculated by the more reliable methods
then the value of the interpolated 6 itself may be regarded as fairly reliable.
The second method is a non-linear least squares fit of equation 6.1 with the single
coefficient Cr, denoted as method C-H2. The third method adds the extra coefficient H and is
denoted as method C-H3. After some evaluations, the latter method was chosen as the most
accurate for four reasons. The first is that even though the tunnel was designed for zero
pressure gradient, in general some finite pressure gradients, albeit very tiny ones, did exist in
the test segment due to the discarding of the variable wall angle design feature and the
limitations of wall adjustment. The former method is unable to account for this. Second,
variation in the extra coefficient allows adjustment of the wake law function to fit the aggregate
of data in cases where the value of interpolated 5 is inaccurate. Third, it was found to be a
more reliable predictor approximately 75 percent of the time when used to analyze wake law
generated profiles with random perturbations in a Monte Carlo type analysis. Fourth, it was
found to be more accurate in 100 percent of the analyses of wake law generated profiles with
no random perturbations, especially as the number of generated sample points decreased.
Indeed, fairly extensive Monte Carlo testing of the VPFIT7 program with wake law generated
profiles indicated that this latter method was accurate on average to within 3 percent for random
perturbations in velocity as large as 15 percent and to within 0.25 percent for perturbations less
than 2 percent. For no perturbations, it was accurate to within 0.01 percent for numbers of
generated sample points as low as 8.
D. Calculating Drag from Skin Friction. Two approaches were taken in
determining the Cd from Cf. The first of these was simple integration using the trapezoidal
approximation. The second was integration using some assumed function. While the
trapezoidal method is less sensitive to error propagation, it tends to overestimate drag.
Calculations with the the assumed function method indicated that this overestimation was
negligible.
Considering two dimensional flow, the drag per spanwise length s is
x2
D/s --, dx.
(6.5)
Non dimensionally this is
X2 X2
CD 1 D/s x2 -xf 1 dx 2  C dxCD P u d21 X-X1 f
p Ue (X2 - x) x pU2 xl
(6.6)
Therefore the ratio of coefficient of drag of the ribleted plate to that of the flat plate is
.D 
_ CD = C dx 2C dx,D CD
(6.7)
where the subscript FP denotes the flat plate value, because xl and x2 are the same for the
ribleted plate as for the flat plate. The integral of skin friction must be calculated numerically
from the the measurements fore and aft of each of the two test sections.
The first method used to calculate this integral was a simple trapezoidal approximation
Cdx = (x2 -x) (C, x +C )/2.
(6.8)
In essence, this method is really just the use of a straight line fitted between the two points to
calculate the integral. Since it is known that the variation of Cf with streamwise distance is not
linear, some inaccuracies are inherent in this method.
It is known that
-1lhCf = x , (6.9)
where n of 5, as in equation 2.40, is usually taken. If the function
aC=--•-
Cf = bX (6.10)
is assumed to describe the variation of Cf with streamwise distance, then the constants a and b
can be determined from the two measured values of Cf. Evaluating equation 6.10 at x, and x2
and solving for a and b gives
In(C, , / C,)
b= In (x2 / x1) (6.11)
and
a=C ba = Cf, x x .I
(6.12)With these constants, the integral of is given byWith these constants, the integral of Cf is given by
x2
f a 1-b 1-bCd-x )
(6.13)
However, although this method avoids the overestimation inherent in a linear approximation,
the error propagation due to the methods of calculating the constants overshadows this. Its use
is restricted to a double check on the trapezoidal approximation. The results indicated that the
difference between the two methods was very minor, much smaller than the error propagation
through either equation.
E. Calculating Riblet Spacing in Wall Units. Local s÷ is easily calculated via
equation 2.15 and 2.11 once Cf is known. Since Cf varies quite slowly with x, s÷ is
approximately constant across the test sections. In addition, the values of s÷ on the ribleted test
section are quite close to those on the ribleted test section. Thus, if we are interested only in an
approximate value of s÷ to characterize the test results at a particular test condition, it is quite
reasonable to take the average of the four s+'s calculated with the four Cf's.
To extend this to a function of s+ versus Reynolds number for the purpose of
calculating s+ for the St measurements, a least squares fit of equation 6.10 can be made to the
riblet skin friction data.
F. Comparing Flat Plate and Ribleted Drag Results. Both the standard
format of presentation of riblet research data and a more exact but less frequently used format
are useful in illuminating different aspects of the results. The ratio of the drag of the ribleted
plate to the drag of the flat plate, or one minus this amount which gives the percent reduction,
as a function of riblet spacing in wall units, is the most commonly used format to present riblet
test results. This format is the most common because it succinctly presents the bottom line: the
amount of drag reduction and how this varies with s+. However, since the amount of total
drag reduction is a function of total streamwise length of the ribleted section, albeit very
weakly, in addition to s+, this method has the potential for inaccuracy. Furthermore, st is not
constant but a function of streamwise distance, since CQ varies with streamwise distance. In
addition, some researchers have suggested that the effect of riblets on skin friction at a position
is also a function of the distance from the leading edge of the riblets to that position as well as
the distance from the leading edge of the boundary layer. Although the inaccuracies seem to be
an order of magnitude smaller than the effect of riblets, no conclusive measurements have been
performed to support this. The majority of these inaccuracies may be avoided by comparing
riblet and flat plate drag results as skin friction versus Reynolds number. Since both methods
illuminate the results in useful ways, both are used to present them. The same holds true for
the effects on heat transfer.
Non-dimensional values of friction and drag are used in the momentum transfer
analysis and its presentation instead of the dimensional quantities most often used in riblet
studies so as to mirror the heat transfer calculations, for which the non-dimensional forms of
the transfer are necessary. In most riblet studies, the most common format of presentation
shows the percent change in drag due to riblets. If the ribleted and flat plate test sections are
tested in the same flow, so that the density and freestream velocities are exactly the same over
each test section, then the calculated amount of percent change in drag or skin friction will be
identical to the percent change in coefficient of drag or skin friction. However, since it is
practically impossible to attain exactly the same wall temperature in the ribleted and flat plate
test sections, the same will not be true of the convective wall heat flux and the Stanton number.
To allow meaningful comparison of this heat fluxes of the two test sections, non-
dimensionalization must be used. To mirror this process, the momentum transfer calculations
are performed and presented in similarly non-dimensional form.
6.2. Heat Transfer Analysis
A. Introduction. Stanton number, non-dimensionalized convective heat flux, was
calculated from direct measurements of heater heat flux and adjusted to account for back, side,
and radiation losses and wall temperature variation based on an energy balance of the test
sections. Interpolation, extrapolation, and splines were used to calculate the temperature in the
pre-test plate at three spanwise positions at the streamwise midpoint of each heater and in the
test plate at four spanwise positions. These temperatures were used to estimate the radiation
heat loss via equation 3.8, the side losses via Fourier's Law of Heat Conduction, and, using
the temperatures at the back guard heaters, the back losses again using Fourier's Law. These
values were then used to calculate the convective turbulent heat flux at the wall with equation
3.6. Definition 2.29 was used to calculate Stanton number from this. The solution for the
effect of a step rise in temperature on Stanton number was used to correct these values for the
variation in upstream wall temperature.
The choice of the method of measurement was a design decision because of its effect on
test plate configuration. For this reason, the background of and reasoning behind the choice
are discussed in the design sections 3.2.A., E., and F.
B. Local and Integral Stanton Number. The heat transfer equivalents of local
skin friction and total test section drag can be calculated from the calculated values of
convective heat fluxes from the test sections into the flow. The local Stanton number is the
non-dimensionalized form of the local, convective heat flux at the wall, qw:
St - .
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This coefficient is analogous to the local skin friction coefficient. A similar coefficient
analogous to the coefficient of drag may be calculated based on the convective heat flux over
the entire test section, Qw:
QO/A
Ch
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This coefficient may be thought of as an integral form of the Stanton number. In addition, for
the flat plate case tested in this research, it is equivalent to the average Stanton number over the
test sections. These local and total convective heat fluxes may be found from an energy
balance of the test sections.
C. Energy Balance of the Test Sections. The convective heat transfer at the
tunnel wall was calculated from an energy balance of the test sections. Both an overall heat
flux, analogous to the entire test section drag, and the heat flux of each heated subsection of the
test sections, analogous to the local skin friction, were calculated.
The total convective heat transfer out of the test sections was calculated by considering
them as control volumes and performing an energy balance. The Aluminum plate test section
and the test section heaters were taken as the control volume on which the energy balance was
performed. The Aluminum plate test section of each of the test plates, both the flat and the
ribleted, was the 8 in. by 7.06 in. rectangle, 0.5 in. thick, in the center of the Aluminum test
plates (see the upper left of figure 3.5). The test section heaters consisted of four of the two in.
by seven in. Kapton heaters and the adhesive holding them to the rear of the plate. The heat
flux from these heaters was treated as uniform heat generation in an infinitesimally thin plane
located on the surface of the heaters closer to the flow. The heat transfer out of this control
volume consisted of:
* loss out of the sides, through the strip of foam epoxy insulation into the surrounding
plate, via conduction, noted as Q,;
* loss out of the front, into the flow, via forced convection, termed q, locally and Qw in
total;
* loss out of the front, into the flow, via radiation, qr; and,
* loss out of the rear into the insulation via conduction, Qb.
The heater heat flux was calculated from heater voltage and current. The conduction losses
were calculated via Fourier's Law of Heat Conduction from the test section and surrounding
plate and insulation temperatures and conductivities. The radiation loss was calculated from
Stefan-Boltzmann's Law of Radiation. This balance may be rephrased in equation form as:
4 4 4
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where Qjt are the heater flux inputs, Qs, are the losses out of the sides of each subsection, q,
and qri are the convective and radiative losses out of the front of each subsection, Ai are the
subsection areas, and Qj are the back losses out of the subsections.
This equation may be solved for the sum of q, times Ai, which is equal to Qw. The
same energy balance may be done for each subsection of the two test sections to allow solution
for each q,,, but with low accuracy, since the subsections in each test section are insulated only
from the surrounding plate, not from each other. Further discussion of this issue may be
found in Appendix D.
D. Heater Heat Flux Calculation. Heater heat fluxes were calculated from direct
measurements of of heater voltage drops, Vha, and indirect measurements of heater current, Ih.
The heater currents were calculated from measurements of the voltage drops, Vsh,, across the
shunt resistors, of known resistance Rshi, in series with the heaters. The two voltage
measurements for each heater are shown in figure 3.7. The i-th heater heat flux is thus
VV
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E. Conduction Loss Estimation. The heat losses through the back of the test
sections were calculated via a one-dimensional solution of Fouriefs Law of Heat Conduction
through three materials from test plate temperature and insulation temperature measurements.
Fouriefs Law of Heat Conduction, as treated, for example, in Arpaci (1966), relating heat flux
per unit area and temperature,
q=-kVT, (6.18)
where k is thermal conductivity, can be solved for the case of one-dimensional heat transfer
through three materials a, b, and c, given their conductivities and the temperature before
material a, T1, and after material c, T4, to give
T2 -T
Y2 Y(6.19)
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y is length, station 2 is between materials a and b, and station 3 is between materials b and c.
The total conduction heat loss may be found by multiplying equation 6.17 by the area of the
loss plane.
Applied to the heat loss out of the back of the test sections (see figure 4.2), T1 is the
temperature at the back of the metal plate and T4 the temperature at the back of the first
insulation layer; material a is the pocket of insulating air, material b the insulation, and c the
layer of Silicon adhesive (see figure 4.2). T1 can be estimated from the heater heat flux and the
test plate wall temperature and T4 is measured directly by the insulation RTD's. Values of
conductivity provided in the product specifications sheets were used to perform these
calculations.
Side loss may be estimated in the same manner as back loss from the test section and
guard heater section temperature measurements. For equations 6.16 and 6.17, material a is the
Aluminum in the test section between the RTD and the layer of insulating foam adhesive,
material b is the adhesive itself, and material c is the Aluminum in the side guard heater section
between the foam adhesive and the other RTD (see figure 3.5).
For the case of front or rear heat loss from a test section unit to a heated plate guard
section, the same formula as for side loss applies. For heat loss from one test section unit to
another, the formula may be simplified to the one material case.
F. Radiation Loss Estimation. Radiation heat loss was estimated from Stefan-
Boltzmann's Law of Radiation, equation 3.8. An emissivity of 0.05 was used based on the
experimental results described in Singham (1962). The difference between the temperature of
the RTD's near the test wall surface and the actual surface, in general less than 0.05°C, due to
the 0.1 in. depth of the RTD sensing element beneath the surface, can be included in addition to
the uncertainty in the emissivity in the estimation of the radiation heat flux error as shown in
Appendix D.
G. Adjusting for Wall Temperature Variation. The solution for the effect of a
step rise in temperature on Stanton number, as given in, among others, Kays and Crawford
(1980), was used to correct the coefficient of heat transfer values for the variation in upstream
wall temperature via a discrete approximation of the standard formula
St (x (S) =+ 1 9/10 "1/9 AT(x) x
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where s is the streamwise distance at which the effect of some upstream variation AT(x) from
ATo is being evaluated.
6.3. Estimating Riblet Effect on Turbine Efficiency
An approximate estimate of the effect of riblets on turbine efficiency can be made from
the test results. Research such as that by Choi et. al. (1987), Lin et. al. (1990), and Caram and
Ahmed (1989), who have measured up to 13 percent total drag reduction on a NACA 0012
airfoil at a freestream Reynolds number of 2.5xl05 due to riblets, indicates that that the
momentum transfer properties of riblets on surfaces with curvature are comparable to those
measured over flat surfaces. Therefore, riblets should produce roughly as much total heat
transfer reduction on a comparable airfoil as on a flat plate. Assuming that this reduction in
total airfoil heat transfer were fully attainable on a turbine blade row, the amount of cooling air
needed to keep the blade at its design operating temperature could be decreased by at least the
same amount. The increase in turbine efficiency due to this decrease in needed cooling air can
then be estimated from the approximate amount of decrease in turbine efficiency per percent of
cooling air. This loss in turbine efficiency per percent of cooling air has been estimated by
Hawthorne (1956) and experimentally ascertained by Barnes and Fray (1965) and Nouse et. al.
(1975) to be between one and three percent. Using a typical amount of percent turbine cooling,
three to five percent, the increase in turbine efficiency can then be calculated.
6.4. Test Results
A. Introduction. The measurements of flat plate skin friction coefficient agreed
with the values predicted by the empirical formula equation 2.56 to within the predicted
experimental error. The measurements of the effect of riblets on skin friction and drag
validated the particular riblet configuration used in the experiment as producing drag reduction
below riblet spacing of 30 in wall units in a similar manner to the thin-element riblets used by
Lazos and Wilkinson (1987). The maximum reduction in drag was approximately 7 percent
with an error of ±4 percent at a riblet spacing in wall units near 15. The measured flat plate
Stanton number values agreed with the values predicted by equations 2.56 and 2.64 to within
estimated experimental error of ±1.2 percent for Reynolds numbers above 7x105. Below this
Reynolds number, measured values were lower than predicted values by as much as 4 percent.
However, this is still within the error margin of the empirical formulae. Convective heat
transfer was lower over the riblets for s* below 20, with maximum reduction of 5 percent at s+
of 15. This maximum reduction might translate to a 9 percent decrease in total heat transfer
reduction to an airfoil. If this whole decrease could be realized on a turbine blade row, it might
result in a turbine efficiency rise of between 0.15 and 0.75 percent.
B. Effect on Skin Friction. The coefficient of skin friction measured over the flat
and ribleted test sections is shown in figure 6.1, Effect of Riblets on Coefficient of Skin
Friction, versus Reynolds number. The measurements over the flat plate, plotted as black
diamonds, show close agreement with the values predicted from equation 2.56, plotted as a
solid line. Indeed, a least squares fit of equation 6.10 to this data, plotted as a dotted line,
gives results within 1 percent of equation 2.56, certainly well within experimental error and the
uncertainty in the equation. The measurements over the ribleted plate, plotted as clear
diamonds, are less than the flat plate measurements for Reynolds numbers below about
1.5x10 6 and greater than for Reynolds numbers above. These data show more scatter than the
flat plate results, as indicated in the lower R value of the least squares fit of equation 6.10 to
them, plotted as the dashed line. Some of the data at lower Reynolds numbers seem to indicate
that a point of maximum skin friction is reached at a Reynolds number of about 750,000 and
that the riblet skin friction approaches the flat plate values with decreasing Reynolds number.
This trend is consistent with previous riblet research. Maximum reduction is approximately 7
percent at Reynolds number of around 650,000.
C. Effect on Drag. The effect of riblets on coefficient of drag is shown in figure
6.2, Drag Reduction of Thin Element Riblets. This graph shows the percent reduction in test
plate drag due to riblets as a function of the average riblet spacing in wall units in the test
sections. Four curves from Lazos and Wilkinson (1987) for similar riblets are shown as in
figure 2.4 for comparison. The results show drag reduction below s+ of about 30 wall units,
with maximum reduction of 7 percent at approximately 15 wall units. The data in the drag
reduction region are quite close to the results of Lazos and Wilkinson (1987) for the riblet
aspect ratio of 0.58 used in the experiment. The single data point in the drag increase region, at
s+ of 55, does not seem to agree as closely. However, since time constraints prevented more
data points from being obtained in this region, this trend could not be verified.
D. Effect on Stanton Number. The local Stanton number measurements were
subject to fairly large conduction loss experimental error and showed fairly wide scatter. This
error was due to the fact that the test plate subsections on which an energy balance was used to
calculate the local values were not insulated from one another, merely from the surrounding
plate, as discussed in section 11.4.B. Due to this error, to which the calculation of the integral
or average Stanton number was not subject, and because they were too numerous to present
with any clarity in one graph, they are not discussed in any detail in this section.
The measurements of average or integral Stanton number, the calculations of the effect
of riblets on which had uncertainties of 1.1 percent on average and less than 1.3 percent in all
cases, showed reduction in heat transfer due to riblets for Reynolds number below 650,000
and s+ below 20. The effect of riblets on Stanton number versus turbulent Reynolds number is
presented via the integral or average test section Stanton number in figure 6.3, Integral Test
Section Stanton Number versus Turbulent Reynolds Number for the Flat and Ribleted Plates.
The measurements over the flat plate, plotted as black diamonds, are uniformly lower than the
values predicted from equations 2.56 and 2.64, plotted as a solid line. However, they are
certainly within the error range of the prediction formulae. The measurements over the ribleted
plate, plotted as clear diamonds, are less than the flat plate measurements for Reynolds
numbers below about 650,000 and greater for Reynolds numbers above. Maximum reduction
is approximately 5 percent at a Reynolds number of around 450,000. The effect of riblets on
the integral Stanton number versus riblet spacing in wall units calculated from the curve fits
shown in figure 6.1 is shown in figure 6.4, Effect of Riblets on Integral Stanton Number. The
results show heat transfer reduction for s+ below 20 with maximum reduction of 5 percent at s+
of 15. The general trends of this effect are approximately the same as for the effect on drag, a
region of drag reduction and a region of increasing drag with increasing s+ above this region.
E. Effect on Reynolds Analogy Factor. The effect of riblets on the Reynolds
analogy factor as a function of Reynolds number is shown in figure 6.5, Reynolds Analogy
Factor Variation with Reynolds Number. The factor variation for the flat and ribleted test
sections were calculated from the least squares power fits of the coefficient data as a function of
Reynolds number. The results for the flat plate, the dotted line, agrees to within the error range
with the constant value predicted by equation 2.64. The results for the riblet, plotted as a
dashed line, increase from approximately the flat plate value at a Reynolds number of 5x10 5 to
35 percent higher than the flat plate value at a Reynolds number of 2.5x10 6. These results are
quite similar to those reported by Lindemann (1985). The variation of the analogy factor with
riblet spacing, shown in figure 6.6, Reynolds Analogy Factor Variation with s*, was calculated
easily from the fits of coefficient of friction to Reynolds number. The results are the same as
for figure 6.6, with riblet factor equaling flat plate factor at s÷ approximately equal to 20 and 35
percent greater at s+ of 80. No rigorous error analysis of this calculation was attempted.
F. Estimated Effect on Turbine Efficiency. Assuming that the entire five
percent reduction in Stanton number could be achieved upon a turbine airfoil, a reduction in
cooling air needed to keep the blade at operating temperature of five percent would be expected.
For a typical turbine, this reduction may be 0.15 to 0.25 percent of the total air flow. Using
the sensitivity given in section 6.3, a rise in turbine efficiency of between 0.15 and 0.75
percent would thus be expected due to the implacement of properly sized riblets on turbine
blades. Based on an s+ of 15, such riblets would have to have a spacing of 17 microns. To
preserve the aspect ratio of the riblets used in this experiment, a height of 8 microns and a
width of 2 microns would be needed.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1. Conclusions
The thin element riblets used in this experiment have been shown to produce drag
reduction characteristics similar to the thin element riblets studied in Lazos and Wilkinson
(1988). They showed a reduction in drag for riblet spacing below 30 in wall units, with a
maximum reduction of 7 percent at a spacing of around 15 wall units.
These riblets have also been shown to reduce turbulent convective heat transfer by up to
five percent. This range of reduction occurred for riblet spacing below 20 in wall units with
maximum reduction at 15 wall units. The effect of riblets on heat transfer was similar to that
on turbulent skin friction with the exception that, outside the region of heat transfer and drag
reduction, the rise in heat transfer over a ribleted surface versus that of a flat surface with
increasing spacing in wall units was greater than the corresponding increase in drag. One way
of restating this trend is that the Reynolds analogy factor rises from being approximately equal
to the flat plate value at s+ equal to 20 to about 35 percent higher than the flat plate value at s+ of
80. Thus, the rise in drag with increasing s+ is exacerbated for heat transfer by rising
Reynolds analogy factor.
These results indicate that it should be possible to use riblets to reduce the heat transfer
to a turbine blade by approximately five percent, thereby increasing turbine efficiency by up to
0.75 percent. Assuming that the reduction in heat transfer over a flat plate due to riblets could
be realized on a turbine blade, a reduction in the amount of cooling air required to cool the
blade to operating temperature of about five percent might be expected. Using the calculation
method described in section 6.3, this reduction might produce a rise in turbine efficiency of
between 0.15 and 0.75 percent.
Riblets sized for a typical turbine blade to have the value of s+ found to have the
maximum heat transfer reduction in this study might be produced in the blade thermal barrier
coating. The riblet dimensions in wall units of the measured point of maximum heat transfer
reduction in this study were spacing of 15, height of 7, and width of 2. To produce these
dimensions, using the typical values for turbulent flow over turbine blades given in the
introduction, the blade riblets would need to have a physical size of spacing of 17 microns,
height of 8 microns, and width of 2 microns. On a typical turbine inlet guide vane, the thermal
barrier coating deposited on the surface to reduce heat transfer is often around 130 microns
thick. A riblet of the correct size for reducing heat transfer might thus be produced on a turbine
blade directly in the thermal barrier coating, although this study has not addressed the
feasibility of producing such a microstructure.
7.2. Recommendations
The present work indicates that riblets show a distinct potential to increase turbine
efficiency by reducing turbulent convective heat transfer. In general, further research is needed
to corroborate this result and to determine the optimum riblet geometry for maximum reduction.
In addition, for the purpose of validating that these results will indeed be attainable on a turbine
blade, the effects of wall curvature and freestream turbulence on riblet heat transfer reduction
need to be examined.
8. APPENDIX A- STATISTICAL AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
TERMINOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY
8.1. Measurement Uncertainty and Error Propagation
A. Introduction. In the engineering world, rigorous uncertainty analyses are
often not performed. In many cases, this is simply because they are not necessary. For
many engineering purposes, approximate answers are quite satisfactory. However, as
engineering fields such as gas turbine design become more developed, higher accuracy,
and so more rigorous uncertainty analysis, becomes necessary. Since this is certainly the
case with this project, an uncertainty analysis as rigorous and complete as time would allow
was performed. Unfortunately, neither the definition of uncertainty nor its analysis are
trivial. Indeed, some latitude exists in both the classification and analysis methodology.
For this reason, the terminology of this analysis is described along with the method used to
calculate error propagation in some detail.
Uncertainty is taken to mean the maximum error which might reasonably be
expected. It is an estimate of the accuracy of a measurement, the closeness of that
measurement to the "true" value. This uncertainty is assumed to be composed of statistical
uncertainty, the scatter of the data, and instrumental uncertainty, the estimate of the total
uncertainty inherent in each measurement. The Student's "t" test is used to form a
combined estimate of the total, maximum uncertainty for a certain confidence level. The
statistical concept of data weighting may be used to perform regression which takes into
account this uncertainty.
B. Statistical Uncertainty. The statistical uncertainty, often called the random
error, is the variation of repeated measurements. The most widely used method of gaging
its magnitude is with the square root of the variance, called the standard deviation, a. The
standard deviation is defined to be the root mean square deviance of the data from the mean:
(8.1)
where N is the number of observations, xi are the observations, and y is the mean. For a
set of observations distributed symmetrically about the mean and with the mean as the most
likely value, approximately 68 percent will be contained between p+o and p-o. If the
scatter is distributed according to a Gaussian distribution, as is assumed in all cases here,
the standard deviation of a finite number of observations can be estimated by the statistic s:
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where n is the number of measurements, xi are the individual measurements, and x, the
average measurement value, is the maximum likelihood estimate of the mean.
The Student's "t" test is often used to weight the statistic s to account for the sample
size not being infinite. The weighting value is a function of the specified confidence of the
result and the degrees of freedom, v, the number of observations in excess of the number
of parameters determined from the sample (e.g., when a sample of size n is used to
determine the mean, x, the degrees of freedom, v, are n-1). The most common confidence
level used in physical sciences and engineering is 95 percent. The weighting value for this
level, the 95th percentile point of the two-tailed Students "t" distribution, is denoted as t95.
For v=30, a sample number often chosen as small enough to be feasible and large enough
to allow accurate gaging of statistical value, t95 = 2.04. Once this statistical parameter is
known, we may conclude with a 95 percent confidence level that, for a finite number of
measurements with no experimental uncertainty, there exists a 68 percent chance that the
true mean of the data, W, will fall within the interval x±t9 5s.
It should be noted that for observations with inherent experimental uncertainty, the
statistical uncertainty is not independent of the distribution of the experimental uncertainty.
However, since this inaccuracy is conservative, i.e., causes the statistical uncertainty to be
over-estimated, and, more importantly, is usually miniscule, it is considered acceptable in
general.
C. Experimental Uncertainty. The experimental uncertainty, also termed
systematic error, is the estimate of the uncertainty inherent in each measurement due to
factors such as the total uncertainty of the calibration, the material variation in instrument
manufacturing, and unknowns. It is denoted as b.
Experimental uncertainty may be accounted for in calculations of the statistical
parameters describing a set of data with weighting. If each data point xi has its own
standard deviation oi, the maximum likelihood estimator of the mean is:
x- x
(8.3)
For the case where the standard deviations for a body of data taken at one condition are
comprised solely of experimental uncertainty, this weighting may be neglected, since
experimental uncertainty is approximately equal for most measurements made under similar
conditions. This is not true in general for a body of data taken at different conditions,
especially when those data points are themselves averages of sets of data, and so cannot be
neglected when performing regression analyses, as covered below. The effect of the
standard deviation of each datum on the confidence interval of the mean must also be
included in any rigorous calculation via error propagation analysis.
D. Error Propagation. In many cases, and certainly in this case, the parameter
of interest is measured indirectly by calculating its value from other more basic properties.
In these calculations, the measurement uncertainty is propagated through the calculating
functions to the parameter. This may be approximated by the Taylor series methods.
Given a dependent variable f such that
f - f(x , x2 , ..., x),. (8.4)
with uncertainties in the independent variables uxt, ux2,..., uxn, the resulting uncertainty in
f is
aI 2 at 2 af2u Of ) ) + ... + ( )2
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In strict analyses, the statistical and experimental uncertainty are propagated separately, but,
in this study, the decrease in accuracy in uncertainty estimate due to combined propagation
is an order of magnitude smaller than the uncertainties themselves and so is deemed
acceptable in general.
E. Total Uncertainty. For simplicity, a single estimate of the total expected
uncertainty is used. The most widely accepted method, recognized both by the National
Bureau of Standards and industry, is the combination:
u = ± (b + t95s s), (8.6)
The parameter u itself, it should be noted, is not a statistical confidence interval because the
distribution ofb is both unknown and unknowable by definition. However, as mentioned
in Abernathy et. al. (1980), most reasonable assumptions for distributions of b result in u
covering a statistical confidence level of at least 95 percent. Thus, if the distributions of the
statistical and experimental uncertainties are roughly Gaussian, we may conclude with a 95
percent confidence that the true mean value of a dependent variable f will fall within the
interval f±(b+t5s) 68 percent of the time, where f is the average of fi, b is the uncertainty
in f due to the propagation of the uncertainties of the independent variables xij through fi,
and s is the root mean square deviation of fi from f.
More detailed treatment of this subject may be found in the references from which
the above is derived: Kline and McClintock (1953), Bevington (1969), Abernathy et. al.
(1980), and Moffat (1982).
8.2. Regression and the Goodness of Fit
A. Introduction. The analyses in this study often involved the fitting of an
equation to a set of data. The fits were performed via the maximum likelihood method: the
coefficients of the fit were chosen so as to maximize the probability of the observation of
the actual measurements, assuming a Gaussian distribution. This was performed, as is
standardly done, by minimizing chi-squared, the least squares method. Chi-squared is
defined to be the weighted sum of the squares of the deviations
- 1
(8.7)
where y, are the measurements of the dependent variable, xi those of the independent
variable, oi the standard deviation of the independent variable, and y(xi) the fitting function
evaluated at xi. The minimization of equation 8.7 can be performed analytically for fitting
functions which are linear in their coefficients. Single value decomposition was used to
avoid the spurious coefficients often generated by simple solution of the normal equations.
In several segments of this study, least squares fitting was performed for equations which
were non-linear in their coefficients. In these instances, the solution had to be found by
iterative, numerical techniques. The Levenberg-Marquardt method, as outlined in
Marquardt (1963) was used for its robustness and simplicity. Algorithms from both
Bevington (1969) and Press et. al. (1986) were used at various points in this research by
incorporation into Fortran programs. In addition, the results obtained from these
algorithms were verified with the IMSL mathematical library of Fortran subroutines.
Listouts of the subroutines as incorporated into the programs may be found in the listouts
in Appendices B, C, and D.
B. Significant Uncertainty in Both the Independent and Dependent
Variables. Some difficulties arise as to the proper procedure to be taken when the ratio of
the standard deviation of the dependent variable to the dependent variable itself is of the
same order of magnitude as the ratio of the standard deviation of the independent variable to
the independent variable. For this case, rigorous solution via the least squares method is
complicated enough to be considered intractable for most analyses. To circumvent this
problem, Bevington (1969) suggests taking the root mean square of the two deviations and
treating that as if it were the standard deviation of the independent variable in the standard
case with zero dependent variable standard deviation. However, if the units of the
dependent and independent variable do not agree, then this will be dimensionally incorrect.
Two other options exist to obtain a combined uncertainty: use the root mean square of the
percentages of the standard deviations or non-dimensionalize the data so that dimensionality
will not enter the problem. The author feels that the former method makes the most sense
and so has used it with the exception of the case where non-dimensionalization produces
variable ranges of equal magnitude, which, in any event, is equivalent in result to the
former method for monotonically decreasing or increasing functions.
C. X2 Minimization Methodology. For the case where the fitting function is
linear in its coefficients, minimization of equation 8.6 is quite simple to perform with
standard techniques, but can produce spurious and occasionally numerically incorrect
results. A set of normal equations may be found by setting the derivatives of equation 8.6
with respect to the coefficients equal to zero. However, these equations are often very
close to singular, especially for fitting functions such as the polynomial used to calibrate
RTD's, equation 9.3, where the coefficients of the higher terms may be very small and of
opposing sign, so as to cancel each other out delicately. In this situation, in addition to
containing spurious coefficients, the results are subject to large and, to a great extent,
unpredictable numerical error.
A more robust technique uses single value decomposition to force these coefficients
to tend towards zero. Single value decomposition is merely a technique of decomposing a
matrix into two orthogonal matrices and a diagonal matrix. It may be used to decompose
the inverse of the weighted fitting function matrix, mij-1, into an orthogonal matrix, ui, the
transpose of an orthogonal matrix, vji, and a diagonal matrix, wk. Using this method, as
in Press et. al. (1986), the solution for the coefficients, ai, of a set of fitting functions Xi is
n JIAv (8.8)
where
(8.9)
are the error weighted fitting functions, and the error weighted independent variables are
b. Yi1
(8.10)
The uncertainties in the coefficients may be derived from these equations to be:
a 
.
i1 (8.11)
The total uncertainty of the fit may be calculated as a function of the coefficients and the
dependent variables from equations 8.11 using the Taylor series error propagation method.
When the fitting function is non-linear in its coefficients, minimization of equation
8.6 must be performed via an iterative, numerical method. The most widely used and
robust of the techniques available is the Levenberg-Marquardt method. This method is a
coupling of two non-linear iteration schemes, the steepest descent method and the inverse-
Hessian method. Both of these methods use the Hessian matrix, the second derivative of
equation 8.6 with respect to the coefficients of the fit, to iterate a solution. The steepest
descent method is used far from the minimum to close in quickly on the general region of
minimum X2 whereas the inverse-Hessian is used to refine the coefficient estimates nearby.
Marquardt (1963) put forth an elegant criterion for switching between the two methods
based on a suggestion of Levenberg, thereby combining the strengths of each of these
methods. Since the solution is numerical, the uncertainty in the coefficients must be
estimated numerically from the X2 curvature matrix. Fortunately, as shown in Bevington
(1969), this is quite simple.
D. Goodness of Fit. The most common and very simple test of the goodness
of a fit is whether the reduced X2 of the fit is less than 1.5. The reduced X2 is defined as X2
divided by the number of degrees of freedom, v. The reasoning behind this statistical test
is quite simple: if the observed and predicted deviation of the data are approximately equal,
the reduced X2 is approximately one. A more rigorous statement of the test can be made by
considering the integral probability of observing a particular magnitude of reduced X2 based
on the Gaussian distribution. Using this technique, for a reduced X2 of 0.616 or below,
with a number of degrees of freedom of 30 or more, at least a 95 percent chance exists that
a random sample of data points would yield at least as high a reduced X2. Similar
percentages may be calculated for various conditions for comparison.
9. APPENDIX B- RTD CALIBRATION ANALYSIS AND ERROR
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
9.1. Calibration and Calibration Error Analysis Methodology
A. Background. The use of platinum resistance thermometers as a standard
temperature interpolation instrument in the range 0 to 5000C was first suggested by H.L.
Callendar (1887). Improvements in the purity of platinum and other construction materials as
well as in design and calibration techniques increased the stability, accuracy, and repeatability
of these instruments to such a degree that they have been used as a common standard for
temperature measurements near room temperature for many years. Indeed, the most recent
definition of an international temperature scale, the International Practical Temperature Scale of
1968 (IPTS-68), uses a particular type called the Standard Platinum Resistance Thermometer
(SPRT) as the interpolation instrument for realizing the scale from -259.34 to 630.740C.
The SPRT consists of a fine helical coil of pure platinum wire wound around a
miniature X-beam formed from two thin strips of mica, which in turn are suspended in an
evacuated Pyrex or quartz sheath. Most commonly, the resistance of the platinum element is
read via a four-wire measurement such as the current source/voltmeter method used in this
experiment. The standard interpolating equation for SPRTs relating resistance and
temperature until 1968 was the original Callendar equation, with an extra term added by
VanDusen (1925):
R(TcvD)=R +R oa [TcVD - (  v D  )( T( cv 1)( T v D0 0 100 100 100 100
(9.1)
where:
*TcvD is Callendar-VanDusen temperature,
*R the resistance at TcvD,
*Ro the resistance at TCVD equal to zero, usually 100 a,
*a the temperature coefficient at TCVD equal to zero, required by IPTS-68 to be
0.003925 D"AlC or above,
*• Callendar's original characteristic constant, typically 1.5, and,
*0 a characteristic constant added by VanDusen, most often below lx10-13.
The four constants in this equation are taken to be invariant with temperature, and are
determined by taking resistance measurements at four triple points, usually those of Tin, Zinc,
Oxygen, and Ice. This equation, termed the Callendar-VanDusen equation, was replaced in the
IPTS-68 with a 20-th order polynomial. Between the ice and tin triple points, the difference
between the two equations is given by
T T T T
T68 -TD = 0.045 ( CVD)( CD 1)( TCD 1)( T D  1).100 100 419.58 630.74 (9.2)
With the use of the 20-th order calibration equation, the SPRT error between 0 and 100 0 C may
be as low as lxl0-30C. A more detailed treatment of SPRTs may be found in Riddle et. al.
(1973, 1976).
Inexpensive, miniature platinum resistance temperature detectors (RTD's) have been
developed recently in an attempt to retain some of the SPRTs' accuracy and repeatability while
decreasing their expense and bulk These RTD's consist of a miniature sensing element, a coil
or film of platinum, embedded in some type of epoxy or enamel block. The particular type
used in the present research is described in section 4.2.A. While the accuracy of RTD's,
approximately 0. 10C, is as much as 100 times worse than that of SPRT's, their cost is 100
times less. RTD's may be calibrated in the same manner as SPRTs.
B. Calculation Methodology. The RTD's were calibrated by using an iterative,
non-linear least squares method to fit the solution of a simplified form of equation 8.1 for
temperature as a function of resistance to a large sample of resistance measurements in the
range of interest, 0 to 1000C.
Unfortunately, the author did not have access to triple point calibration equipment. For
this reason, the RTD calibration was performed by using a least squares method to fit the
Callendar-VanDusen equation to a large sample of data.
A simplified form of the Callendar-VanDusen equation may be solved explicitly for
temperature. The Callendar-VanDusen equation, equation 9.1, is actually a fourth order
equation for resistance as a function of temperature. For convenience, it may be rewritten as
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where
ao m Ro' (9.4)
a Ro a ( +1),
(9.5)
a2 -"1002 (9.6)
aR o a
a3 i 100 (9.7)
and
Ro a
a4  2
100 (9.8)
While this equation is quite easy to fit to a set of data, it must be solved numerically for
temperature for a given resistance using some root finder subroutine. In general, however, B
is either zero or extremely small (less than lx101 3) for temperature measurements above 00 C.
Thus, a3 and a4 are also extremely small (less than lxl0-16), with the consequence that the
contribution of the 3rd degree and higher terms is 10 orders of magnitude smaller than ao.
When solving equation 9.3 numerically for temperature, the error introduced by neglecting
their contribution is lxl0-30C or less. Since this is two orders of magnitude smaller than the
expected accuracy, it may be ignored. The resulting 2nd order equation is not only simple to fit
but also explicitly solvable for temperature as a function of resistance:
(9.9)
where
a1
b
2 a2  (9.10)
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2 2 (9.11)
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1
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To achieve acceptable propagation of experimental error in the calculation of these
coefficients, they must be determined from a non-linear least squares fit of equation 9.9. The
coefficients bl are proportional to the inverse of a2. Because a2 is very small, the error in
determining its inverse is quite large. For this reason, the error in TCVD calculated from
equation 9.9 using the coefficients determined with equations 9. 10 through 9.12 is on the order
of 100 percent. Acceptable error in equations 9.1, 9.3, and 9.9 may be achieved by fitting
equation 9.9 to the data directly. Since this equation is not linear in its coefficients, this must
be done using an iterative non-linear least squares fit method. The Levenberg-Marquardt
method, as detailed in Appendix A, was used for this purpose. The program used to perform
this is listed in section 9.2.A.
C. Calibration Equipment Setup and Operation. The calibration equipment
included a stirred, combined heated and cooled, insulated bath of Flourinert liquid, into which
all the RTD's were placed along with the four partial immersion, mercury thermometers. The
calibration bath was a cube approximately 1 cubic foot in size. The bath liquid, trade named
Fluorinert, was a chemically inert, electrically non-conducting fluid with high thermal
conductivity. The bath apparatus included a heating element used to heat the bath, a mechanical
stirrer to insure uniform temperature, a tap water inlet cooling element, and a temperature
control device. The temperature control device consisted of an integrated bath thermometer and
a temperature setting device to electrically control the heater. The cooling element was
controlled manually with an on/off tap in the rear of the bath. The walls of the bath,
themselves insulated, were further insulated with a uniform layer of half inch thick Styrofoam.
The top to the bath opening used during this calibration was a similar layer of Styrofoam
constructed by the author to allow insertion of the four mercury thermometers, evenly spaced
across the bath, in addition to the RTD's, with minimal heat loss.
At low temperatures, stable bath temperature settings were achieved using the built in
bath heater and cooler, whereas at higher temperatures, temperature settings only marginally
stable, but stable enough to allow the successful taking of calibration data, could be achieved.
The internal bath thermometer neither agreed with nor tracked with the mercury thermometers
and so was not used to measure temperature. With the stirrer operating, the four mercury
thermometers distributed across the calibration bath read to the same temperature to within their
readability and tracked exactly. For this reason, it was concluded that the temperature
variations across the bath were minimal. At lower temperatures, the heater and cooler could be
used in some combination to set the bath temperature to a desired level, with the bath remaining
stable at that temperature for at least 30 seconds, more than long enough to take data from all
RTD's. At higher temperatures, between 75*C and 100*C, the heat loss from the bath was
large enough that no combination of heater or cooler settings resulted in temperatures that were
stable for more than 20 seconds. Through trial and error, it was discovered that between
approximately five and twenty five seconds after the heating elements shut off the temperature
of the bath was the stable to within 0.0750C. For approximately five seconds after the heating
elements were turned off, the bath temperature would continue to rise slightly as the element
cooled to the temperature of the bath. Only twenty seconds after the bath temperature had
stopped rising, it would begin to drop as the bath cooled. Fortunately, the software running
the calibration data taking operation needed only five seconds to load after being activated and
fifteen seconds after loading to fully take data. This allowed the calibration data to be taken in
the twenty second period of temperature stability by keying the software to run just as the
heater element turned off. Thus, even though bath temperature was only marginally stable at
higher temperatures, it was possible to insure that calibration data were taken at constant bath
temperature.
In the first calibration run, measurements began at room temperature and proceeded to
close to 1000C. In the second calibration, this order was reversed, with no apparent effect on
the results.
D. Calibration Error Analysis. The uncertainty in temperature reading due to the
error of the calibration, both statistical and experimental, was determined via equation 8.5 from
the uncertainty in the calibration constants calculated numerically by the programs listed below.
An estimate of the uncertainty in temperature reading due to the effect of the cycling of the tests
was derived from a second calibration performed after simulated temperature cycling. The
maximum difference between the temperatures calculated from the first and the second
calibration constants was used to estimate this uncertainty. The sum of these two values was
then taken as an estimate of combined total temperature uncertainty.
The error in Callendar-VanDusen temperature calculated from resistance and various
calibration constants may be determined using equation 8.5. The inverse of the curvature, or
Hessian, matrix used to perform a non-linear least squares fit of equation 9.9 to the calibration
data is the variance of the coefficients. Thus, the square root of this numerically evaluated
matrix gives the errors in the coefficients. Applying equation 8.5 to equation 9.9, the error in
temperature calculated from equation 9.9 due to these errors and the error in resistance
measurement is
T2  2 2  2T 2 6f 2 2 0T 2
UTcVD UR + bR - u b, u b" u (9.10)
where ub are the uncertainties calculated from the fit, uR is the uncertainty in resistance,
0T
a1- 1,db
(9.11)
S=-o.5(b 2 -b 3 R)-,
(9.12)
=3 0.5 R ( b2 - b3 R
(9.13)
and
" = 0.5 b3 ( b - b3 R )-
(9.14)
A similar method may be used to calculate the errors in the Callendar-VanDusen
temperature calculated via Newton-Raphson numerical solution of the Callendar-VanDusen
equation. Equations 9.10 through 9.12 may be solved for ai to give
b -b2
ao b '
(9.15)
2b l
(9.16)
1
(9.17)
and
a = a4= 0.
(9.18)
The errors are:
u 80
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3 (9.20)
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The error due to assumption of zero a3 and a4 is contained in these and does not have to be
accounted for separately. The Callendar-VanDusen coefficients and their errors may be
calculated from ai and u8, or bi directly via equations 9.4 through 9.8:
Ro= ao, (9.22)
a1 - 100 a2
ao
(9.23)
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The Newton-Raphson method may be used to solve the formula
f (x) = 0
for x. Rewriting the Callendar-VanDusen equation in this format yields:
T T )2
f(TcvD) = Ro+Ro a Tc + Ro a ( - ) Ro ( 100 - R 0.
The error in TcvD calculated in this manner may be determined from the chain rule to be
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Since the computer front end used the numerical solution to calculate temperature from stored
Callendar-VanDusen coefficients, equation 9.31 was used to calculate Callendar-VanDusen
temperature error.
As can be determined from equation 9.2, in the range 00 C to 100 0C, IPTS-68 and
Callendar-VanDusen temperature differ by so little that they may be taken to be the same, with
the difference being taken account of by adding their maximum difference in this range,
0.01"C, to the total maximum error, if the total desired error may be larger than 0.0 1C. Thus,
T -IPTS- 68 TCVD (9.41)
and
UT= u' + 0.01.
(9.42)
To account for the effect of the temperature cycling during data runs, the effect of
simulated cycling was added to the error estimate. After the first calibration had been
performed, the RTD's were subjected to a temperature cycling estimated to be approximately
equivalent to that which they might experience during testing. This cycling consisted of ten sets
of three hours at room temperature and three hours at 1000C. After the cycling, a second
calibration was performed. The maximum difference between temperature calculated using
coefficients from the first and second calibrations, that at the highest calibration temperature,
was then added to the final, total, maximum, error, estimate. The program written to perform
this set of calculations is listed in section 9.2.B.
9.2. Calibration Programs
A. Non-Linear, Least Squares, Calibration Program. The following
printout of program CURFIT shows the Fortran program written to perform the non-linear,
least squares fit of equation 9.9 to the two sets of calibration data taken for the 140 RTD's.
progr cuit
paanmeee(naermn3.npFs-32)
intgeri.,jk
redal r(aps 140).,m-p(nps).imare(npts).siemp(npts),
i+ igu o(a).Z(ipt),yfrit(,ap).b(aerms).chi r, .
S il*ab(aem).schiqr.,rd(3),igmacvd(3).U(serm,).
S igma p)ts). 3 a(3) ta(3),deir(nps).rg-ma-
realt keepdata(5.Qp.t140)
chraer8 nflag
chmaaer"l rb
itiadliupr
chisqr-0.
chisqrl.0.
doS i-1.3
a(i)-0.
gmaa(i)-0.
cvd(i)-O.
S contime
x(i)-0.yzu(i )..
deilalk(i)o.
silgamp(i)-.
imwai)-O.
do 10 j-1,140
res(ij)-0.
10 coaninue
20 coaime
do 30 i-l.aterms
sigmab(i)-0.
30 congime
do 35 il.5
do 34 j-l.npcs
do 33 k-1.140
keepdaa(i.j.k)-0.
33 cmlinue
34 coinue
35 conaine
b(1)-2000.0
b(2)-000000.0
b(3).l0000.0
tb-chd(9)
raid in clibrtioa data
write(',') 'Reding data
opea(9.file([o•.cal.dat]emp2.date ,ss.'eld')
open(10.fle.'[aonse.cal.dat]rawcal2. da',atusm 'od')
open(l l.file-'[,toer.caL datnliflca2.dt'.as.-new')
open(12.file-'[uame.al. dat]jdngral2.daet'matu=-aw'.
+ frecl-lO00)
write(t1.40)
40 formu(l.'.*"" "Ws * * .*.*$*.** ""'" *', ,mx. . .
+ 'a RTD Calibration *..1x,
+ -,as . .88 *a......... **,, * a1* ',/, * II
+ 'flt T - bl - sqrt(2 - b3*R) [the CVD eqr. olved for T]'.
+ 11)
c
do 41 i-lnpts
read(9.'(f8.3) .end-4L) temp(i)
41 conuime
cl:e0(9)
do 5 i-l.npts
50 read(10.'(lx.a).,end-5) flag
if (flag.eq. Tr dat) then
read(lO,60) (m(ij),j-,1.140)
else
goco50
endif
farms(f8.3. 139(lx,f8.3))
calculat fic to des aid writes it to lde
write(') 'Beginning data -anlysis
do 70 i-l.apts
if (tmp(i).gs.51.)then
signsmmp(i)-0.0707
else
sigmatep(i)-0.0395
endif
contime
do 200 i-1,140
do 80 jl.npc
igmarea(j).0.000142•res(j.i)+0.0057
ignsatqn()-qts(igm emip(j)" 2+igm res(j)" 2)
z(j)-e(j.i)
keepdMa(l.j.i)=es(j.i)
keepdata(2.j.i)-igmes)
ontinue
chiqlrl-0.0
gamma-0.001
8 call rit(gama,x.temp.igmatb .ignmb .yfit,.chisqr)
if (abe(chisqr-chisqrl).Lr.0000000001) then
chisqrlc-hisqr
gato 81
endif
write (8,.) chiqr
C
do aS j-l.npt
igmayfi(j)-sqrt(sigmab(1)*"2 +
+ lgimab2)"2*0.25/(b(2)-b(3)z(Wj)) +
+ igmab(3)"2'0. 25'x(j)'*2J(b(2)-b(3)"z(j)) +
+ ignm're(j)*2,0.25b(3)'2/(b(2)b(3),x(j)))+
+ 0.01
ddiayl(j)-yil(j)-temp(j)
keepda(3.j.i)-yfit(j)
keepdat((4.j.i)-igmayfi(j)
keepdaia(S.j.i)..dkaitj)
5 coasinve
,(l)-((2)-b(t)"2)Yb(3)
a(2)2..*b(tyb(3)
,(3)-L.b(3)
igmgn(1)->agt(migmb(l)*'2b(2)*"2 +
+ aigmab(2)"2'b(3)*2 + sigmab(3)"2*(b(1)/b(3))"2)
igmaa(2)-sqrt(sigmab(l2(2b()"2(2.(3))2 +
+ sigmab(3)"'2(2. b l)b(3)*w2)"*2)
sigmra(3)=sigmab(3)/b(3)*2
cvd(l)=a(1)
cvd(2)=((2)-O100. *a(3)Ya()
cvd(3)--10000."(3y(a(I)*cvd(2))
sigmacvd(l)=sigmaa(1)
sigmacvd(2)=aqrt(sigma(1) *2*(cvd(2)/a())* 2 +
+ sigma(2)"2(1./a(l))"2 + sigma (3)*2*(100/a(I))"2)
igmacvd(3)-aqt(sigmaa(1)"2*(cvd(3)/a(l))* *2 +
+ 3igmaa(2)"2(l10000./(a()*cvd(2)))*"2 +
+ sigmacvd(2)'2(cvd(3)/cvd(2)) 2)
write(11.90) i
format(//, Ix,'Calibration of RTD #'3.1, Ix.
Temp (C) sigmT ResMe(O) sigmaR Tcalc(c)',
'sigTcalc deltaT./,lx,
--- 
--- )
do 10 j=l,nps
wrie(11.100) temp(j),sgmatemp(j).rea(j,i),sigmares(j),
yfit(j).sigmayfit(j).delta-yfi(j)
format(lx,f8.3,2x.f8.6.2x.f8. 3.2x.f8.6.2x,f8.3.2x,f8.6,
2x,fS.5)
continue
write(l 1.120)
forma(/. Ix.'Coeficients of Fit')
forma(Ix,'b'.il.' = ',e14.6.' +/- '.e14.6)
do 140 j-l.terms
wrie( 1,.130) j.b(j),sigmab(j)
continue
write(l1.141)
format(/. Ix,'Calander-VaanDusen Coefficients:')
do 142 j=1.3
write(11.143) jcvd(j),sigmacvd(j)
continue
form•(lx.'cvd.il,' =',e14.6,' +/- ',e14.6)
write(l,l180) chisqr
format(/ll.'Chi-squared '.f8.4)
write(-.190) i
forma(lIx.'Fnished fit for rtd #'.i3)
continue
write(*,') 'Writing to file'
do 230 i-1, 10
j=(i-1)*14
write(12,205) -a.((tab,(j+1).k=l,S).l=1.14)
205 format(lx,' Tmess '.al,' sigTm '. 14(al.'Rmeas'3.al,
+ 'sigmR',i3,al,'Tcalc',i3,al,'igTc',i3,aI ,'diffT .i3))
do 220 k=l,npts
write(12.210) temp(k),tab,sigmatemp(k).
+ ((tab.keepdata( .k.(j+l)),tab.keepdata(2,k.~j+)),tab,
+ keepdua(3,k.(j+1)).tab.keepdata(4.k,(j+)),tab,
+ keepda(S,.k.(j+I))).•-1,14)
210 format(lx.fS.3 .a.f8.5,14(a .f8.3 .al.f8.5,al,f8.3,al,
+ f8.5,al,f.S5))
220 continue
write(12.(ll))
230 comtinue
cldoe(l0)
cose( 11)
cloe( 12)
do 20 i= lnterms
beta(i)=0.
do 10 j=1.i
alpha(ij)-0.
continue
continue
do 30 i-1,npts
call thefunction(x(i).b.yf)
yfit(30 )= (yne
30 continue
do 6 0 i=jnpts
call fderiv(x(i).b.deriv)
do 50 j.=l,merms
beta(j) - bei(j)+weight(i)*dble(y(i)-yfit(i))"deriv(j)
do40k=l.j
alphjk)alpha(j.k)+weight(i)*deriv(j) deriv(k)
40 continue
50 continue
60 continue
do 80 j= l,aerms
do 70 k=.j
alpha(k.j)=lpha(j.k)
70 continue
80 continue
c
c find the chi Square value
do 90 i=I,npts
rchiqrl =rhisqrl +weight(i)* dble((y(i)-yfit(i))* *2)
90 continue
free-dble(nfree)
rchisqrl=rchisqrllfree
c Main Serch routine
100 do 120j=l.terms
do 110 k=l.nterms
rray(j.k)=alpba(j.k)/ydqrt(alpha(j ,j)*alpha(k,k))
110 continue
rray(j.j)=I.+dgamma
120 continue
invert matrix
do 122 i=1,nterms
do 121 j=l.nterms
anaa(i.j)=rray(ij)
121 continue
122 continue
call dlftrg(nterms,amaterms.fac,nterms,ipvt)
call dlfdrg(aterms,fac,terms,ipvt.detl,det2)
detdet I* 10.det2
if (dec.eq.0.) then
write(,*) zero determinant'
endif
cal dliarg(nterms,amat.nerms,ainvnterms)
do 124 i=l.nterms
do 123 j=l.aterms
-ay(i.j)=ainv(i,j)
continue
continue
subroutine fit(gamma.x.y.sigy.b.sigb,yfit,chisqr)
prameter(anpts32,nterms-3)
integer nfree,i.j.k.ips(nterms)
real x(nps),y(np).igy(naps).b(ems),igb(nterms),
+ yfit(npu).chir.rgammaa(merms)
double precision ray(ntems.aterms),alphsa(ntrmms,erms),
+ beta(erms).deriv(nerms).weight(npts),rchisqrl ,
+ rchisqr2.dgamma,free.det.yf,et,ainv(nermsa.nerms),
+ fac(atermsaerms).detl,det2,amat(ntermsam erms)
dgama-dbe(gamma)
rchisqrl=0.
rchisqr2=0.
nfree=npts-termas
do 5 il,.npt
weight(i)-l./dble(sigy(i),2)
5 continue
find new parameters
do 140 j=l,nterms
a(j)-dble(b(j))
do 130 k= Interms
a(j)=(j)+mgl(beu(k)array(j,k)/
dsqrt(alpha(j.j)*alpha(kk)))
continue
continue
do 147 i=l,npts
145 tes=dble(a(2))/dble(a(3))
if (tet.le.x(i)) then
a(2)1=.2"a(2)
a(3)=a(3)-0.2*abs(a(3))
gato 145
endif
147 continue
c
do 150 i l-.nps
call thefunction(x(i),a,yf)
yfirt(i)=snaglyf)
150 continue
c
do 160 i=l,opts
rchisqr2=.rehisqr2+weight(( y(dble((y(i)-yfit(i)) 2)
160 continue
free-dble(nfree)
rchisqr2=rchisqr2/free
chisqr=sngl(rchisqr2)
if (rchisqrl.lLrchisqr2) then
rchisqr2=0.0
dgamma=10.*dgamma
goto 100
endif
c
do 170 j=l,aterms
b(j)=a(j)
sigb(j)-agl(dqrt(ray(jj)alpha(j,j)))
170 continue
c
dgamma-dgamma/l0.
gamma=sngl(dgamma)
c
200 return
end
c
c
S subroutine to evaluate derivatives
subroutine fderiv(x.bderiv)
p.rmeter(nert -3)
real x,b(nterms)
double precision deriv(nterms),test
deriv(1)=1.
tes=dble(b(2)-b(3)*x)
if (testle.0.) then
write(*,*) 'neg sqrt in fderiv'
test= 1.
endif
deriv(2)=- ./dasqrt(test)
deriv(3)-dble(x)/dsqrt(tet)
return
end
subroutine to evaluate the fitting function for fit subr.
subroutine thefunction(x,b,y)
parameter(nterms3)
real b(nterms).x
double precision y,test
test=dble(b(2)-dble(b(3))*dble(x)
if (tetle. O.) then
write(*.*) 'Sqrt of neg in sub. thefunctn'
text-l.
endif
y=dble(b(l))-dsqrt(tet)
B. Calibration Error Program. The following printout of program CALTEST
shows the FORTRAN program written to calculate the final, total, maximum, RTD calibration
uncertainty.
program caltest
integer i.j.k,l.m.cfit(eep(4 ieep(4100)
real dl.,d2.d3,d4.d5.1(2.140).,s2(140).dt(2.,40),
xaqr(2.140),b(2, 140,3),dtemp(140).
cvd(2,140.3).acvd(140,3),etot(140)
real dfdro.dfda.dfdd.dfdt.dtdro.dtda.dtdd
charwacter8 flag
chracter*l com
read in calibration data
write(',.) 'Reading data'
open(l0.file-'[stone.cal.danlfitcall. dat' ,status='old')
open(l 1 .file.'[atoe.cal.dat]nlfitcal2. da ,st aus='old')
i=-
50 read(0,'(lx.as8),end-110) flag
if (flag.eq.Calibrt') then
do 55 m-1.17
read(lO,'(a8)') flag
55 continue
read(10.60) dl,d2,d3,d4,dS.at(i.i).dt(1,i)
60 format(lx.f8.3.2x,f8.6,2x.f8.3,2x,f8.6,2x ,f8.3,2x,f8.6,
2x,f8.5)
do 70j1,8
read(0,'(a8)') flag
70 continue
80 format(6x,el4.6)
do 90 j-1.3
read(lO,80) b(l.i,j)
90 continue
read(O,.'(ay)) flag
read(10,'(a)') flag
do 92 j=1,3
read(10.93) cvd(l.i.j)
92 continue
93 frmat(8x.el14.6)
read(0,.'(a8)') flag
read(10.100) xsqr(1.i)
100 format(15z.f8.4)
ii+ I
endif
ogto 50
110 continue
i=l
120 read(l 1,'(Ix,s8)'end-180) flag
if (flag.eq.'CalibraC) then
do 125 m-1,17
read( 1,'(a8)') flag
125 continue
read(11.130) dl,d2,d3.d4.d5,st(2,i).dt(2.i)
130 format(lx,f8.3,2x,f8.6.2x,f8.3,2x,f8.6,2x,f8.3,2x,f8.6,
2x,f8.5)
do 140 j=1.19
read(t I'(a8)) flag
140 continue
150 format(6x.e14.6)
do 160 j-1,3
read( 1,150) b(2,i,j)
160 continue
read(11.'(a)') flag
read( 11.(a8)') flag
do 167 j=1,3
read(1 1,168) cvd(2.i,j), scvd(i,j)
167 continue
168 format(8x.el4.6,5x.el4.6)
read(I.'()') flag
read(11,170) xsqr(2.i)
170 format(15x.f8.4)
i.i+
endif
goto 120
180 continue
close(10)
close(11)
do 190 i-1,140
xjqr(2.i)-xar(2i.i)/28.
dfdt=cvd(2,i, I)* cvd(2,i.2)*(1 .-cvd(2,i,3)* (2. 70.110000.
-0.01))
dfdro-1.+cvd(2,i,2) (70.-cvd(2.i,3)*
S ((70./100.)*-2-(70./1100.)))
dfda=cvd(2.i, 1)*(70. -cvd(2,i,3)"
S ((70./1100oo.)**2-(70.1100.)))
dfdd-cvd(2.i. 1)* cvd(2.i.2)*((70.1100.)-(70.1100.)*'2)
dtdro-dfdro/dfdt
dtdadfda/dfdt
dtdd-ddddfdt
2(i)-qrt((wvd(i. 1)*ddmo)* 2+(scvd(i.2)* ads)* *2
S +(awvd(i.3)*dtdd)* 2+(0.024/dfad)**2)
dimp(i)-((b(2i, 1)-sqt(b(2.i.2)-b(2.i.3)* 140.)-
• (b(I.i. )-sqr(b(l,i,2>b(l.i.3)* 140.))))/5.
eta(i)-.ab(d*emp(i))+st2(i)
it (i.eq.1) then
write(,'8) 'cvd'.cvd(2.i. ).cvd(2.i.2).cvd(2.i.3)
wnite(*.) 'sced'.avd(i. 1 ),aed(i.2).acvd(i,3)
write('.) 'dfddfdro..ddfda.dfdd',dfd.dfdro.dfda.dfdd
wite('.*) 'dto,dtda.dtd" .drdo. d ,da.dd
write(e,) 'tame.r2(i)
eadit
190 contimn
opea(l ,fle..toa e.al.dar]calte. .d'.snat- asw,.
recl-2000)
write(11,200)
write(l1.205)
200 forma(l.'* Xa • ag-Tcar .l2• e detaT2 '.
'dcaT '.
S'Tentr cvdt cvd cd3
S al 2 a3')
205 format(x,- - -- -- --
do 210 i-1.140
write( 1,220) i.xaqr(2.i),as(2,i),a2(i),dt(2.i).dtemp(i).
210 conimeu
220 forma(lx,i3.2x,f8.4.2x.fS.S.2x.f8.,2x.f&S.2x,fS.5,2x,f8.S,
S 2x.flO.4.2,e lO.4,2x.flO.6,2x,elO.4,2xelO.4,2x,el0.4)
do 240 i-i.5
cdi(i)-O
240 contiue
do 260 i-1.140
if ((etao(i)..0.1). ad.(xaqr(2.i).ILO.6S0)) then
cfi(1).lCil(l)+1
ikvtep(l.cit()).i
elsei ((sao(i).ItO. 1S).and.(zxqr(2.i).L.O.976)) then
dis(2)-ctft(2)+
ikeep(2.cf(2))-i
eleif ((etr(i).lt0.25).uad.(xaqr(2,i).I 1.476)) then
cift(3>-dfi(3W1
ikeep(34.c(3hP)
elme
cft(4)-c•it(4).I
rkeep(4.cfiu(4)).4
endif
260 conime
write(ll.300)
300 formm(/,1,x,'(Tem.tP(Xqr)) 1:(<0.1,955) 2:(<0.1.50%)',
• ' 3:(<0.2S.5%) 4:(theresa))
write( 1.310) (cdit(1).-1.4)
310 forma(lx.20x.i3.14x.i3.14x.i3.14x.i3)
write(l 1.320)
320 farma(.lx.'The indices of the RTD's in '.
* 'ach (Tntart• r) group:')
corn'.
wrie(•1.340) t.ikeep(1.1).(com.ikeep(1.D.j-220)
write(I1,340) 1.ikeep(1.21).(com.ik(1.j).j.22.40)
wriWll.340) l~kep( .4).(com.ikep(i.D.j-42.60)
wrke(11,340) l.ikeep(t.6).(com,ikeep(l,j).j-62.80)
wrise(ll .34) l .ik•ep(1 .S1).(com.ike.ep(.j).j2.9)
write(I,340)2,ikeep(2.1).(com,ikeep(2,j),j-2,20)
wrige(11,342) 2.ieep(2.2t),(com.,ikep(2,)j.-22,34)
wrie( 11.343) 3.ikeep(3. 1).com.ikeep(3.2)
write(t.344) 4,ikeep(4.1).(com.jkeep(4,j.j.2.6)
340 formvt(lx.il.':'.i3.19(al,i3))
341 forms(lx.il.':'.i3.17(al.i3))
342 foarm(1x.il,':'3,13(al.i3))
343 forma(lx.il.':'i3.al.i3)
344 format(lx.il.':'i3.(al.i3))
end
9.3. Calibration Results
A. Summary. The calibration results showed an average, combined statistical and
experimental, RTD calibration error of slightly under 0. 10C and good statistical agreement of
the data with the calibration equation. Over the range of resistances and temperatures, the data
showed no hysterisis, little scatter, strong repeatability, and good agreement with the
calibration curve. The average total, maximum, combined statistical and experimental, RTD
error was 0.090 C, within the desired range of 0. 10C. More than 96 percent of the RTD's had
a reduced chi-squared under one, the value which is usually taken as the benchmark near or
below which a fit is considered statistically reasonable. Approximately 77 percent of the
RTD's had both total error under 0.1°C and reduced chi-squared less than 0.616, the value for
which there exists a 95 percent probability that a random sample will have as large or larger
chi-squared.
B. Full Results. Shown in table 9.1 are the full results of the calibration. For each
RTD are listed:
* X2/v, the reduced chi-squared of the second calibration;
* ora, the maximum uncertainty in temperature calculated from the second set of fit
coefficients via equation 9.9;
* orcvm, the maximum uncertainty in temperature calculated from the second set of fit
coefficients via iteration of equation 9.1
* AT2, the difference between the maximum temperature measured with the liquid-in-
glass thermometers and that calculated via the second calibration constants from the resistance
measured at that point in the calibration process;
* ATW, the maximum difference between the temperatures calculated from the first and
second sets of calibration constants;
* UTr, the total, maximum uncertainty given by the sum of aoral and ATW;
* the second set of fit coefficients R0, a, and 8; and,
* the second set of fit coefficients bi.
10. APPENDIX C- MOMENTUM TRANSFER ANALYSIS, ERROR
ANALYSIS. PROGRAMS, AND RESULTS
10.1. Momentum Transfer Measurement Equipment, Setup, and Operation
A. Static Pressure. A Setra model 370 digital pressure gage, accurate to 20 Pa,
was used to read static pressure. The accuracy of the factory calibration was verified with
Logan Airport pressure data. The gage was read visually via its LCD display and the results
were entered into the READPRESS2 program before taking velocity measurements. During
velocity measurements, if the reading changed by more than 10 Pa, the program was stopped
and rerun with the new value. In the majority of velocity measurement runs, these changes
occurred infrequently and so, it was assumed, did not compromise the accuracy of the
measurements.
B. Dynamic Pressure. Dynamic head of the flow was measured directly with
pitot-static probes and a boundary layer probe via an MKS Barotron, type 310 CD- 100,
differential pressure transducer. The transducer was read with a type 170M-6C MKS Barotron
Signal Conditioner and type 170M-27C Digital Readout, accurate to ± 0.08 percent. The
readings were performed through a Graphon, type GO-230 VDT, over a DEC Vaxstation II,
running the VMS operating system, using the Fortran 77 subroutine BARATN written by
Philip Lavrich and the Fortran 77 program READPRESS2.
The accuracy of the pressure tubing and transducer apparatus was fully verified. The
accuracy of the transducer itself was verified with an inclined manometer. The absence of
leaks in the tubing from the probes to the transducer was verified by over pressurizing the
system and measuring the drop in pressure with time. The effect of the tubing on the pressure
readings was validated as being less than the error range of the instrumentation by comparing
readings with and without the tubing in place.
A pressure variation check algorithm was used to insure that the transducer was
accurately reading the probe pressure. Due to the length of the tubing between the probe and
the transducer, pressure changes at the probe took several minutes to be fully measured at the
transducer. To insure that, when the pressure taps were used to switch from probe to probe or
the boundary layer probe was moved across the boundary layer, the true steady-state was being
measured, a variation-check algorithm was built into the program READPRESS2. In the
velocity measurement subroutine AVEPRESS, two sets of the average of ten velocity
measurements were taken and their percent difference written to screen. As the pressure taps
were adjusted or the probes moved, the variation and then asymptoting of the probe pressure to
a new steady-state value could thus be noted. When the difference was less than 0.5 percent, it
was assumed that steady-state had been reached, and the actual measurement was taken. This
stabilizing process usually lasted anywhere from two to five minutes, depending on the
magnitude of the change in probe pressure.
The approximation for time-averaged dynamic pressure used in the experiment was the
average of 31 readings taken over a period of approximately 45 seconds. Actual time-
averaging was not used because of the complexity and error inherent in realizing such a process
on the particular equipment used.
C. Turbulent Intensity. Turbulence levels were measured with a TSI, model
1213-20, hot wire probe via a Dantec, type 56C17, CTA Bridge and type 56C01 Mainframe
both graphically and numerically. Readings were taken visually using a Tektronix, type 555,
Dual Beam Oscilloscope and numerically using the NEC PC described above, running ILS, via
a Data Translation, type DT2821, 20 channel, A/D board.
10.2. Momentum Transfer Analysis and Error Analysis Methodology
A. Introduction. Various momentum transfer boundary layer parameters were
calculated from the velocity profiles measured with the boundary layer probe and the pitot-static
freestream probes. Using Bernouilli's equation, velocity was calculated from the measured
dynamic head and the density given via the state equation from ambient pressure and
temperature. The measured height of the boundary layer probe above the test walls was
adjusted for the effective center displacement due to the total pressure gradient in the boundary
layer. The boundary layer thickness was calculated via interpolation. The momentum and
displacement thicknesses were calculated by numerical integration of the boundary layer
velocity profile. The coefficient of skin friction was calculated from a non-linear, least squares
fit of the log law to mean boundary layer velocity profiles fore and aft of the test sections. As
mentioned in section 6.1.B, this technique is a numerical implementation of the Clauser plot
graphical method. Coefficient of drag was calculated by integrating coefficient of skin friction
across the test sections. The error analysis, performed using the methodology discussed in
Appendix A, indicated that the results were good to plus or minus four percent, exactly equal to
the benchmark value given in Harotinidis (1989) as what should be expected.
B. Calculating Velocity from Dynamic Head. The measured dynamic head
and density calculated from ambient pressure and temperature using the equation of state were
converted to velocity via Bernouilli's equation. Bernouilli's equation gives
P 1-p=l 2.
(10.1)
The density, p, can be found from the equation of state:
P
(10.2)
where R, the gas constant for air, is given by
R-6M' (10.3)
using M, the universal gas constant, and M, the molecular weight of air. Thus,(St /M)T
u =  2 (( MT )(Po-P)
(10.4)
where (Po - P) is the notation used to symbolize the average of 31 dynamic head
measurements. The uncertainty in velocity due to experimental error, statistical uncertainty,
and actual fluctuation of the velocity itself is given by
2 au
U 06U 2 --- +U
Pr (P -P) 6(P- P) (10.5)
where the absolute values of the partial derivatives are
u _ 1 (Po P P)
Op FT 3 '
SP (10.6)
and
1
0(u )= (2p(P.-P)) 2
=(P
o - P)
(10.7)
The errors in p and (Po - P) are
2 2
U u2 P 2 Opp PP -P-+ U
(10.8)
and
u O = b + 2.04 s(Po.P) -P) (Po -P)
(10.9)
where
1p / ) T,
aP M (10.10)
ap P
(10.11)
up = 20 Pa,
(10.12)
uT = 0.05 K,
(10.13)
0.0008 (P - P)
(10.14)
s(p,,p) is the standard deviation of the 31 dynamic head measurements, and the 2.04 factor is
the t95 value for 30 degrees of freedom. The same formulae were used for both freestream and
boundary layer velocity calculation.
C. Calculating Boundary Layer Probe Placement. If a pitot probe is
subjected to a gradient in total pressure in any direction other than parallel to the probe, the
effective center of the probe is displaced from its geometric center towards the region of higher
total pressure. As mentioned in Benedict (1984), this displacement, 6,, for a square-edged
pitot tube can be described by the empirical formula given by Sami (1967):
-be= 1.025 K -4.05 K,
D (10.15)
for K < 0.3, and
-7- 0.195,
(10.16)
for K > 0.3, where D is the outside probe diameter and K is a shear parameter defined to be
D (Au / Ay )
2u (10.17)
The velocity, u, and the velocity differential, Au, for the experiment were approximately 10
m/s; the height above the test plates, Ay, was approximately 0.0254 cm; the outside diameter of
the probe, D, was 2.5x10-2±5x10 " -4 cm. Thus, K was approximately 0.01±0.01, which gives
(6e/D) P 0.01±0.01 or c, m 2.5x10-4 cm. Fortunately, this displacement is tiny for the flow
conditions of the experiment, and so the large uncertainty in its magnitude does not
significantly degrade the probe placement accuracy.
The position of the effective center of the boundary layer probe, the position of the
pressure measurement, can be determined from the distance between the test wall and the lower
lip of the probe, the outside diameter of the probe, and the effective center displacement. The
probe placement vernier reading, yv, was calibrated with the distance between the lower probe
lip and the test wall by zeroing the probe against the wall to determine the zero distance vernier
reading, yv. The actual distance between the position of pressure measurement and the wall is
therefore
y=(yv-yvo)+ D+5 .2 ec (10.18)
The yvo was determined before each boundary layer traversal, at which time it was entered into
the program READPRESS2. Before each pressure reading, yv was read and entered into the
program, which then automatically calculated y. The uncertainty in this distance y is
2 2 2 2
u u +uU + /4+U
(10.19)
However,
Uy = u = 0.005 cm,
(10.20)
uD = 0.0005 cm,
(10.21)
and
u = 0.00025 cm,
(10.22)
so that
u = 0.0071 cm.
(10.23)
D. Interpolating for 5. A searching algorithm was incorporated into VPFIT7 to
find the y position with u closest to but greater than 0.99 u. and the y position with u closest to
but less than 0.99 ue. The standard interpolation formula was then used to find the y for u
equal to 0.99 ue. The error propagation formula was then applied to this equation. The simple
but lengthy resulting equation may be found in the subroutine BLCALC in BLCALC.FOR.
An attempt was made to use an alternate method of determining 8 but was halted by
problems with the non-linear iteration needed to perform it. As mentioned in section 6,
researchers such as Reynolds et. al. (1958) have made the observation that ifa least squares fit
of the power function equation 6.3 is performed, then, via equation 2.32, the boundary layer
thickness is given directly by equation 6.4. This method has a much sounder basis than
interpolation because it uses information from the whole boundary layer instead of just two
points. However, some peculiarities inherent in this technique became evident which, although
they could possibly have been worked out given the time, the author felt were reason enough to
regard its results with some suspicion. First, path dependent iteration was necessary to obtain
similar initial and final values for 8. With iteration, the problem is essentially the minimization
of a non-linear function in one dimension, the solution of which is path dependent. An attempt
was made to apply the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares solution methodology.
Unfortunately, this was unsuccessful due to time constraints. Second, when profiles
artificially generated from the wake law with varying percentages of random perturbations were
analyzed with the program, linear interpolation was found to be a more reliable predictor in
about 70 percent of the cases. It is quite likely that this was due to the author's particular
methodology, which time constraints prevented being improved. For this reason, the results of
this method are not treated in any detail and not used in the estimation of Cr.
E. Integrating for 0 and 5*. A simple trapezoidal approximation was used to
integrate the velocity profile to determine momentum and displacement thicknesses. For n
measurements, the trapezoidal approximation of equation 2.32 is
(10.24)
where
( Yi -Yi- 1)h. =
(10.25)
and
u.
f. =l-
ue (10.26)
The approximation for equation 2.30 is
(10.27)
where
U.u.
ue (10.28)
The uncertainty in the first integral is
_ /n 2 zL f .)12 h2 (L2.+12 +- u2 hn ) 2
(10.29)
The error in the second integral, us, is the same except that g replaces f. These dimensionless
integrals were converted to dimensional form by multiplying by 6, with the resulting
dimensional error given by
8 8 (5 l/), (0/5)
(10.30)
F. Determining Skin Friction. The three methods of using equation 6.1 to
determine Cf were taken: solving it numerically at 8; performing a non-linear, least squares fit
of it to the data with CQ as the coefficient of the fit; and, performing a non-linear, least squares
fit with both 6 and Cf as coefficients.
First, equation 6.1 may be evaluated at 6 and solved with a simple Newton root finder
by rewriting it as equation 6.2. This method is referred to by the author, somewhat incorrectly
but for convenience sake, as Coles-Hirst method number one (C-H ). Unfortunately, the
method is subject to the inaccuracies of determining 8, the inaccuracy of which is detailed
above. Since the slope of the velocity profile in this region is very large, this inaccuracy is
quite high. The accuracy in CQ calculated by C-Hi is thus limited to the accuracy of the
interpolation for 8 and so its worth lies mostly as an indicator of the accuracy of the
interpolated 8. The formulae for the error in this Q, derived in the same manner as equations
9.31 through 9.40, may be found in subroutine blcalc.
The second method is a non-linear least squares fit of equation 6.1 with the single
coefficient Cf, denoted as method C-H2. The third method adds the extra coefficient II and is
denoted as method C-H3. As mentioned in section 6, the latter method was chosen as the most
accurate for four reasons based on the results of a Monte-Carlo analysis. The first is that even
though the tunnel was designed for zero pressure gradient, in general some finite pressure
gradients, albeit very tiny ones, did exist in the test segment due to the discarding of the
variable wall angle design feature and the limitations of wall adjustment. The second method is
unable to account for this. Second, variation in the extra coefficient allows adjustment of the
wake law function to fit the aggregate of data in cases where the value of interpolated 5 is
inaccurate. Third, it was found to be a more reliable predictor approximately 75 percent of the
time when used to analyze wake law generated profiles with random perturbations in a Monte
Carlo type analysis. Fourth, it was found to be more accurate in 100 percent of the analyses of
wake law generated profiles with no random perturbations, especially as the number of
generated sample points decreased. Indeed, fairly extensive Monte Carlo testing of the
VPFIT7 program with wake law generated profiles indicated that this latter method was
accurate on average to within 3 percent for random perturbations in velocity as large as 15
percent and to within 0.25 percent for perturbations less than 2 percent. For no perturbations, it
was accurate to within 0.01 percent for numbers of generated sample points as low as 8.
The Levenberg-Marquardt method outlined in section 8.2.C was used to perform the
non-linear least squares fit. The calculation of the error in CQ determined in this manner was
performed by the fitting subroutines directly using the inverted curvature matrix.
G. Integrating for Drag. Two approaches were taken in determining the Cd from
Cf. The first of these was simple integration using the trapezoidal approximation. The second
was integration using some assumed function. While the trapezoidal method is less sensitive to
error propagation, it tends to overestimate drag. Calculations with the the assumed function
method indicated that this overestimation was negligible.
The ratio of coefficient of drag of the ribleted plate to that of the flat plate is given by
equation 6.7. The integrals of skin friction in this equation must be calculated numerically
from the the measurements fore and aft of each of the two test sections. The first method used
to calculate this integral was a simple trapezoidal approximation given in equation 6.8.
Essentially, the method is just the use of a straight line fitted between the two points to calculate
the integral. Since it is known that the variation of Cf with streamwise distance is not linear,
some inaccuracies are inherent in this method. The calculation of the error propagation through
equation 6.8, the equation for which may be found in subroutine DRAGCALC in the file
CALCDRAG.FOR, is quite simple.
The variation of Q with streamwise distance is actually closer to that of equation 2.40.
If the function equation 6.10 is assumed to describe this variation, then the constants a and b
can be determined from the two measured values of Q. Evaluating equation 6.10 at xl and x2
and solving for a and b gives equations 6.11 and 6.12. With these constants, the integral of Cf
is given by equation 6.13. However, although this method avoids the overestimation inherent
in a linear approximation, the error propagation due to the methods of calculating the constants
overshadows this.
This error in Cd propagation through equation 6.13 can be determined fairly simply in
steps. If the definitions
f,x IC
(10.31)
and
X2
x 1
2 1 (10.32)
are made, equation 6.11 becomes
In (r1)
b-
In (r (10.33)
so that
U2 b ) 2 + b
Ub Uri r In (rl)  r2 r2 In (r2)
(10.34)
where
T2 (r, 2 +22
(10.35)
and
2 r2
u u +u 2
(10.36)
Equation 6.12 may be used to derive
2  2 2
Ua ~ UC (xl2 ) + u (b Xb - + 2(a In (Xl)
(10.37)
With these values, the error in Cd is thus given by
d "2 d 2 a 'b  2U( C d +a l-b 1-b
d a ( -a + u ab +u I -b
(10.38)
Since the magnitude of this error is fairly large, the use of Cd calculated in this manner is
restricted to a double checking the trapezoidal approximation. The results indicated that the
difference between the two methods was very minor, much smaller than the error propagation
through either equation. The error in the ratio of the drag of the ribleted plate to that of the flat
plate is found very easily from the errors in both drags.
H. Calculating Riblet Spacing in Wall Units. Local s+ is easily calculated via
equation 2.15 and 2.11 once Cr is known. The calculation of the error propagation through
these two formulae, the equations for which may be found in the program VPFIT7, is very
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straightforward. Since Cf varies quite slowly with x, s' is approximately constant across the
test sections. In addition, the values of s+ on the ribleted test section are quite close to those on
the ribleted test section. Thus, if we are interested only in an approximate value of s+ to
characterize the test results at a particular test condition, it is quite reasonable to take the average
of the four s+'s calculated with the four Cq's. To extend this to a function of s+ versus
Reynolds number for the purpose of calculating s+ for the Ch measurements, a least squares fit
of equation 6.10 can be made to the riblet skin friction data. Since this method is based on an
approximation which is only good to five or ten percent (i.e., that s+ is constant in the two test
sections), no rigorous error propagation calculations were performed on the curve fit
coefficients.
I. Measuring Freestream Turbulence. Several linear calibrations with velocity
measured via the pressure transducer were used to transform hot wire voltage into velocity. A
generalized form of King's Law relating mass flow to the fourth power of the voltage is
usually used to calibrate hot wires. However, the form of the equation is rather inconvenient
for simple least squares regression. Since the item of interest is a small fluctuation, a linear
approximation in a small velocity range is sufficient to resolve the fluctuation at the velocity at
the middle of the range. Repeated linear fits in various velocity ranges can be made to measure
the fluctuation over the whole range of freestream velocity. For linear calibration ranges of 0.7
to 1.0 m/s, the coefficient of determination R2 was approximately 0.9, close enough to one to
consider the linear approximations reasonable. Furthermore, though the linear approximation
will tend to underestimate the velocity above and below the mid-range of the approximation,
due to the higher order variation of the actual curve, the error in the magnitude of the
fluctuations above and below the mid-range velocity will tend to cancel each other out. The
time-average value of 2 seconds of voltage data taken at 27kHz at four different velocities was
used for each calibration. The turbulent fluctuation was then taken to be the root-mean-square
fluctuation of the velocity calculated from 2 seconds of voltage data taken at 27kHz at the
velocity at the middle of the calibration range.
10.3. Momentum Transfer Analysis Programs
A. Velocity Measurement Program. Listed below are the various program units
comprising the program READPRESS2. The program was used to measure freestream and
boundary layer velocity. The various units include:
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* REGDEF.INC and READPRESS2.INC, the two include files used to define the data
structure of the program;
* DRIVEREAD.FOR, the set of subroutines for driving the program menus;
* READPRESS2.FOR, the main set of subroutines driving the dynamic head
measurements and performing the velocity calculations;
* AVEPRESS.FOR, the subroutine performing the stability check algorithm and calling
the pressure reading subroutine;
* BARATN.FOR, the subroutine to read the transducer readout; and,
* DRV 1.MAR, the transducer interface handler used by BARATN.FOR.
REGDEF.INC:
C REGDEF.INC Deliniioae needed for accemaing device regiters
C an the Qbo. This rounia mou be LINKed with the macro rouines
Cia DRVI .MAR. Rouam, MAPQB, mu be called bdere
C accemi device regiers. MAPQB creas a map to the Qbs
C O space sad pm the vis•el ddrees fr the device regimnr in
C COMMON IREGS/.
C
INTEGER*4 DRICS.DRIOU.DRIIN,
I DRVII regier addram
1 DR2CS, DR2OU. DR2IN.
2 DRVCS, DRVOU, DRVIN,
3 HCSRA. HDBRA. HCSRB, HDBRB,
4 HCSRC, HDBRC, HCSRD. HDBRD
COMMONIREGS/ DRICS, DRIOU, DRIIN,
I DRI regiw r Scanvalve#I
I DR2CS. DR2OU, DR2IN,
I DR2 regies far Scanvalve #2
2 DRVCS. DRVOU, DRVIN,
DRV regiers fr Travers
3 HCSRA, HDBRA, HCSRB, HDBRB.
I DRI regimen for Barntre
4 HCSRC. HDBRC. HCSD. HDBRD
I (nate: DRVI I-J as 8 regs)
INTEGER'2 GETREG
EXTERNAL GETREG
I Funcioc to red a device regier
READPRESS2.INC:
SREADPRESS.INC- commas block rile for RRADPRESS2
PARAMETER(R-287.0379)
COMMONIFLAGS/ FLAG
COMMONIATMI RHO, SIGMARHO. PO, SIGMAPO. TO. SIGMATO
COMMON/SEODESCRI TSI$,TS2$.S3$.TS4$
COMMONIMISCI DUMMY
REAL RHO,SIGMARHO.PO.SIGMAPO,TO.SIGMATO
REAL HEAD.SIGMAHEAD.VELSIGMAVEL.SIHEXP
REAL SIGHSTAT
INTEGER IJK
CHARACIER*20 TSISTS2,TS3$.TS4$ ,
CHARACIER' I DUMMY
LOGICAL FLAG
DRIVEREAD.FOR:
" DRIVEREAD.FOR -
" A PROGRAM TO TAKE VARIOUS PRESSURE READINGS
• WITH THE MKS BARATRON, STORE THE DATA, AND CONVERT
PROBE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS TO VELOCITY
• REQUIRES: BARATN.FOR
DRVII.MAR
READPRESS2.FOR
• WRITTEN BY TIM STONE 9/16/89 REVISED 12/13/89
PROGRAM DRIVEREAD
INITIALIZE PROGRAM
CALL INIT
INITIALIZE TUNNEL CONFIGURATION DATA
CALL CONFIG
• CALL UP THE MENU DRIVER
CALL MENDRV
END
' SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE PROGRAM VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS
SUBROUTINE INIT
INCLUDE 'READPRESS.INC'
CHARACTER I TEST
CALL MAPQBO
FLAG-.TRUE.
IF (FLAG) THEN
OPEN(UNT9,- FILE-'PDATA.DAT',STATUS-'NEW')
WRITE(9,)
S FORMAT(IX.'... READPRESS MKS BARATRON PRESSURE
READINGS **•*'
& II)
ENDIF
6 WRITE(.') 'ENTER ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IN PASCALS!
READ(') PO
SIGMAPO-0.0002*PO
WRITE(',') 'ENTER ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE IN CELCIUS'
READ(•.*)TO
TO-TO+273.IS
SIGMATO-.O0S
RHO-PO/(R•TO)
SIGMARHO-SORT((SIGMAPO/(R'TO))" 2+(SIGMATO'PO/(R'TO • '2))*
*2)
WRITE(',10) PO.SIGMAPO,TO.SIGMATO,RHO,SIGMARHO
IF (FLAG) WRITE(9.IO) PO,SIGMAPO.TO.SIGMATO.RHO.SIGMARHO
10 FORMAT(I.IX,'Po = ',E14.6.' +- ',E14.6,' Pa'I,
& IXTo ',F8.2,' +- ',F4.2,' Degrees Kelvin'.,
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; ARGUMENTS: REGADD is mapped address at regiter
SVALUE is returned in RO
.ENTRY GETREG,A M<R3,R4,RS.R6>
movf 4(ap).r3: addre- at regiater applied in arg
movw 9(r3),jO
RET
* ROUTINE TO PUT WORD SUPPLIED AS ARG. TO DRVI I REO.
, Usge: CALL PUTREO(VALUE.REGADD)
, ARGUMENTS VALUE Word to pu in drl out
S REGADD mapped addreof trgier
; NO REFURNS
.ENTRY PUTREO.^M<R3,R4>
MOVL 4(AP).R3
MOVL 8(AP),R4
MOVW (R3).0(4)
MOVL SS$ NORMAL.,RO
RET
: ROUTINE TO CLEAR A DRVII REGISTER
S Ugse: CALL CLRREG(REGADD)
; ARGUMENTS: REOADD mapped address of regiser
: NO RETURNS
.ENTRY CLRREGO,M<R3,R4>
MOVL 4(AP),R3
CLRW @(R3)
MOVL #,SSSNORMAL.RO
RET
; ROUTINE TO SET BITS ON A DRVI I REGISTER
U: gr CALL BISREG(MASK.REGADD)
: ARGUMENTS: MASK Mask with bit to set
; REGADD mapped a ddre atoregiater
; NO RhF'URNS
.ENTRY BISREGOAM<R3,R4,R2S>
MOVL 4(AP).R
MOVL S(AP).R4
MOVL (R4).RS
bisw2 (R3).(R)
MOVL SS$ _NORMAL.RO
RET
; ROUTINE TO CLEAR BITS ON A DRVI I REGISTER
; Uuge: CALL BICREG(MASK.REGADD)
: AROUMENTS: MASK Mask with bits to dcler
; REGADD Mapped addre• at regiser
; NO RETURNS
.ENTRY BICREGOM<R3.R4.RS,
MOVL 4(AP),R3
MOVL 8(AP).R4
MOVL (R4),RS
BICW2 (R3),(RS)
MOVL #SS$ NORMAL,RO
RET
.END
B. Momentum Transfer Analysis Program. Below is listed the units of VPFIT7,
the momentum transfer analysis program used to interpolate for 6, integrate numerically for 0
and 8*, calculate Cf from a non-linear fit of the wake law equation to velocity profile data, and
integrate Cf for Cd. The program units include:
* COMMONBLKI. FOR through COMMONBLK3.FOR, the program common block
include files;
* VPFIT7.FOR, the main program unit including the menu driver;
* BLCALC.FOR, the main calculation unit which drives the numerical integration, the non-
linear least squares fits, and the miscellaneous newton solving;
* WRTOFILE.FOR, the subroutine to write the analysis results to file;
* CALCDRAG.FOR, the subroutines to store the necessary Cf data and integrate for Cd;
* AIR.FOR, the subroutine to calculate air properties as a function of ambient temperature;
* MRQMIN.FOR, MRQCOF.FOR, COVSRT.FOR, and GAUSSJ.FOR, the subroutines
from Press et. al. (1986) used to perform the non-linear least squares fit; and,
* RTNEWT.FOR, the newton solver subroutine also from Press et. al. (1986).
COMMONBLKl.FOR;5:
crnmmabikl.far- permater mat.ne far tbl vp an.lys
pwmter(tk.0.41 tb-S. ,tp-O.S.pi- 3.141592654)
COMMONBLK2.FOR; 11:
asamasess eass* as bamsle asts ssa "assss
Sommoubl2.for- cmmoa a block file fr thl calcula ons
· · ·· · •••· • • • ••••••• • · · · · •· · · •·
• •• • ••• • •••• • •••
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common/lovall rho.airho,.e.sigue.to,sigto.po.sigpo.
cp.sicp.gnu.lsggn.ka,.igka.pr,.sgpr.y.,igy.usip
commoa/vpsa=U yksigyk.yb.aligyb.ypluensigypls.
b.aig.ub.gcet.u.bfiigoubrit.uk.,gtoc•.uoup .
guplea.upwligpwl.tppfit-lipfitl
commeolconda nk. .ndelnadl.nd2.ikf.ikl
commanfta U ltheAl/ ms.redmseahe.g he.
del,igdelts,red•lSi~rdel.darw,igdm
cl.sigdks.dcch. ,sigdchwa.uegu.ltuaigi.
x.,Uml n.xzrip.xat.ret.dwh.delwh.delcheck.
del.arig.algdalo
commoancalcl f.ai.l.glg. h.asigh.chiqrqr.chiqrl.chisqr2.
I-una
commonicalc31 adl.ad2.,d3.ad4,adS.mh.m,mahplUs.maplus.aigm
,
.
siagmp.mi.asigisuap
commoicalc4l wr.vl.w2.vwr3.va4,alpha.dyda,a.
covwr,aig.vl.v2.v3,lis
commed/iliqnfnma.fnamelfmame2.famme3.tab.dummy.cboice.
chinden
real rbo.aigrho.e.sigue,to..sito.po.sgpo.cp.mgcp
real pam.iggnksai.gkn.pr.sigpry(nmx).ig(maz)
real u(arn).,siu(ma4 ),y(na).igt(lam ).yb(nma)
real ,igyb(max-).yplus(3.nma).igyplua(3.nmax)
real ub(.ama).igub(aumas).,satb(amas).ublt(3.nmax)
real u•i •.ia(3 ).(am).lotk(amaM )
real upla(3.maxI).,sig•pua(3m.1z).vpwl(3.nmuax)
real ilgopwl(3,aumu).thew,aigth~cnretheea.agphe
rel dela(2).a•gdelm(2).red ,igrdel.dow, migdw
real dkhigdkcch().dcb(3).igch(3).tu(3).gW(3)
real ltau(3). ihi(3).f(amax).aigf(na)g(max) (max)
real h(nam iax),Xm)). ).dsrchir .chirl.chiar2.gamma
real adadl.sd3.sd4.sd5.mb.na.m pluas(3).mapla(3),sigmb
re agmhp(3).signuigmp(3),vw.vrwl.vw2e.vwr3.,vwr4
real alph(4.4).dyda(4).a(4).covar(4.4).iga(4).v.2.v3
real tpfitsigrprti.xtUlgnu.xrlip.xotrjet.whdelw
real delheck.delrig.sigdelo
inegr nk,naea.ndl,adl.nd2.ikf,ikli~ms(4).chindex
chacter I tb.dammy.choice
chemmeer*4 fnum
charaber6 fanmel
chwarrae•40 fname2
chwacterso fname3
COMMONBLK3.FOR;7:
'commoablk3.for- commom block file for Mtl calculaoesi
commealdragr savfd.avcf.cfd.aigcfd.
+ af.af.bflbt.dcfdra.imgcfdro.sav
real savdc(2,2,5),nvod(2.2,)d.2 2.).2,5)sicfd(22.)
real d(5).,a(S).bf(5).abt(S),cdr(2.).sigcfdr(2A)
real dlI,sad2.,d3.,savt(2,2)
VPFIT7.FOR;7:
Svptitfor-pgram to calculte h chaia from
Itl velxoy dat
main program section: drives mm
include commoabhl2.fa
t pe10
10 formal/. I.'TBL Velocity Profile Analysis.lz.
• ' -------- '.lz,·
S ': Analyze One Prdile',l.x,
S '2: Analyze a Set Two Pro'llea.s.lx.
S '3: Analyze a Fll Set of FourtlJ,
* 4: Gener a Dummy Tea Caae and Analyze'./.Ix.
'5: Exit Progam'.l. Ix.
'(emer 1. 2. 3. 4. rSY)')
read("20) choice
20 forms(al)
if ((coice.eq.'l').ar.(choice.eq.'2').or.
(choice.q.'3').ar.(choice.eq.'4')) the
call vpdraeal
elsif (choice.eq. 5') then
mop
endit
and
vp analysis driver subroutine
subroh ievpdrnal
include 'commonblk2.for
type 10
10 formn(lz.'e•ar code for doa dir (MDD# )
read(,.20) faum
20 fwrmn(a4)
write(-.30) faum
30 forma(lz,'data dir. - ',a4
' (ee rto rwdo. retrn o cont.)')
read(.40) dummy
40 formar(al)
if ((dummy.eq.r').r.(doummy.eq.'R')) gato I
fname2.'[sone.bl.dred.daa. 'Inum/r]'
fnsme3-famme2/rvpFirllchoice/l.datdV
open(l l.filefname3.,mus-new' ,red-l000)
fname3-fnme 21rvpfitlichoiceir.de2'
opea(12.file=fname3.stmus- new .redl=000)
if (choice.eq.'l) then
type 60
forma(lx.'eaer 6 chr'. name of deta file')
read(,70) fnamel
form(a6)
write(*.80) fnamel
formsu(x. input daa file name - ',a4.
' (err redo return to  comy)
rad( .90) dummy
forma(al)
if ((dummy.eq.'r).or.(dummy.eq.'R')) g5w 50
Col vpnade
call wuridle
eleif (choice.eq.'2') then
type 100
formm(lz.'esara orb for side of se to analyze')
rad(.ll0) dummy
form(al)
if ((dummy.ne.'a).and.(dummy.n.'b')) Soto 95
chindera-l
fnamel-dummylrl'
call vpad
call wrdile
call cfmta
chindme-2
fnamel-dummyPr2
callepanl
call wrtofile
call cdte
call ragcalC
elsef (choice.eq.3') then
chiandaz-
fnmamel-'l'
faml''lenacall watedilecall cfmour
call dmrgcac
chindez-3
fnamel-b1'
call wtatilecall dtre
chindez-4
fnamel-b2Call drae
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cadl caoem
call drgcalc
desei (choice.eq.4') then
chiodinmI
adl-I'd
callwitrdile
else
ri(...) 'routing er in vpdranal'
endit
cloe(ll1)
clo*(12)
reum
and
Sain vp analysis sbrotine
sbrotine vpnal
incIude 'cammoRblk2.fer
inisiliz variable8
callinafi
mhb0.0254* 1S.e-3
sigmh-0.0254*0.8e-3
ma-0.0254*21.03e-3
silgmsO.0254*0.8e.3
taub-ch(9)
Sread in eperimeatal dt
if (choice.eq.'4') then
caiueepr
Call rdprof
Scalculate deral and its error
do 40 i=npea.1.-1
if(u(i)gL(0.99ue)) ndl=i
40 continue
ndel-ndl
ad2-1
do 50 i-2.npts
it (u(l).t.(0.99·ue)) nd2-i
50 continue
delta(l)-y(nd2)+(0.99*ue-u(nd2))'(y(adl)-y(ad2)y(u(ndl)-u(nd2))
ad -sigy(nd1)(0.99"ue-u(nd2))/(u(nd1)-u(nd2))
ad2.igy(ad2)0(1.-(0.99aue-u(ad2)y(u(.dl)-u(ad2)))
sd3-aigu(ndl )(0.99'ue-u(nd2))*(y(ndl)-y(adl2))
+ (o(ad,)-u(ad2))"2
ad4-igu(ad2)'((0.99'u"e-u(d2))
+ ((ndl)-y(nd2)u(uadl )-u(nd2))"2-(y(nd )-y(nd2))/
+ (u(sdl)-u(nd2)))
ad•sigue*0.99*(y(adl)-y(nd2))/(u(ndl)-u(nd2))
igdelta(1).qrt(sd l"2+ad2 l2+sd3" 2+d4* 2+ad5* 2)
call suarom ie to perfor calculations
call blale
calculate h+, s+
do 60 1-1,3
nabp(i)->*'adu(Ciygau
aigmbp(i).eqt((sigmh*'uu(i)/gnu)*"2+
+ (silgu(i)'*a•ga)"2+(siggnumh*w au(iygnou 2)*"2)
mapl(i)u.ms'oum(i)ylgs
iguip(i)-sqft((4ugnsut*(iygnu)"2+
+ (sirgs(i)'msg)n)"2+(aiggnu'm aus(i)Ignu"2)" 2)
canmm
eand
a subr. to read invel. pro. from a data rile
nahromine rdprof
include 'comaublk2.for
fname3-fname2/fasmelif.dat
write('.') reading deas & calculating freereaa propertiesa
op•a(10.file-f=ame3,ama-'old' )
read(l.O10) po.,igpo.to.rgto.rho.igrhboe.igue.na
write(*,10) po,sigpo.to.sigo,rho,migrbo,ue.sigue.npts
10 forma(6.e14.6,5x.e14.6,/.6x.f8.2.5x.f4.2,/,
+ 7x.fS.6.5xf8.6,/,6z.fS.2,5x.f4.2./, 13a.i2)
call air(to,4igo.p.icpic.gnu.signka.,igka.pr.sigpr)
y(l).o.o
sigy(1)=.e-6
u(l)-o0.
igP(l)l..e-6
ndl-anpta+2
npts~nd
do 20 i-2.(npt-1l)
read(10.30) j.y(i).sigy(i).u(i).igu(i)
c write(".30) j.y(i),sigy(i).u(i),sigu(i)
y(i)-(y(i)+0.013)100.
igy(i).iegy(ilO00.
20 continue
30 FORMAT( X.12,2X.F8.6,2X,FS.6.2X,F7.4,2X.F7.4)
close(l0)
y(npts)-1.1'y(npt5-1)
sigy(npu)O. 1/100.
u(npu)-ue
,•gu(npa-aigue
rera
end
Ssubr. to generate a vel. prof. from the wake law
ubroutine genprof
include 'cammoInblkl.fo
include 'commoablk2.for
real uplf(m ).ypf(nmax),ybf(nmx),ubt(max)
real d.thet,del.dht.srendel.varist
integer aeed
chracter I fake
po-.0217e+5S
sigpo-20.434
to-294.85
sigto-0.05
rho1.207211
sigrho-0.00032
waite(,.) 'emr desired freemrem velocity in m/s'
read(',') ue
write(,*) 'e - '.ue.' (eer r to change. reurn to coat.y
read(.'(al)') fake
if ((fake.eq.Sr).ar.(take.eq.R)) goto I
uigue-0.005*u
2 write(' ,) 'enr desired nps
read(*.'(i2)') apes
write(',') 'np '.nps,' (eer r to change. return to cont.
read(•.'(al)) fake
if ((fake.eq.z').ar.(fake.eq.')) goto 2
3 write(,')'emer reamwise dis. in. (38 46Y
read(, a) xt
write('.') 'Xdist = ',x,' (enter r to change, return to conLt.
read(',(a)') fake
if ((fake.eq.'r).ar.(fake.eq.R')) goto 3
call a ir(to,•o.cp.sicp,.gnu. nu.ka.sigka.pr,sgpr)
aogenu-uelgn
xtrip,4.5*0.0254
call ripelv(O. .xtrip.0.0l.tripaugnu,zot)
zt-O.0254*x
write(*.) 'Xt,Xac - 'xtxo
df-0.4S3/(log(0.06raen)) '2
call fliddel(1.e+3, I.e+4,0. I,drendel)
del-rende*gnu/ue
delcheck-0. 14*gu2(re8t"(6.17.))yue
thtcO.036*del/0.37
delt-0.046'del/0.37
wrire(,4) ,del.decheck
4 farm(x,'Ca,d ge.,d check ',1g6.9,gl6.9,g.9.1,
' (er r to re-mer hbt prama. retur to coaY.)
read('.(at)Y) fake
if ((fake.eq.r').ar.(fake.eq.'R')) goto 1
write(",5)
s formaI(l,'eaerp to perturb generated profile, re to com')
read(*,'(al)') fake
if ((fake.eq.'p').ar.(fake.eq.7P)) then
per-l.
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6 wrie(*,7)
7 format(x.'eater magnitude of random peraubaioW')
read(".*) varia
write(.) '%pa. - '.vria.
+ ' ( r r to redo. rt. to coat.)
read(*,'(aly)') fake
it ((fake.eq. ').cr.(fake.eq.'R)) goto 6
fake-p'
elm
endif
maeediO-*npts-
t=-ueu*Vt(o.S'cf)
adl-del/ilowt(npts-2)
do 8 i-1l,(anFps-t)
y(i)i-I)-•adl+0.013e-2
igy(i)=0.7e-4
ybf(i)-y()del
yplrf)-y(i)owig
plf(i).(log(yplf(i))+2. tp*(si(0.S'pie*ybf(i)))* 2)kk+tb
up(i).(oo.+peatvria2.'(0.5-ran(naeed))ypf(i)/00.
I(i)p-u(i)y0
if ((u(i).s.ue).and.(fake.e.'p)) then
write(,.) 'geeration emor in genpror
Soeo 9
n-dif
S comime
9 conmimue
y(ape).1.05ldel
sigy(npa)-O0. 11100.
ybt(apu)=1.1
yplf(anpt)=y(apa)'WIgn
sig(apta)-igue
ubf(napt)-l.
fa-(nptaegvia
paa
write(1,O10)
10 foans(ll.
+ I|x, "8*8*"a"s asa88*8......... 8*8 a8 M* "8 a a. ',[,
+ Ix.' Wake Law Genrated TBL Vel. Pro. & Anal.'.l
+ ritz, 1.s0) so.aso.po.aapo.rho.rh.c*sss p..aasgcpa... ge s*n. s
wri s(I1,20) to.sigto,po.igpo,rho,sigho,cp,si-p pg6 si Aggnu ,
a.sigka.apr.igprue.iugue.del.tmt.det.daecheck,xotxt,
rect.t,unpsa,pea
formst(ix.'To - '.f6.2.' +1. '..3.' K'./1,x.'Po '.
e12.6.' +/- '.e12.6,' nlmA2'..lx.'denity '.f8.6.' +- '.
fS.6.' kgi/mA3.lx.'Cp ',.e12.6.' +- '.e1.6.' Jkg K ,/.l1x.
'gnu ',e12.6.' +/- '12.6.' N s/mA.I.l'x,k - '.e12.6.
' +I-'.e12.6,' WIm K,'.Ix.'Pr '.fS.3.' +- '.el0.4.1.lx,
'Ue = '.fLS.' +I- '1.&6, m.',l/,lx.'delta = '.el1.5.' m'
1.lx.'tbhem '.ell1.5.' m'..ix.'dar '.ell.S,' m',I.
lx.'dl check - '.16.9,' '.,/.lx.'Xotub = ',.16.9,' m'.l.
lx.'Xztb = '.,l6.9,' m'.,.lx.'Ret = '.gl6.9.,/,,'Cf = '
gl6.9,/.1x.'Um t '.1g6.9.' as ./.lx.'# of pta = '.12./l.x.
' random veloity pertbation arduced - ',fS. 1,11)
tab-chr(9)
Write(12.40)' i'.tab.' y ',tab.
+ sigy 'tab.' u '.tab,
+ ' ip ',tmb,' yld '.tb,
+ ' u ',tab,' yplu ',tab,
+ upIus ,
40 format(l.l xa2.8(mal.l))
do 50 i-l.npt
writ(12.60) i.tab.y(i).,tab.isi).tb,(i).b(i) sigu(i).
+ tab.ybf(i).tab.ubf(i).tab.ypf(i).tab.upif(i)
so50 comaimnue
60 fmam (lx,i2.8(al .gS.8))
ead
subr. to initializ ays
wrouine linit
include 'coýammabl2.foe
include 'momikab .fMe
do 100 i-anman
y(i)-0.
u()-0.
yk(i).O.
simgyk(i-0.
yb(i)-.
agyb(i)-O.
do 10 j-1.3
ypla(j.i)-0.
gubrfit(j.,i)-O.
ubre,(ji)-.0
alupl(j.i)-O.
upwy,.i).0.
10 coatinue
ab(i)-.
.igub(i-0.
Igub(i)-O.
uk(i)O.
sigtork(i)-0.
100 coandon
and
BLCALC.FOR; 146:
" blcalc.for - subroutines to calculate motetum and displacement *
" thicknmem, and local kin-friction coefficient
S given tmrbtul• boundary layer velocity daft
main subr. *
subrouime blcaic
include 'cmmooblkl.fia
include 'commonbl2.fa'
real ubf(nmaz).igubf(nmax).uplf(nmax).sigp plf(max)
real upwl(nam ).igpwf(nmax)ypif(nmax).sigypif(nmax)
charactr I fake
initialize tbi value
delodgideta(1)
sigdelo-igdelta()
fake-I't
niter0
I datar=0.
sigdatr=0.
thetas0.
delt(2)-0.
Sumeicaily iaegr to ind tha mWd ar
write(.') iagraing tbl'
do 10 i=l.ndej-i-1
if (i.adel) then
f(i)-•*iYue
ailgf(i-r·t((si u(if e)"2+(siguela(iftue* "2)*"2)
g(i)-.f(i)u(iYe
stia(i)-sne((s(i)*iu(in)/e)*"2+(sig(i)r r e)"2
+ +(4ieu(i)8f(iYue*"2)"2)
if (j.gL0) the(j-(y)-y()y)dela(1)
+ g(igd)aqt((sigy(i)Yde lta))'2+(sigy(jdet())*22
+ +(sigdelts()*(y(i)-yfj)ydelts(1)*2*2)
dtw-rdr+ 0.S'ht(*(f(i)+f())
igda-r=eigdtr+(0.S*sigh(j)(f(i)+ef(j)))*2
theat.e.tm+o0.S j)((i)+gs())
igthbata gheta+(o0.ssigh(j)(g(i)+.(j)))'*2
edif
elm
f(i)-0.01
igf(i).•lgf)
g(i).r(C)o.99
igg(i)-igg(j)
igbh(j)=~ar((ad(jydel)(1))
+ +(sigdeta()y(j)ydelta(I)2)-"2)
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z..(((QD)+()s).(Dsq..'o)+.o-.·saupeaal.t..(((I-De*(De).((•llro)+a.( wersr p-
z..(((Ds*+(.s)).(.k.s!.rO).wspap.-asFph
((lDs+(.s)).(D .s'o+nap-.ap
z..(((DIIJ99).(DeSP · ro)+anplpmagp
((nJ+(!J),(TDi.ES 0+= WuP E
igu(l)qar(t0.5* cwhlmigue' 2+((0.25'sigcfwh~uc)- 2)
+ (0.Scfwl))
ltu~)gnnmaQ)
Itig(l)-sqit((Igmtl)8ltan() 2
+((migganuslt(lyln u)g 2)
a~l)-uau(1)
S(O -it(I)
mga(2)-sigut(I)
(2)-detan(l)
Cal alclpluft(y.igyWu.imgnpcmm·auga.
+ yplf.agywpluplflmgUlf.upwlf-uupwlf)
do 45 j-l.npas
ubfit(i~j)-ub(j)
yplua(ij)-plf(j)
yluai.j)-algypl)
iupld i.j)-gupif)
lippwIs(iJ)-upwlf(o)
sigupwlitD)-aiguPWlfMj)
45 cmamn
calculate kmmian-ucimboer animasm of d
write(s) ,calcstating a (K-S
. ,rhesaqs~ft((mgue'hastagu)'2+(igtheauewgnu'24
" (nWSm*,MstaIpu*82) 2)
c let.058heca))O( · rerbar))2 2+0.SM*Iag 1(2. mtheta)
igd(kogIO(2.' ogIO(Lrecahaa-.a6a6y(rothat
" ((IagIO(2'rethea))*2+0.86Wlag 10(2.*'rathao)))
smgcfka.aqt(( 0.Mcfbs)"*2+(hipehebraigcfka)s2)
writ(e* *) 'Cnm n '*db.' +I- ',dugka
caic. tlata(C-H)
nrite(-.-) c.iculiting is a (C-H)
dchc(1)=ecne(I~e-2Le-c4.Ile-6ml)))
(lg(dek( I)'e/gnu)Akllog(sqrt(0.5'fch(1)))Ak
tb2.4tpk))
Y2.oaggnu4.asqn(O.Ssdcb(l))/(tknue*(1og(dekm()l) 'Jgn)Ak+
lcg(mgqt(0.5cbOL bl))tk+tb+2. fpt))
imgdch(1)-.jrt(vl 1v2*2 2.v3 82)
wrua('.) 'dchl - 4c.( I).' +/- '.zgdcd(1)
Walc. 2nd a (C-H)
writs('s)'iteating to mc. 2nd a (C-H)
chirir-0.
@(I)-dka
a(2)-deka(l)
9(3)-uegno
gmammax--I.
lima(l)-
cml fiming subr. sa wI/C as the only coefficmet
50 call mqmia(yktuk.uigtork.nk,,4,lia. I .ow,dlpha.4,
+ chimqt().gaumm)
If (ab(chimq-clhiasrq)gL0.O000001) thea
chimqrl-chiqr(2)
call mqmin(yktuk,,igtoak.4.lista. o.vvralphe,4,
+ chiar(2).gamns)
dcWm()=(l)
gcfcWh qrt(ccn(t.l1))
writv(8) 'Xuie2.CfCH- '-cbisqr(2),(ol)
an 2nd (C-H) to calc. 2nd wi. fit
wujcs(-.) cab. 2@d va. fit from 2nd ar CWr
s(l.ddK(2)
mig(l-dgdch(2)
a(2>=ddet(l)
milga2).lgdelts(l)
a(3)=lag
aiW)llpt((sipeigm) *2+(siUn·'venp)''l
Cml cai fLct(ysigyWu.npaa.emp.
+ uhf.digv.cbiar(2))
dWrt*.) final Xqr2 - ',cdiqr(2)
Wnu(2)-ea*pr t(0.5*dch(2))
sigm(Zlsrcn(0.S' ccb(2)azig-e2+((0.25*sigcfch(2)'ue) '2)I
+ (0.·cfch(2)))
Ltau(2)-gn Mu(2)
aigt(2)lgrc((igW(2)' )yltua(2WULE(2))"2+
" (ZignUskltxm(2Yg)'2)
a(1>-aM(2)
uaga(1)-algua2)
(2.itAmu(2)
.gl(2)-iglt(2)
a(3>)dekm(l)
sagl(3)dgdeltm(l)
cal lalcoplfit(yaigy.u.uigu.npt.uL.iga.
+ yplfligyif.upfigupl* upwlf.Uiupwll)
i-2
doss j~l.npcm
vbfit(i.J)lbf(j)
igabrgt(i.j)-migubf(j)
yplua(Lj)yplf(j)
u~plua(ij)-u~plf(j)
aiguplua(i.DlaigupWfO)sugnimaij)-dupwfa)
igupwl(iuj)igrwl(j)
55 coninime
Scat. 3rd a (C-H)
write() 'itating to calc. 3rd a (C-Hy
chir(3)-0.
Chisqrl-O.
a(I)-cka
@(2.deI(l)
9(3).ue/gm
gamma&-I.
lin(2)-4
calt fining -o-. wi a ow ta as cn w . e
60 cmli mzqmin(ykukigtatk.nk.a.4.lim.2.cvuwaspha,4.
+ chisir(3),gamnme)
if (abu(chiaqr(3)-cbhierl).gLO00000) then
chiaqrldchiaqr(3)
gcmo 60
endif
gain"n..
cali mrqmin(yktuk.gtack.nk.ak.4,lis.2.cova.alpha.4.
+ cbiac(3).gamm)
dcb(3)-(1)
vigddK3)-sqrtccovwllli)
tpfits(4)
digtpfkqait(covm44))
wnritg) Xaqr3.CfH3 - 'chiaqr(3).a(I)
use 3rd Ca(C-H) tocmic 3rd vel. fit
write(.)Tcmlc. 3rd set of v. fiw from 3rd a CI
siga(lI).dgch(3)
a(2)-defs(1)
milga(2)=igdef(I)
s(3).aeign
smgs(3)..act((sigel/gn)'2+(xggnuue/lnu)'2)
mgs(4)-sigtpfit
call cdcWit(y.uigy.ub.nptqaaaage.
" vf~mbfgW.chiaqr(3))
dte'.·) final Xmir3 - .cdi1qr(3)
Uav(3)-mePsqzt(0.Scfch(3))
im(3)-sqrt(0.SJdcbfch(3)lpgu 2+((0.2Saigcfchd(3)ue)' 2)/
" (0.Pfchb(3)))
ltmv(3).gsvluaau(3)
i31t13-a((misgut(3)'iwu(3Yrut3)))' 2+
" (siggmnxltm(3Ygnu)'2)
s4(I)=tma(3)
a(2).ltau(3)
l.gm(2)-aiglt(3)
in(3)-delka(l)
.gs(3)-migdltm(I)
cml cmldcuP (y.2iuWv.mgu.np.MWA.a.ag
+ YplL.mpiUpW..pl sgmpIfrpwif.iiggup wl
do 65 j=I.nplt
iflit(i.j)-mbf(j)
dgvbfit(i~j)-sigubffj)
ypl(i.j)yplf(j)
igpls(i.j)-Digypifj)
siguplUa(i.j-Duiglf(j)
112
upwI(i.j)-upwlf(j)
mgupwl(i.j)sigpwlf(j)
65 contii
do 70 -1.3
chiaqr(i)ehisqr(i)loM(n"p-2)
continue
retra
end
calc. ue from wake law fit. errr and chiqr *
subroutine calcokfi(pxp. yp.nk.a.iga,.
+ ypict.ailyptir.chisqr)
'input= xp-y. yp-u/ue. a(1)C., a(2).deld , a(3)-ue/gnu.
a(4)-tp
Soutput ypr•.u/ue from wake law fit
real xp(ak).ilxp(ak).yp(nk).a(4).siga(4).
+ dyda(4).ypit(nk).igypit(nk), cbiqr.W v.
chiqr-.0.
do 10 i-2.nk
call waketlw(xp(i).a.yptit(i),dyda)
call fiar(xp(i).aipp(i).a.aiga.aigypf(i))
vW(yp(i)-yp•(i))
chigr.-chiWr+(vr•iw t(i))**2
contiom
reun
and
calc. erwrin uoe from wake law fit
a.. a a89a4 * a*a aaa * *aa
zigypwl(i)=aqrt(sy3 '2+sy4 ' 2)
10 continue
sipp(l).lgxp( 2)
sgyp(1).igyp( 2)
silypwl(l).igypwl(2)
SSubr. to evaluat the wake law and deriv. for nuqmin fit subr.
ubrouine wakelaw(xp.a,.yp.dyda)
Sinputs: xp-y. (1).Cf. a(2)=delta. a(3)-ulgnu. (4)=tp
•oputs yp-ulue. dyda=d(uheyda
include 'commoeblkl.fr'
real xp.a(4).yp.dyda(4).yl.y2..y 4
yllaqrt(0.S'a(1))
y2=log(xpa(3))
y
3
-log(yl)
y4-(io(0.s*pi'xp/a(2)))"*2
yp-ylr((y2+y3+2.L (4)y4Ytkr+b)
dyda(l).((y2+y3+2. (4) *y4+1.)k+eb)/(4. "yl)
dyd4(2.-2. a(4)8yl pi'xpain(0.S*pi xpa(2))*
+ co.(0.5pi'p/la(2)y)(tka (2 2)
dyda(3)-0.
dyda(4)-yl*2.*y4/k
and
SSubroutine to fit u/ue-(yldeta)*8n *
.... 0*1111...1***as......1*se
subroutine rerr(xp.silp.a.siga.sigyp)
SinpuS: xp.-. a(l)-a., a(2).de, a(3)-=uegn, a(4).p
output sisypigma(u/ue) from wake law fit
include 'commodlklt.for
real p,aip.a(4).siga(4).vwar.dyd.dyda(4).aigyp
dydrzqrt(0.5*a(1))((1.l(tkzp)+}2. pi'a(4)
3
+ aln(0.S*ixp/(2)) ca(0.S*pisxpla(2)y
+ (tk*a(2)))
call waelaw(xp.a.w.dyda)
igYp-(Mippdydz)2
do 10 1.4
algyp-yp+(iga(i)dyda(i)) "2
10 comline
sigyp-qrt(sigyp)
reura
end
...............................11
Scalculate y+. +, anod + from wake law '
broutina calcupit(x,.ip.,y.alynas.a.ig.
+ xp.ipp.yp.rgyp.ypwl.siypwl)
inpm xy. y-u. a(I)M aa., a(Z).Itau, a(3).dela. a(4 )-tp
Soutputs: xp-yplua, yp-uple, ypwl-yplua from wake law
include 'commoblki.fr'
real z(npm).il(p s).y(apP).sigy(npc). (4).iga(4).
+ xp(nps).ipp(Mpu).ypp(npa).igyp(nps).
+ ypwl(aps).iaWpwl(aps),yl,y2.syl.sy2,y3s,y3sy4
xp(l).O.
yp(O.-o
ypwl(1)-0.
do 10 i-2.napt
xp(i)-x(i)a(2)
uippler(ap(i(( (i(2))2+(ilga(2)sx(iya(2)2) "2)
yp(i).y(iya(I)
iyp(i)-rr(( y(iY)a(1))"*2·+(sig()y(i)Ya()*"2)* *2)
syt-s)rq((sig(i)ylix(i)) *2+(sig(3)yll/a(3))"2)
y2-(si(yl))"2
qy2-aqn((,yl"2.ia(yl)*coa(yyl))"2)
ypwl(i)-(log(xp(i))+2.'"(4)'y2)tk+tb
y3-2.3 a(4)y2Jk
sy3-eqt((Mga(4)y3/a(4))8 *2+(sy2y3/y2)" *2)
,y4-lipp(iy•(p(i)'t)
funion delfit(xp.yp.sigxp.npc.a)
real xp(npa).a.yp(nps).siyp.sigxp(npts)
ddfir-0.
do 10 i.2,npt
var.(yp(i)-xp(i)**a)
i•opfr-,aigxp(i)"(a-1.)
deli•-dellr+(vur/Wsipf)"2
comin
and
Swton solver subr. to find aI from wake law eval. @ delta
FUNCTION RTNEWT(XI .X2.XACC,vr)
PARAME-ER (JMAX-20)
RTNEWT-=.5(XI+X2)
DO I1 J-1,JMAX
CALL wakmolv(RTNEWTF.DF.vwr)
DX-F/DF
RTNEWT-RTNEWT-DX
IF((XI-RTNEWT)(RTNEWVT-X2).LT.0.)
+ wrie(*, ) 'jumped out of brackets in nrewr
IF(ABS(DX).LT.XACC) RETURN
11 CONTINUE
write(,*) 'RTNEWT exceeded maximum iterarions
END
SSubrouise to evaluse the wake law aoluion at delta
ubromtie wakedolv(xp.yp.dyp.vwr)
include commonblkl.fo
real xp.yp.dyp.yl.y2.y3.vr
ylqrt(0O.Sxzp)
y2-log(var)
y3-log(yl)
yp-yl*((y2+y3+2.Otp)k+trb)-0.99
dyp-((y2+y3+2. * tp+.Ytk+tb)/(4. *yl)
write(*.) 'wakeslv: Cf.y.Redel '.xp.yp.vr
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end
* newton olve to cal. delta from wake law given Cf & uc/gnu
subromiae finddel(XI .X2.XACC.vwr.rnewt)
PARAMETER (JMAX-20)
RTNEWT=.S*(XI+X2)
DO 11 J-1,JMAX
CALL dwelol(RTNEWT.F.DF.var)
DX=FIDF
RTNEWT-RTNEWT-DX
IF((XI-RTNEWT)0(RTNEWT-X2).LT.0.) write(*.*)
+ 'jumped ot at bracket in finddel newton solver
IF(ABS(DX).LT.XACC) RETURN
II CONTINUE
write(*.) 'rtdde exceeded maximum iterations'
END
* Subr. to evl. wake law for sbr. finddel
mbroutine delslv(xp.yp.dyp.,vr)
incude 'commonblkl.for
retl xp.yp.dyp.yl.y2.y3.v
yl-aiq(0.Sver)
Yl2lo09p)
Y3-log(yl)
ypmyl*((y2y3+2.'tp)fktb).0.99
dyp-yI/(tkzp)
write('.*) 'dealv. Redel.y.a -'.xp.yp.vr
mibr. toolveforapparemt•b rigiag
subroutine ripolv(Xl.X2.XACC.xtrip.•gnu.newt)
PARAMETER (JMAX20O)
RTNEWT=.5*(XI+X2)
DO 11 J=1,JMAX
CALL tripeq(RTNEWTF.DF.xtrip.utognu)
o write(•') 'ripeldr Xot,y .'.ntawt.f
DX=F/DF
RTNEWT=RTNEWT-DX
IF((Xl-RTNEWT)*(RTNEWrTX2).LT.0.)
+ write(,') 'jumped out of bracket in tripmalv newton solvet
IF(ABS(DX)LT.XACC) RETURN
11 CONTINUE
write(*.) 'tripolv exceeded maximum itertions'
END
•ub. to eval. tripolv formula
ubrouine ripeq(xp.yp.dyp.xzip.Wutogu)
include 'commoblkl.for'
real xp.yp.dyp.yl .y2.y3,xtrip,atognu
yl-xnp-xp
y2w0.37WylIcyrlmognu)8*0.2
y3-3.aqcOre(.)'xurip/(xtrip'mogn)- '0.5
yp-y2-y3
dyp-y2/yl
write'.') 'tipeq: Xat.y.Xrrip.uognu = '.xp.yp.xrip."gnu
and
WRTOFILE.FOR;29:
* wrtodle.far- broutim to write thl velocity proile
S. anaysis remikt to file
subromrid wnlile
include 'commoablkl.fr
include 'commodblk2.for
tlb-cbw(9)
writ•(.') 'writing results to rile'
wrie(ll.,10)
write(12.l10)
forma/(l
1x.'" Analysis d TBL velocity profile .1.,
Uz.s a•ana•*2** ***a••a o"•au•••*•.m as"""*-)
write(! 1.20) npts.to.sigopo.aigpo.rho.sigrho,cp.aigcp.gnu.
igun.kasigk,.pr. aipr,ue.igue,d•a(l).sigdekl),rdel,
igrdedthetsa.igtheta.rese.aigraetha.dsa.igdstr.
,z.delcrig.iagdelo.deit(2).gdel(2).delwhdelcheck
form(lx.,' at d a pt. - ',i2./.lx.'To = '.16.2,' +1- ',
f5.3,' K'I./,lx.'Po = '.el2.6,' +/- ',e12.6,' n/mA2',/.lx.
'density - '.f8.6' +- ',5.6.' kg/mA3'.I., x,'Cp o '.e12.6,
+/- ',el2.6,' Jlkg K',.I,.'gnau '.e12.6.' +- '.el2.6.
'N s A2',/.lx.,'k '.el2.6.' +/- '.el2.6.' W/i K',/1x.
'Pr = 'J5.3,' +/- '.el0.4.11.x.'Ue = ',f.5.' +1- '.J8.6.
SmWs, Ilz.'deka - ',al.S,' +/- '.e11.S.' m'.l, lx,
'Redel = ',e11.5,' +- ',ell.,l, t 'el1.ljx LSt.' +- '.
all.,.' .m'l, , l.'Rethea - '.ell.5.' +/- ',ell.5,l,1z.
'datr . ',eaI.S.' +/- ',el l.5,' m',/,lz,'Xt . ',gl6.9,' m'l,.
Ix.'delt from imerpo. = '.g16.9,' +1- '.g16.9,' m' ,lx.
'delta from pow. fit - ',g16.9,' +1- ',g16.9,' m'.l, x.
'delta from aC (Wh.) - '.g16.9.' m'..lx.
'delta from Wh. for. ',g16.9.' m')
f (cbolice.ne.W'4) then
wriWe(12,2l)'i,&a,' '.tab,
+ sigyW .tda.' u '.tab.
+ ' in g 'tab.' u/ut '.tab.
+ ' Irn/u
21 foram(/.lx,&2.6(al.a16))
do2SiCl.npea
write(12.26) i~tab.yi).tab,ilyi),tsb.t*i).tab.uigu(i).
" tab.ub(i).tab..gub(i)
25 contim
26 fbnmu(lx.i2.6(alg1 6.9))
endif
40 100 i-1.5
write(11I'IVY)
write(12.'(/)')
if (Lq. 1) then
wnte(11,30) 'Wh.'..cfwkh.agcfwhi.chixqr(l)
elifC(Lq.2)tbea
write(II.31) 'K-S.l.cfb.igcdk
elilfCfLe.3)tbe
write( 1.31) 'C.H'.(i-2).,ccb(i-2).uigcfcb(i-2)
write(11,30) 'CH' .(i-2).dcb(i-2).sigdcb(i-2).cbisqr~i-2)
eme
30 formtix.' i) '.e14.7. /.el4.7.
S /.l.'Reducod ii-stuered .'.g16.9)
31 tarmetox' ' %44. %04.7)
i (i.CL .S)the
write( 1.40) tk.tb.tp
wrik(t t.SO) tk.th.tplit.igtpfi
andif
form (lx,'tbl conar. k It '.f4.2.1,1x,'tbl coa. B =
f3.l..1x,'tbl cons. P= ',13.1)
forma(lx.'tbl coant. k I ',f4.2./,lx,'tbl col. B ,
f3.1.1,lx.t•bl cona. P(from fit)= '.10.8,' +/- ',
f10.8)
if (CL.eq. ).r.(i.eq.4).r.(i.eq.5)) then
if (I.eq. ) then
k=-1
elm
kdi-2
write(l1.60) uau(k).igt(k)ltau(k),sigIt(k).
mhplus(k).sgmhp(k).maplua(k).aig (k)
format(lx.'Utau = '.19.4.' +/- '.1f.4.' m/',l
lx,'Ltau -= ',el4.7,' +/- ',el4.7,' m',/
Ix.'h+ = '.f4. I.' +/- '.13I.' wallf ni.
lx',s = '4.1.' +/-',f3. I,' wall uan')
wtrtie(12.70) ' i',tab,' y/d ',tab,
syld '.tab,' ypluas '.tab
sypaus '.tab,' u/ad 'tab,
Is/d ',ab.' uplus ',tab.
Isfr plas
forma(/, Ixa2.8(al,alM))
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write(-.-) 'team
do 80 j=t,npts
wcrie(2.90) j.ab.yb(j).tab.igb(j),tabyplu(k,.j),
+ tab,simyplu(k.j).,ab.ubit(k.j),tab.,igubfir(k,j),tab,
+ uplsu(k.j),tab,aigupleu(k.j)
contne
formar(t(.i2.8(al .gl.8))
eadif
sd2a.(sv(naide,2)-savxt(side, 1))
aud2.qrt(2.)0.00S
cfd(l.naide,i)-edl"d2
sigdd(1.naide.i)-art((=dl •d2)"•2+((ad2lsdl)" 2)
write(.' " ) i,'tup. Cd 'dcfd( .nide.i).' +- '.
+ igcdd(l.nide.i)
write(l,15)1 ,nMde.i.dcd(.naide.i).sigdd(l,naide,i)
coma 'C ' . ') 16.9' + 16.9)
100 coolime
end
CALCDRAG.FOR; 16:
' calcdrag.for subroutine to re calculated Cs and
Ssethem to calculate Cd and Cd ra os
Ssubr. to ar Cf value for later e
subroutine dcore
inciudo 'commoablk2.for
include 'commombalk3.for
wdrI .(') 'atim a d
if (chide.lt3) the
ele
naid-2
if ((chinde.eq. 1).ar.(chindez.eq.3)) then
ele
endl
sav(naide.napot)-t
do 10 i=1.5
if (.eq.1) den
mvd(oindeapact,i).cfwa
nas f(nidee.mpot.i)-gcfwh
eif (i.eq.2) thn
mvaf(nmid.nmpot.i).crsu
savmcf(mide.napo.i).gLdksa
dem
evct(nmidean t,i)..dch(i-2)
smef(amide.pot,.i)cigdfcb(i-2)
ende, ltl
using C••fx"b usumption
write(l I.'()
do 20i-1.5
adl=savc(nside.l .i)rvc(nside.2.i)
sadl=uqn((saved(naide. ,i)*dllvdsac(naide. .i))* 2+
+ (saved(nade.2.i)"sdl/avcf(nside.2.i))"2)
dtsdadlladl
adl-iog(udl)
vd2-=mvz(nxide.2y)=vnt(nmide.1)
d2.sqqt((0.005• ad21avxt(nside.l))" 2 +
+ (0.005o'sd2savn(aside.2))"2)
med2=d2/adl
ad2=log(sd2)
bf(i).edll/d2
sbf(i)-qrt((adl'bladl)" 2+(ld2'bl/d2)" 2)
af(i).=svc(aside.l,i)savxa(nide, 1))"bf(i)
saf(i)-srt((nsvd(nmide, 1 i)•f()lusvcf(naid e I ,i))*' 2+
+ (0.005*bf(i)*af(i)savxt(nside, 1))"*2+
+ (f(l)'af(i)'log(anvxt(nuide.t)))"2)
cul.-bf(i)
sc=sbf(i)
adltaf(iyc
sdt1sqrt((saf(i)sdl/af(i)) 2+(ac*sdl/c)* 2
sd2=2sv(nmide.2)*dc•
.d2.uqn((0.005'c*sd2iavt(naide.2))'*2+
+ (macad2*log(aMvt(nde.2)))**2)
ad3=svr(amide,l)"c*
d3-sqrt((0.005'c ad3/savzt(naide.l))"2+
+ (*c*sd3'log(savt(naide, 1)))"2)
cfd(2.,side.i)-edl *(ad2-d3)
igdd(2.naide.i)'.qt((sadl(Ud2-ad3))"*2+
+ (sad2*sdl)*2+(sd3*sd 1)"2)
write(.') i.'alx'b Cd = '.dd(2,nside.i),' +/- ',
+ igdd(2.n•mde.i)
urite(l 1.22) 2.naide.i.cfd(2.aside.i).,aigcfd(2.nmidei).
+ af(i).uf(i).bf(i),abf(i)
20 comime
22 formaz(lz,'Cd(',il.'.'.il,'.',il,'), '.g6.9,' +/- '.,16.9.
+ .1x,' wih a-=',gl6.9,' +/ ,gl6.9,' ad b',
+ gl6.9.,' +1-',gl6.9)
if ne, calc. drg ratio
if (chindex.eq.4) then
do 30 i= 1.2
do 25 j1.5
cldr(i.j)-dd(i.2.,j)cfd(. Lj)
sigdcfdr(i,j).a~rc((sig(d(i,.lj)* ddr ij)ycfd(i,l,j))" *2+
+ (.igdd(i.2.j)• fdrut(i.jYdd(i.2.j))"2)
write',) i.j.'Cd2/Cdl = ',drt(i,j),' +-',
+ igddrC(.j)
write(l 1,35)i.j,ddrme(i.j).gdfdr(i.j)
continue
endio
forma(lx,'Cd2/Cdl(,il.'.'.il,') - ',16.9.' +/- 'g6.g9 )
Ssubr. to calculate Cd's and Cdl/Cd2
.. 1....11......1.....•.......1..11
ad
subroudi dragcalc
include 'commomblk2.for
includo 'commoabilk3.f
AIR.FOR; 14:
nrit•(t
if(chindaez.•L3) th
naide-I
ele
aside2
' alc. Cd uig trupezoidal appo.
do 10 i=l.5
adl-.(a ( sdeo.2,i)savef(naide..i)y)2.
mdl=-srt((O.S'h•vsc(aside.2,i))*"2+
+ (0.'S-avad(aid,.l.i))*"2)
'SUBROUTINE AIR(T.MARA.CA.GA.MUA.KA.PRA)
' THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES THE THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT*
PROPERTIES OF AIR
T = TEMPERATURE. K
C ( SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE. J/(KG K)*
GNU - DYNAMIC VISCOSITY. (N Sy(m*"2)
K - THERMAL CONDUCrIVITY, WI(m K)
PR = PRANDTL NUMBER
• DATA FOR AIR AT I ATMOSPHERE
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RTNEWT.FOR:
FUNCTION RTNEWT(XI .X2,XACC,a)
PARAMETER (JMAX.20)
RTNEWT-.5*(XI+X2)
DO 11 J-,JMAX
CALL wakesolv(RTNEWT.F.DF.a)
DX-FIDF
RTNEWT-RTNEWT-DX
IF((XI-RTNEWT)*(RTNEWT-X2).LT.O.)PAUSE 'jumped out of bracket
IF(ABS(DX).LT.XACC) RETURN
11 CONTINUE
PAUSE 'RTNEWT eceedin maxidmm iteraiou
END
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10.4. Momentum Transfer Analysis Results
A. Freestream Turbulence. The root-mean-square freestream turbulence was
measured to be below 1 percent for freestream velocities above 8.5 m/s and below 0.8 percent
for freestream velocities above 12.5 m/s.
B. Streamwise Pressure Gradient. The streamwise pressure gradients were
small enough that their effect upon riblet performance was negligible. For freestream velocities
below 15 m/s, the drag and heat transfer reduction range, the streamwise pressure gradients
measured with the pitot-static probes were all less than 8 Palm and the majority were less than
3 Pa/m. In terms of the Clauser pressure gradient parameter, all P were less than 0.07 and the
majority were less than 0.02. The results of the research into the effect of pressure gradient on
riblet performance summarized in Coustols and Savill (1989) indicate that, for these values of
(, the degradation in drag reduction should be less than one percent.
C. Boundary Layer Thickness. The boundary layer thicknesses calculated via
interpolation from the velocity profiles measured over the flat and ribleted plates as well as the
thickness calculated from the empirical formula 2.41 are shown in figure 10.1, Boundary
Layer Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates. The trends apparent in
the graph are: fairly close similarity between the flat and ribleted plate results, wide scatter of
the data at low Reynolds numbers, and fairly large discrepancies between the measured and
empirically predicted values. Indeed, for 90 percent of the cases, the calculated values were
lower, in most cases significantly so, than the values predicted with the empirical formula. The
results seem to indicate a fairly serious deficiency in the calculation methodology.
Unfortunately, time did not permit resolution of this particular problem.
Although these results raise questions as to the accuracy and validity of the momentum
transfer results, the particular method of calculating skin friction was insensitive to even large
error in boundary layer thickness and so its accuracy and validity are unaffected by the
problems in 8 calculation. The Coles Hirst 3 method of calculating Cr depends primarily upon
the slope of the profile in the lower and middle regions of the boundary layer. In addition, the
fit coefficients used in this method include a parameter to account for inaccuracies in the
boundary layer estimate. Indeed, during attempts to improve the boundary layer thickness
calculation methodology, the author noted that changes in 8 of up to 50 percent affected the
resulting Cf calculation by less than 1.5 percent!
The deficiencies apparent in the calculation of propagated through the calculation of
the displacement and momentum thicknesses. The displacement thicknesses calculated via
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numerical integration of the velocity profiles measured over the flat and ribleted plates as well
as the thickness calculated from the empirical formula 2.43 are shown in figure 10.2,
Displacement Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates. The results
echo the trends of the 8 calculations almost exactly since 8 directly affects the amount of profile
integrated. The momentum thicknesses calculated via numerical integration of the velocity
profiles measured over the flat and ribleted plates as well as the thickness calculated from the
empirical formula 2.42 are shown in figure 10.3, Momentum Thickness versus Reynolds
Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates. As with 8', the results echo the trends of the boundary
layer thickness variation with Reynolds number very closely.
D. Velocity Profiles and Cf Calculation Curve Fits. The results of three
separate boundary layer traversals performed at the same freestream velocity are shown
together for comparison in figure 10.4, Test of Velocity Profile Repeatability. The three
traversals were each taken on separate days at the same streamwise location but at different
spanwise locations, yet, as can be seen, the results show very low scatter and excellent
repeatability. Indeed, the skin friction coefficients calculated from the profiles were within a 2
percent range (i.e., they agreed to fl percent), which is actually about 1.5 to 2 times more
accurate than would be expected based on studies such as Harotinidis (1989).
Although the possible presence of differences in the boundary layers was not ruled out
with measurements specifically aimed at detecting them nor accounted for in the data analysis,
the values of coefficient of skin friction calculated from velocity profiles fore of the test
sections suggest that the momentum aspects of the boundary layers were similar enough not to
degrade seriously the accuracy of the experiment. Due to time constraints, the velocity profile
repeatability test was performed only upon the flat plate test section side. Thus, an
unquantifiable amount of error could be present in the results due to differences between the
boundary layers over the flat plate test section side and that of the ribleted test section.
However, in all test runs, the coefficients of friction calculated from the velocity profiles fore
of the test sections agreed to within their uncertainties: all were less than eight percent
different, and the majority were less than five percent different. That the values on the ribleted
side tended to be lower might indicate that this difference was due to the two in. of ribleted wall
upstream of the riblet test section. No attempt was made adjust the calculation of drag or heat
transfer reduction for these possible differences in wall boundary layers.
One of the many test case validations of the Coles Hirst 3 method of calculating C is
shown in figure 10.5, Validation of Profile Analysis Program. A dummy data file was created
using the wake law and analyzed with the VPFIT7 program. These data are plotted as squares.
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The resulting curve fit, which predicted the Cf used to generate the data to within 0.005
percent, is plotted as a solid line.
The complete set of velocity profile measurements from which skin friction was
calculated is shown in figures 10.6 through 10.15. The velocity measurements versus distance
from the wall are plotted in wall units along with the curve fits calculated according to Coles
Hirst method 3. The top graph in each figure shows the profile just fore of the test section and
the one below the profile just aft. The figures come in pairs, the even numbered ones being the
flat plate results and the odd ones being the ribleted results. Thus, figure 10.6 shows the
profiles fore and aft of the flat test section at a freestream velocity of 8.41 m/s, while figure
10.7 shows the profiles fore and aft of the ribleted test section at that freestream velocity.
Several trends are apparent from the graphs: fairly good fits, some scatter at lower
velocities, and some periodicity to the scatter. In general, the fits seem to follow the trends
accurately throughout the entire boundary layer. For the most part the fits are quite good
except that at lower velocities some scatter is apparent. Indeed, only for freestream values of
15 m/s and above are the magnitudes of the reduced chi-squared in the region where the fits
would be considered good. However, the size of the chi-squared does seem to be from
normally distributed error and not from coherent trends in the data unaccounted for in the fitting
equation. Thus, the only real discrepancy in the results is that at lower velocities an
unaccounted for source of normally distributed error seems to be present. One possible cause
might be some form of periodic compressor disturbance.
At freestream velocities lower than 8.5 m/s, periodic disturbances in the mean velocity
profile were present. The most likely cause is that at these lower speeds, the layers of gauze
across the inlet were blocking enough flow to cause the compressor to enter some type of low
frequency stall mode. Indeed, the velocity data taken up to 10 m/s show periodic fluctuation of
the velocity with distance from the wall. Since the data were taken in order of distance away
from the wall, this trend could be indication of periodic flow disturbances at low velocities.
Other less likely possibilities include the effect of periodic variation in ambient temperature or
pressure on the density and periodic sticking and slipping of the boundary layer probe
apparatus.
E. Effect of Riblets on Wall Shear. The full effects of riblets on skin friction
and drag are treated in sections 6.4.B and C.
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11. APPENDIX D- HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS, ERROR ANALYSIS,
PROGRAMS, AND RESULTS
11.1. Heat Transfer Measurement Equipment
A. Ambient Conditions. Ambient temperature was measured with four liquid-in-
glass, partial immersion, mercury thermometers. Two of these were 0.1"C gradation, 0*C to
100*C range; the other two were 0.2*C gradation, 0*C to 200*C range. They were suspended
via 1.27 cm wide, Styrofoam insulated, thermometer clamps and shielded from radiation and
convection heat loss with cylindrical shields, 20 cm in length and 7 cm in diameter, constructed
of 1.5 mm Aluminum sheeting. Readings were taken using thermometer-attachable,
magnifying eyepieces. Because the thermometers were readable to at least half their gradation
spacing, this was taken as their accuracy. Compared to the estimates of liquid-in-glass
thermometer accuracy outlined in Goldstein and Chiang (1985), this value is slightly
conservative. The average of the readings of the four thermometers was taken as ambient
temperature. With the air in the lab sufficiently mixed with fans, the four thermometers placed
around the room showed the same temperature to within their readability. The uncertainty of
the ambient temperature is thus just half the root mean square of the readabilities.
Ambient density was determined from the ambient pressure and temperature via the
equation of state as described in section 10.2.B. Ambient pressure was measured as described
in section 10.1.A.
B. Tunnel Wall Temperature. Test plate temperature was measured with 140
Omega, type F3105, thin-film, platinum, RTD's potted in 9.91 mm long, 3.23 mm diameter
cylinders of Eccobond 285 epoxy. Detailed description of these sensors and their use may be
found in sections 3.2.I., 4.2.A., 9.1.A., and 9.1.C. A detailed analysis of the uncertainty in
their readings may be found in sections 9. I.D. and 9.3. and table 9.1.
C. Test Section Heater and Shunt Resistor Voltage. The power output of
the twenty heaters in the test segment was determined by directly measuring the voltage drop
across each of the heaters (Vh) and by indirectly measuring the current via the voltage
measurement across shunt resistors (Vh) with known resistances. The 20 channels of voltage
input on the Helios I were used to read the voltage drop across the heaters directly by
connecting a pair of 3 m leads from the front end in parallel with each heater. The 20 channels
of current input were modified to allow the measurement of large currents. The shunt resistors
originally wired into the current input connector were removed. Six inch lengths of Inconel
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wire, used for its extremely low resistance sensitivity to temperature, were connected in the test
segment interface boxes in series with each heater and a set of two 3 m leads were then
connected to the front end in parallel with each of these new shunt resistors. Four wire
resistance measurements of the new shunt resistors over the range of test currents showed no
detectable change in resistance due to temperature effects.
11.2. Heat Transfer Analysis and Error Analysis Methodology
A. Determining Stanton Number. Stanton number, non-dimensionalized
convective heat flux at the wall, was calculated from direct measurements of heater heat flux
and adjusted to account for back, side, and radiation losses and wall temperature variation
based on an energy balance of the test sections. Interpolation, extrapolation, and splines were
used to calculate the temperature in the pre-test plate at three spanwise positions at the
streamwise midpoint of each heater and in the test plate at four spanwise positions. These
temperatures were used to estimate the radiation heat loss via equation 3.8, the side losses via
Fourier's Law of Heat Conduction, and, using the temperatures at the back guard heaters, the
back losses again using Fourier's Law. These values were then used to calculate the
convective turbulent heat flux at the wall with equation 3.6. Definition 2.29 was used to
calculate Stanton number from this. The solution for the effect of a step rise in temperature on
Stanton number was used to correct these values for the variation in upstream wall temperature.
The choice of the method of measurement was a design decision because of its effect on
test plate configuration. For this reason, the background of and reasoning behind the choice
are discussed in the design sections 3.2.A., E., and F.
The heat transfer equivalents of local skin friction and total test section drag can be
calculated from the calculated values of convective heat fluxes from the test sections into the
flow. The local Stanton number is the non-dimensionalized form of the local, convective heat
flux at the wall, qc, given by equation 6.14. The error in Stanton number due to error
propagation is given by
2 St 2 2 St 2 2 St StSt 2Sju( )+u. )+u (_P0-) + C u + (T -T)
(11.1)
A similar coefficient analogous to the coefficient of drag may be calculated based on the
convective heat flux over the entire test section, Qw, as given by equation 6.15. The error
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propagation through this equation is the same as 11.1 with q, replaced by (Q./A). The local
and total convective heat fluxes may be found from an energy balance of the test sections.
The total convective heat transfer out of the test sections was calculated by considering
them as control volumes and performing an energy balance. The Aluminum plate test section
and the test section heaters were taken as the control volume on which the energy balance was
performed. The heat flux from these heaters was treated as uniform heat generation in an
infinitesimally thin plane located on the surface of the heaters closer to the flow. The heat
transfer out of this control volume consisted of:
* loss out of the sides, through the strip of foam epoxy insulation into the surrounding
plate, via conduction, noted as Q,;
* loss out of the front, into the flow, via forced convection, termed q, locally and Qw in
total;
* loss out of the front, into the flow, via radiation, qr; and,
* loss out of the rear into the insulation via conduction, Qb.
The heater heat flux was calculated from heater voltage and current. The conduction losses
were calculated via Fourier's Law of Heat Conduction from the test section and surrounding
plate and insulation temperatures and conductivities. The radiation loss was calculated from
Stefan-Boltzmann's Law of Radiation. This balance may be rephrased in equation form as
equation 6.16. The error propagation through this equation when used to calculate the wall
heat flux is given by
4 T2 2 2 2 2 2
(11.2)
where Qh are the heater flux inputs, Qjs are the losses out of the sides of each subsection, qc
and qr1 are the convective and radiative losses out of the front of each subsection, Ai are the
subsection areas, and Qa are the back losses out of the subsections. The uncertainty in
radiated heat flux may be found via equation 3.10. An equation similar to 11.2 may be derived
for q,~, the wall heat flux in each subsection of the test sections quite easily.
B. Heater Input. Heater heat fluxes were calculated from direct measurements of
of heater voltage drops, VhI, and indirect measurements of heater current, 1h. The heater
currents were calculated from measurements of the voltage drops, Vf, across the shunt
resistors, of known resistance R1, in series with the heaters. The two voltage measurements
for each heater are shown in figure 3.7. The i-th heater heat flux is given by equation 6.17, the
uncertainty in which is
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C. Conduction Heat Loss. The heat losses through the back of the test sections
were calculated via a one-dimensional solution of Fouriei's Law of Heat Conduction through
three materials from test plate temperature and insulation temperature measurements. Fouriers
Law of Heat Conduction can be solved for the case of one-dimensional heat transfer through
three materials a, b, and c, given their conductivities and the temperature before material a, T1,
and after material c, T4, to give
T2 -T1
Y21  (11.4)
where T2 is given by equation 6.20. The total conduction heat loss may be found by
multiplying equation 6.17 by the area of the loss plane. The uncertainty in this value may be
estimated roughly via error propagation analysis. However, some unquantifiable error is
introduced by the fact that the solution is two dimensional and the real case is not. Due to this,
a set estimate of five percent based upon the error propagation limits was taken. The formulae
used may be found in the HEATCALC program listout. The same analysis procedure was
followed for the side conduction losses.
C. Radiation Heat Loss. Radiation heat loss was estimated from Stefan-
Boltzmann's Law of Radiation, equation 3.8. An emissivity of 0.05 was used based on the
experimental results described in Singham (1962). The difference between the temperature of
the RTD's near the test wall surface and the actual surface, in general less than 0.05*C, due to
the 0.1 in. depth of the RTD sensing element beneath the surface, can be included in addition to
the uncertainty in the emissivity, estimated to be five percent, in the evaluation of the radiation
heat flux uncertainty.
D. Adjusting for Wall Temperature Variation. The solution for the effect of a
step rise in temperature on Stanton number, as given in, among others, Kays and Crawford
(1980), was used to correct the coefficient of heat transfer values for the variation in upstream
wall temperature via a discrete approximation of the standard formula 6.21. This equation is
very easily translated to the discrete case by substituting sum for integral and A for d, from
which the error propagation formula follows.
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11.3. Heat Transfer Analysis Program
Listed below are the various program units which comprise the heat transfer calculation
program HEATCALC. The various units include:
* HEATCALC.FOR, the main program to perform the calculations and write the results
to file;
* CALCFLUX.FOR, the subroutine to perform calculation of the two dimensional heat
flux through three materials;
* SPLINE.FOR and SPLINT.FOR, the subroutines from Press et. al. (1986) used to
perform the spline interpolation of wall temperature; and,
* AIR.FOR, the subroutine to calculate air properties as a function of ambient
temperature, listed in section 10.3.B.
open output data files
HEATCALC.FOR
Fpvoam heocali
real emiseem.abconaet.to.to.rhorho.ue.mue.cpcp.apweght.
* kl.k2.k3.k4
real rsh(2.10).ersh(2.10).imeas(2.10).,im(2.10)
real vmea(2.10.31).svmexp(2.10.31),svmstat(2.10).svmtot(2.10)
real vh(2.10,31 ).ashexp(2.10,31 ).svahstt(2,10).svehtot(2.10)
real tmeae(2.30.31),stmtot(2,30)stmetat(230).stmexp(230).
* tclt(2.6.S).adtatt(2.6.5).stdexp(2.6.5).tdtoe(2,6.5).
* tave(2.6).ta(2.6).tcale•(129).tbck(2).stback(2)
real t3fm(30,31).st3fmtot(30).at3f1mtat(30).st3fmexp(30).
* t3fd(21Z23).at3dtat(212.3).t3fdexp(2.12,3).
S at3fdtot(2,12.3).t3fave(2.12)
real tlfm(39.31).stlfmtot(39).atlfmatat(39).atlfmexp(39),
* tlfd(24.3),stlfdLat(2.4.3).stlfdexp(2.4.3).
S atifdtot(2.4.3).evechrat
reel qmnea(2.10).qm(2.10).qrad(2.4).aq(2.4).qloe(2.4).
* scq(24).qconv(2.4).sqc(2.(24)q(2).s(2).ch(2.4).
* ach(2.4).chrat(2.4).,chrat(24).chrave(2).achrave(2),
* qtioea(2). 2).qt.aWat.perach(2.4).avechrat
reel area.lngth(12).ya(10).xa(10).y2ax.z(17).xl.x2,x3,x4.x5
real delt.sdeit.dell .de2.dl3.del4.
S delS.dt3fdve.dtave.dlti.blstpclin.dy1 .dy2.dy3.
* dll sav(2).dl2sav(2).dal3sev(2).
* deIdeav(2).desav2),tdl(2 t(2.10).tadet(2.1 0).avetdeit(2).
* adatat(2).atdexp(2).adtot(2).texra
integer ntm(2.10,5).nt3fm(2.12.3).ntlfm(24.3).nsam.nave,
* nfree.i.j.k.l.m.n
cheracter4 fnum
cheracter35 fname
characterl flag
cheracter'l tab
read teoot info and initialize
vwite(,*) 'enter data input file code number MDD*'
red(*.10) 1num
format(M4)
rite(*,) 'enter number of samples'
readC(,20) neam
20 formal(2)
if (nam.g.O) then
sweight-2.04
else
swmlght.23
eond
erea-2.'7.'(0.0254)2
fnamea-stone.flux.data.'Ilfnum/Jfulir.dart
open(l1 .file.fname.statu,'new'.recl- ,000)
intialize insulation thermal conductivity
ki-225.
k2-0.125
k3-0.04625
dell1-70.+273.15
adell-0.5
call air(dell.adell.cxl.x2,d12,sdel2,k4.,sk4,deI3.,del3)
* input data set perameters
write(11.21) fnum
format(lx,'Ful heat calculation from run r,a4Jll)
read in 3 heater lengths
open(9,file-'[stone.flux.data)hlength.dat',atus.'old)
do 40 i-1,12
read(9,50) length(i)
continue
format(x.el04.7)
cloie(9)
initialize radiation parameters
emisa-0.04
eem-O.01
abcont-5.6697e-a
" read in shunt resistances
fname.1astone.flux.datasrhval.dae
open(9.file-fname.statuuaold)
do 70 i-1.2
do 60 j-1.10
read(9.80) rah(i.j)
continue
continue
format(lxf10.5)
close(9)
* read in voltage data
write(*.) 'Reading voltage data
fname([stone.flux.data.'lfnumlf]tavorun.dat'
open(9.file-fname.status-'old')
do 100 i-1.4
reed(9.'(a8)1 flag
100 continue
do 110 i-l.nam
read(9.120,end-110) (vmeas(1.j,i).j-1, 10)(vsh(1.j,i).j-1.10)
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110 continue
120 format(f10.5.19(1xf10.5))
close(9)
fname-stone.flux.data.'llfnumlr]tbvcorun.dat
open(9,file-fname,status-'dd')
do 130 i-1,4
reed(S,'(a)) flag
130 continue
do 140 i-l,neam
read(9.150.end-140) (vmeaa(2.j.i).j-1,10).(vh(2,j.i).jil.10)
continue
format(l10.5,19(1xf10.5))
close(9)
read in T data
write(,) 'Reading test plate temperature data'
fname-atone. flux data.Wfnum/]trtd'un. daot
open(9.file4name.atatus'old')
do 160 i-1.4
reed(9.'(e)') flag
160 continue
do 170 i-1.nsam
read(9.180.end-170) (tmeas(1.j,i).jI.,30)
170 continue
180 format(fS.3.29(1x.fS.3))
close(9)
fnamelastone.flux.data.'ll/numlltbrtdun.daor
open(9.,file-fname.statuadlcd')
do 190 i,1.4
read(9,'(a8)') flag
190 continue
do 200 I-1 ,nam
reed(9.210.end-200) (tmea(2.j,i).j-1,30)
200 continue
210 format(f8.3,29(1xf8.3))
cloase(9)
fname-latone.fiux.dat.'/llnumrl]3frtdrun.dar
open(9.file-lname,statul-old)
do 220 1-1.4
reed(9,'(aS)l flag
220 continue
do 230 i-l,neam
read(9.240.ond-230) (t3fm(j.i).j-1.30)
230 continue
240 format(8f.3.29(1xf8.3))
close(9)
iname-,otone.iux.data.'IlfnumlrItfrttdun.dar
open(9.file-fname.atatua-old')
do 250 i-1.4
read(9,'(a8)') flag
250 continue
do 260 i-l.nam
read(9.270.end2600) (tlfm(j.i),j1-,39)
continue
format(fS.3.29(1x.fI.3))
cloe(9)
read in T indaes data
fname-aetone.flux.data]tp•tindice. dat
open(9,file-fname,atatu-*'old')
do 300 i-1.2
do 290 j-1.6
do 290 k-1.5
read(9.310,end-280) ntm(i,j.k)
continue
continue
continue
format(lxi2)
dcose(9)
fname-'etone.flux.datal3flindice.dart
open(9,file-name.atatue-'old')
do 340 ir1,2
do 330 j-1.12
do 320 k-1,3
red(9.350.end-320) nt3fm(iij.k)
continue
continue
continue
format(1 xi2)
close(9)
fname-'(atone.fkx.datal ftindice.dat'
open(9,file-fnamre.tatu-'old')
do 380 -i1,2
do 370 j1,.4
do 360 k-1,.3
read(9,390.,nd-360) ntlfm(i.j,.k)
continue
continue
continue
format(lx.i2)
close(9)
read in T rror
fname'[atone.flux.data]calerr.drt'
open(9,filerfname,statu-'old')
do 400 i-1,129
read(9,420,end-400) tcalerr(i)
continue
format(57x.f7.5)
close(9)
read in freermeam proparties
fname-1stone.flux.data.I/fnumrf]fsarprop.dat
open(9,file-fname.atatue-old)
read(9,470,end-471) to.sto,rho.arho.ue,sue
format(lx,f6.2,1x,f4.2.1x,f8.6,1x,fS.6,1x,f7.4,1x.f7.4)
continue
close(9)
calculate Cp
call air(to.,to.cp.acp.dell,adel .del2,sdel2.del3.adel3)
calculate T averages and errors
write(',') 'Performing temperature analysis
nfree-neam-1
nave-nsam+1
do 510 i-1.2
do 500 j-1,30
tmeaa(i.i.nave)-0.
atmstat(i.j)-0.
k-i'30+j
etmexp(ij)-tcalrr(k)/sqt(float(nam))
if (i.eq.1) then
t3fm(jnave)-0.
st3fmtat(j),0.
at3fmexp(j)-tcalar(j)/qlt(float(nam))
andf
do 480 k-il.nam
tmea(i.j.nave)-tmmea(i,i.nave)+tmea(i.j.k)/float(neam)
if (i.eq.1) t31m(j.nave)-t3fm(j,nave)
* +t3fm(j,k/float(nam)
480 continue
do 490 k-l,nam
atmslat(ij)D-lmstat(ij)
* +(tmeau(i.i,k)tmese(i,i,nave))2
if (i.eq.1) st3fmatat(j)-at3fmstat(j)
* (t3m(j,k)-t3fm(j.nave))"2
490 continue
amstat(i,i)- t(stmstat(i ,j)flotat(nfee))
amtot(ij),stmexp(ij)+eweight'stmstat(,i)
if (i.eq.1) then
et3fmetat(j)-eat(st3fmtat(j)/float(nree))
st3fmtot(j)-t3fmexp(j)+wmeight*at3fmtat(j)
endf
500 continue
510 continue
do 525 j-1.39
tlfm(i,nave)-0.
atlfmatat(j)-O.
k-i+90
stlfmexp(j)-tcalenr(j)Iqt(float(nam))
do 515 k-1,neam
tlfm(j.nave)-tlfm(j.nave)+tlfm(j.ky)foat(neam)
515 continue
do 520 k-l.namm
stlfmatat(i)-tlf metat(j)+(tlfm(a,k)-tlfm(j.nave))"2
520 continue
stlfmatat(ji)-tt(stlfmatat(j)float(nlree))
stlfmtot(j)-tifmexp(j)+weightstlfmatat(j)
continue
rearrange test plate T indexing by position
do 550 i-1,2
do 540) =i,6
do 530 k-1,5
tdst(iji.k)-tmeaa(i.ntm(i.j.k).11)
stdexp(i.j.k)-tmexp(i.nt m(i.j.k))
stdtat(i.i.k)-etmatat(intm(i.i.k))
atadot(i..,k)-etmtotnt(intm(i..k))
530 continue
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evmexp(I.j.nave)-O.
avmatatyl.)-0.
vh(i.i.nave)-0.
avshexp(i.j.nave)-0.
evehatat(i.i)-.
do 660 k-1.neam
vmeaa(i.iLnave)-vmeaa(i.j.nave).vmeas(i.i.k)float(nsam)
avmexp(i.j.k)-9.e-5vmeaa(jll.k).3.a3
vmeAXp(i~j.nave)-svmex(i.j.nave)
* (am+( ep(l.MI.lkyo~a~nam))ý2
vah(iijnave)-va(i.Lnave).vahdlyj~kfl nam)
vahexp(i.i.k)-5.e-5%Whii.ik).3.s-5
svahexip(l.i.navo)-eahexp(ijnave)
* +(evhexp(l.J.kynloat(naam)r2
650 continue
avmexp(i.j.nave)ml-W(evmexp(i.i.nave))
vehexp(lJ.nave).e(avahexp(ni.jnave))
do 660 Wi nam
+(*(vmra(lj.k)-vmeea(j.nave))*2
avaltatt(i.j).av~hattati~ij).
(vli(i.j.)-ah(i0j.nave))ý2
660 continue
vmatoat(i.).et-(amawtatij at(nfree))
aehOa (i.j)ql- sv~hatat(i.j)Jfloatnfe))
avmtot(l.j)-avmoxp(14.1 1 )aWdeihtavmatat(i.D
avuhtot(i.j)-evahe~p(i.J.1 1)+wmeIghravshetat(i~j)
srahXl.)-0.001¶inh(I.J)
imeas(i.j)wvaohpIj11)frahij)
sim(ii) vah(i.*Moi.)frs(i.i) D2r2+(Wsh(i,jrvdXQ.1ryij~~2
qmaa9(i.j)-vmeaa"l.J.1 )O9meea(ij)
aqn(i~j)-t((evmtot(ljy)7mea~ij))2.
* (alminvoirvmeasalL11fr2)
iN ((d.ge.2).and.(j.e.5)) then
k+1H+1
c alculate radiaton loe heat flut
deft-((t"Q),,l)273.15r4-(to)"·4)
Wadi.k)-enmviabconsoaraedtlt
aqci.k)-"(emaebcnuveadewee
* .(e(ioij4..'abconers oa·tave(i.j)r3)"2
* (*to4.*emisaasbconatveaW3)"2)
* calculate " lod a heat flux for each teat heater action
S out ofthofront
iN ().eq.2) than
dyl-(1.-1.132).00254
dy2-0.0254l6.
dy3-1.-1.M2)0.0254
cal calux(dyl.dy2.dy3.k2.lk2l.
tav*(i.J).tavs(i.k).deIl)
dee
dell -225.(tave(i.j)-t*v(i.k)Y(2.-0.0254)
mndlf
S out oftherraw
if (j.eq.6) then
dvyl(1.25-1.132.0.0254
*2-0.025411.
dy3-(1.-1.13r-0.0254
cal calcf*u(dyl .dy2.dy3.kl ,k2.kl.
tava(I.1).tav@(0.).dd2)
Wlee
del-225.*(tave(l.i)-tave(i.I)Y(2*.0254)
andif
* outofth"leftsde
dyl-(1.25-1 J32.)0.0254
*-2-0.025416.
dy3-(1.-I J32.)*0.0254
call caldkx(dldy .dy3.kl .kZkl.
* ttds(it(.2).tdat(ij..I),dsl3)
S out of In t idg
call cvchxdyl.dy2dy3.kll .k2k1.
* tdatO.j.4).tdut(I.j.5).del4)
*out of the becd
dyl-(0.5-0.135)*0.0254
dy2-(3J1&)-0.0254
dy3-0.0254
call caldlux(dy ,dy2.dy3.kl.k4,k3.
* tdat(i.o3).tback(i),dels)
* total loe
qloe(i,k)-(0.57.'(del ldel2)+0. 52.'(del3+dol4)
+7.'2.'del5)'0.0254"2
as(ik)-0.1lqIoa(i,k)
* calculate convection heat flux and Ch (Stanton #)
qcanv(ik),qmea(i,j)-qrd(ik)-qosa(i,k)
sqc(ik)atr(sqm*(i,j)"2+eqr(i,k)"2+se(i.k)2)
textra-0.1 qconv(i.k)(225.2.*0.02547.)
mite(.) 'deofexn - ',texra
tdelt(i,j)-tave(i,j)-to+273.15+texna
tedelt(ij)-er(sta(l,j)"2+sto"2)+0."ltexl
ch(i,k)-(qonnv(i,k)larea)J(rho*uecp*tdelt(i.,))
sch(ik)-oqtr((sqc(i,k)ch(i,k)qonv(i,k))"2
S (waho~h(i,k)kho)2+(tadelt(ij)ch(i,k)tdelt(i.))"2
* (auiech(i.k)ue)"2+(ecpch(i.k)Icp)"2)
endf
continue
continue
adiust Ch for variation in T in stating length
z(1)-0.25
z(2)-1.
z(3)-2.25
z(4)-4.5
z(5)-7.
z(6)-10.
z(7)-13.5
z(8)-17.5
z(9)-22.
z(10)-26.5
z(1 1)-31.
z(12)-36.
z(1 3)-38.
z(14)-40.
z(1 5)-42.
z(16)-44.
z(17)-46.
do 710 1-1.2
chrave(Qi-0.
achrave(i)-0.
do 700 j-1,4
k-j+1
dtave-tave(i.k)-to
di,-(tave(i,k)-t3fave(i,1))Idlave
chrat(i,D-j)1.-dli
xl-z(13+j)+1.
do 690 1-2.12
dli-(t3fave(i,l.13ave(i,.-1))/dtave
ver./1.9.
tblspfctn-1J(1.-(z(l-1)xl)"0.9)"vr
dhrat(i.j)-drat(i.j)+tbllpctn*dd
690 continue
achrmt(i.i)-eqt((0.0(1 .-chrat(i.)))ý2)
ch(i.j)-ch(i.j)chra(i.j)
rch(,j)=eqrt(ach(ij)"2
* (*chrai,if)ch(i,i)/crat(i,j))"2)
perach(i,j)-1 0.*ch(i.,j)ch(i.j)
vkite•.695) i,jich(i,j).perch(i,j)
695 forma(lx,'Ch(',if .'.') - ,e10.4.' +-',f8.4.'%')
chrave(i)-chrave(i)+chrat(i,).j4.
achrave(i)-ecr(achrave(i)"2+(chrat(i.j)/4)"2)
700 continue
710 continue
* calculate id loss heat flux for whole test section
do 720 i-1.2
qlot(i).o.
qt(i)-0.
do 715 j-1,4
qtot(i)-qtot(i).qconv(i.j)
sq41t(i) eqt(i()"2+sqc(ij)"2)
715 continue
qtot(I)qtot(iychrave(i)
sqi(i)-rt((oq(i)lchrave(i))" 2
+(*chrave(i)qtol(i))"2)
continue
calculate variation of delta T aoroea test sections
do 728 1-1,2
avetdel(i).0.
atedatat(i)-O.
atodexp(i)-O.
do 726 j12.5
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avetdelt(i)-avetdelt(i)+tdelt(i.i)14.
atadexp(i)-atsdexp(i)+(tadelt(i,i)4.)*2
726 continue
atsdexp(i)-sqt(atedexp(i))
do 727 j-2.5
atadatat(i)-atsatat(i)+(tdelt(i,i)-avetdelt(i))*"2
727 continue
atadstat(i)-sWt(atadstat(i)/4.)
atsdtot(i)-atsdexp(i)+atsdatat(i)
728 continue
* calculate heat flux ratio
avechrat-(ch(2,1 )Ich(1,1 )+ch(2,2)Ich(1,2)+
ch(2,3)/ch(1,3)+ch(2,4)/ch(1,4))/4.
xl-aqrt((sch(2.1 ych(1,1))"2+(sch(1,1)*ch(2,1)lch(1, ))"2)
x2-sqt((sch(2,2)/ch(1,2))2+(ach(sc1,2)ch(2,2)Ich(1,2))-2)
x3-aqrt((sch(2.3)Ich(1,3))-2+(ach(1 ,3)ch(2,3)lch(1,3))"2)
x4-sqrt((sch(2.4)ych(1,4))-2+(sch(1,4)*ch(2,4)Ich(1,4))"2)
savochrat-t((x14. +(4.) .)2(x +(4.)2+(x314.)2 +(x4/4.)"2)
qrat-qtot(2)avetdelt(1 )/(qtot( )'avetdeit(2))
aqrat-eq't(( qt(2)lqtot(1 ))2+(sqt(1 )qtot(2)lqtot(1 )"2)"2
+ *(atadtot(1 )qratlavetdelt(1))r2
+ (atsdtot(2)*ratavetdeft(2))r2)
write(*,725) qrat,sqat
725 format(lx,'QIQfp -'.f7.5,' +1-',f7.5)
* write data to file
write(*,*) 'Writing results to file'
write(11.745) to,sto,ro.aho,ue, sue
745 format(lx,To- ',f6.2' +/-'.f4.2.1.lx,'rho= '.f8.6,
* ' +1-',f8.6,1,1x,'Ue- ',f7.4,' +1- ',f7.4,1/)
do 770 i-1,2
do 760 j-1,10
write(11,790) i,j.vmeas(i,j.nave),svmtot(i,j),
S asvmexp(i,j.nave),svmatat(ij)
760 continue
write( 11.'()')
770 continue
790 format(lx.'Vave(h'.il.','.i2.') '.11 0.5,' +1-',110.5,
* ' wl b'.110.5.' & '.' '.f10.5)
write(11,'(ll)')
do 820 i-1.2
do 810 j-1,10
write(11,840) i,j,vah(i,j.nave),svwhtot(i,j),
* svhexp(i.j.nave)s.avhatat(i.j)
810 continue
write(11,'(/)')
820 continue
840 farmat(lx.'Vave(ah',il,'.',i2,') = ',f10.5,' +1- ',10.5,
* ' wl b - ',f10.5.' & ',' $- ',f10.5)
write(11,'(ll)')
do 860 i-1,2
do 850 j-1,10
w850 conite(11,870) i.rsh(i) h(j)
850 continue
wite(11,'(1)')
860 continue
870 format(lx,'R(sh',il,',',i2,') -',f10.5,' /- ',f10.5)
write(11.'(//))
do 890 i-1.2
do 880 j-1,10
write(11,900) ij.imeaa(i,j),sim(i,j)
880 continue
wite(11,'(/)')
890 continue
900 format(lx,'l(h',il.','.i2.') - '.110.5.' +/-',f10.5)
write( 11'(//)')
do 920 i-1,2
do 910 j-1.10
write(11,930) ij,qmeae(i,j),a*m(i,j)
910 continue
write(11,'(1)')
920 continue
930 format(1x,'Om(h',il,'.',i2.') -',f10.5,' +1- ',10.5)
write(11 "'(ly)
do 1010 i-1,2
do 935 j-1,12
if (i.eq.1) wite(11,960) j,((t3fd(I,j.k),k-1,3),l-1,2)
935 continue
if (i.eq.1) write(11,'(I)*)
do 940 1-1,12
write(11.950) (i.j.k.t31d(i.j.k).st31dtot(i.j.k).
st3fdexp(ij.k).at3fdstat(i.j.k).k-1,3)
940 continue
950 format(lx,(3fh.il',',i2.';p',il,') -,f 10.5,' 1-',
* f10.5,' wl b , '.110.5,' & a - '.f10.5,1, x.T(3fh',il.',',
* i2,';pil,) - ',flO.5,' +I- 'f10.5,' wl b -'10.5.
* ' & a - ',flO.5J,lxT(3fh',il,'.'.i2,'.p',il.') = 'f10.5.
* ' *I/- ',110.5.' wl b -',f10.5,'& a '.110.5)
960 fa'mat(lx,'T(3fh1i2,') -',f 6.2, 3x,16.23x,f 6.2.3x,
':',3x,f6.2.3x,f6.2,3x,16.2)
write(11,'()')
do 965 j-1,6
if (i.eq.1) write(11.990) j,((tdst(l,j.k),k-1,5),l-1,2)
965 continue
if (i.eq.1) write(11 ,'(I))
do 970 j-1,6
write(11,980) (i,j,k,tdst(ii.,k).stdtot(i,j,k),
* stdexp(i,j,k),stdstat(i,j,k),k-1.5)
970 continue
980 format(1x.7(tph',il,',',il,';p.il,') - ',f10.5,' +1- ',
* f10.5,' w b - '.f10.5,'& a - ',flO.5,1,1x,'T(tph'.il,','.
• il';p'.il,') -',f10.5,' +/-',f10.5,' wl b = ',f10.5,
* . & a - '.fl10.5,1,1x,T(tph',il.',',il,';p'.il,') - ',f10.5,
* -',f10.5,' wl b - ',fl 0.5,'& a -',f1O.5,1x,
* 110.5,' & a =',f10.51,1x,7(tph',il,'.'il,';pil,') ,
* 110.5,' +/- ',f10.5,' wl b - ',110.5,' & a = ',f10.5)
990 format(1x,'T(tph',il,') - '.f6.2.2x,16.2.2x,.6.2.2x,f6.2.2x,
* f6.2.1x,':'.lx,f6.2.2xf6.2,2x,f6.2.2x,f6.2.2x,f6.2)
rite(11,'(n))
do 995 j=1.4
if (i.eq.1) write(11,1030) j,((t3fd(l.j,k),k-1,3),1-1,2)
995 continue
if (i.eq.1) write(11.'(I))
do 1000 j-1,4
write(11,1020) (i,j,k,t3fd(i,jk).st3fdtot(i,i,k),
* st3fdexp(i,jk),st3fdstat(i,j,k),k1, 3)
1000 continue
1010 continue
1020 format(lx.T(lfhl,il.'.',il,';p',il.') ', .10.5,' +/-',
* f10.5.' wl b '. ,10.5.' a ',fl10.5,,1x,7(1fh',il.',',
* il';p'il .') - '.f10.5,' +/- '.f10.5,' wl b - '.f10.5,
* ' & s= '.fl10.5J.lx,'T(lfh',il,',',il.';p',il,') = 'f10.5,
* ' - ',10.5,' wl b -',f10.5.' & a '.fl10.5)
1030 format(1x.T,(1fh',il,') - ',f6.2.3x,f6.2.3x.f6.2,3x.
* ':',3x,f6.2,3x.16.2,3x,f6.2)
1031
1032
write(11,'(1//))
do 1031 i-1,2
write(11,1032) i,tback(i),stback(i)
continue
format(1x,'Tback(',il,') - ',f6.2,' +/-',f6.4)
do 1080 i-1.2
do 1035 j-1.12
if (i.eq.1) wite(11,1060) j,(t3fave(k,j).k-1,2)
1035 continue
if (i.eq.1) wite(11,'(I))
do 1040 j-1,12
wite(11,1050) i,j.t3fave(i,j)
1040 continue
1050 format(lx,'Tave(3fh',il,'.',i2,') -',f6.2)
1060 format(Ix,'Tave(3fh',i2,') - ',f6.2.3x.':",3x,f6.2)
write(11,'(/)')
do 1065 j-1,6
if (i.eq.1) write(11,2000) j,(tave(k,j).k-1,2)
1065 continue
if (i.eq.1) write(11,'(I)')
do 1070 j=1,6
write(11.1090) ij.tave(i.j),sta(i.j)
1070 continue
1080 continue
1090 format(1x,Tave(tp',il .'.'.i2.') - ',f6.2.' 1- ',f6.4)
2000 format(1 x,Tave(tpsil,') - ',f6.2,3x,':',3x,f6.2)
write(11 '(/l)')
do 2005 i-1.2
if (i.eq.1) then
do 2004 j-2,5
write(11.2006) j,tdelt(1,j),tsdelt(1,j),j,
* tdelt(2,j),tsdet(2,j)
2004 continue
endf
write(11,2007) i,avetdelt(i),atsdexp(i),atadatat(i),
* atsdtot(i)
2005 continue
2006 format(lx.'deltaT(1.'.il.')-',e0l.4,' +/-',e10.4,
* '; deItaT(2.'.il.')-',eO10.4.' +/- ',e10.4)
2007 format(lx,'dalTave('.il,')- ',e10.4,' (B- '.,10.4,', S ',
* e10.4,') /- ',e10.4)
wdo ite(11.'(
do 2020 i-1,2
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11.4. Heat Transfer Analysis Results
A. Tunnel Wall Temperature. The tunnel wall temperatures were manipulated
successfully to within I to 1.5*C overall and within ±0. I to 0. 15*C over the test plate
sections. The tunnel wall temperatures are shown in figures 11.1 through 11.6. A distribution
of temperature is shown from one representative run at each of the test freestream velocities,
8.48, 9.95, 10.03, 12.47, 14.88, and 20.06 m/s. The temperature distributions during the
other test runs were not different from the ones shown in any significant way. The temperature
distribution in these plots is shown with gray scale contours, lighter for higher temperatures
and darker for lower temperatures. The distribution is shown for both of the entire, heated
tunnel walls, the flat plate test section side A on the left and the ribleted test section side B on
the right. The test sections themselves are outlined with rectangles. It should be noted that the
physical dimensions of the walls are not shown to scale. The plots show that the temperature
of the test sections were of a uniform temperature to within +0.1 to 0.15 0C and that the heated
starting lengths were of a uniform temperature to within ±1 to 1.50 C.
B. Stanton Number. The local Stanton number measurements were subject to
fairly large conduction loss experimental error and showed fairly wide scatter but were
reasonably close to the values predicted with empirical formulae 2.56 and 2.64. The local
Stanton numbers calculated from energy balances of the heated subsections of the two test
sections are shown in figure 11.7 and 11.8. The values over the flat plate test section are
shown versus turbulent Reynolds number in figure 11.7, Local Stanton Number over the Flat
Plate. For clarity, the uncertainty bars, which were in the four to five percent range are not
shown. The magnitude of this uncertainty was due to the fact that the test plate subsections
were not insulated from one another, merely from the surrounding plate. The values predicted
using equations 2.56 and 2.64 are plotted as a solid line and the upper and lower limits of the
uncertainty range of this prediction are shown as dotted lines. The results agree within the
uncertainty ranges except for Reynolds numbers below 50,000. The values over the ribleted
test section are shown in figure 11.8, Local Stanton Number over the Ribleted Plate. The
values predicted using equations 2.56 and 2.64 are again plotted as a solid line and the upper
and lower limits of the uncertainty range of this prediction as dotted lines. The scatter in this
set of data is almost 1.5 times larger than that of the flat plate data. However, this difference
could very well have been caused by the effects of the adjustment of the heat transfer
characteristics of the flow to the shortness of the length of the ribleted wall upstream of the test
section. The broad trend of increasing Stanton number with increasing Reynolds rather than
the flat plate trend of decreasing Stanton number with increasing Reynolds number is evident.
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The much more accurate measurements of average or integral Stanton number, the
calculations of the effect of riblets on which had uncertainties of 1.1 percent on average and
less than 1.3 percent in all cases, showed reduction in heat transfer due to riblets for Reynolds
number below 650,000 and s÷ below 20. The effect of riblets on Stanton number versus
turbulent Reynolds number is presented via the integral or average test section Stanton number
in figure 6.3, Integral Test Section Stanton Number versus Turbulent Reynolds Number for
the Flat and Ribleted Plates. The effect of riblets on the integral Stanton number versus riblet
spacing in wall units calculated from the curve fits shown in figure 6.1 is shown in figure 6.4,
Effect of Riblets on Integral Stanton Number. The results shown in these plots are discussed
in section 6.4.D.
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Figure 2.1. The Distribution of Stress in the Wall Region of a Turbulent Boundary Layer. The distribution of the Reynolds
stress [from Schubauer (1954)] and the viscous stress [derived numerically from formula 2.23] in the wall region of a turbulent
boundary layer shows three regions: the inner, where viscous stress dominates; the outer, where the Reynolds stress dominates;
and the overlap layer, where they are approximately equal.
Figure 2.2. The Bursting Process. This conceptual model of the bursting process in the turbulent boundary layer shows the
hairpin vortices formed from warped sheets of diffusing vorticity, the low speed streaks formed between the vortices, the unstable
inflectional profiles near the streaks, the bursting of these streaks, and the start of a sweep [after Wallace (1982)].
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Figure 2.3. Riblet Placement and Terminology. Top: placement of riblets in a flow;
Middle: terminology of rectangular or thin-element riblets; Bottom: terminology of
triangular riblets or V-groove riblets.
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Figure 2.4. Drag Reduction of Thin Element Riblets. The drag reduction of thin element riblets versus spacing in
wall units, s+, shows the "drag bucket" region for s+ below 30, the drag rise region above this, and the increase in
slope with increasing aspect ratio, h/s [after Wilkinson et. al. (1987)].
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Figure 3.1. Stanton Number Measurement Error. Graph of relative error in Stanton number due to wall
temperature measurement error as a function of driving temperature differential shows that reduction in error with
rising differential levels off beyond 50 degrees.
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Figure 3.3. Tunnel Height Setting and Predicted Boundary Layer Thickness @ 10 m/s. The above plot shows
the tunnel wall height above the centerline and the predicted boundary layer thickness and displacement thickness at
that setting for a freestream velocity of 10 m/s.
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z Figure 3.4. Heaters and RTDs in the Pre-test Segment. This schematic
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T# = Plate RTD Number;
BH# = Guard Heater Number;
BT# = Insulation RTD Number.
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Figure 3.5. Heaters and RTDs in the Test and Spacer Segments. This schematic shows the heater sizes and labelling and
RTD labelling and placement for the metal plate and insulation layers of the test and spacer segments.
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Figure 3.6. Pre-test Segment Heater Control Circuitry. The schematics above show the
heater control circuitry for the two circuits controlling and powering the pre-test segment
heaters.
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Figure 3.7. Test Segment Heater Control Circuitry. The schematic above shows the circuitry powering and
controlling the test segment heaters in addition to the voltage measurements Vh and Vsh used in determining test
section heater power.
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RTD Placement in the pre-test segment.
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161Figure 3. Io. RTD placement in the test section.
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RTD Placement in the spacer segments.
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Figure 3. 11.
Vane Angle Adiustor
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Ribleted Test Plate
..-- Test Segment
Figure 4.1. Wind Tunnel Apparatus. This plan view of the wind tunnel apparatus shows the inlet,
the compressor, and the following segments: orientation, turbulence diffusion,
contraction, pre-test, test, and the two spacer segments. The scale is 20:1.
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Tunnel Quarter Cross Section: 1:1 Scale
Figure 4.2. Tunnel Quarter Cross Section. The above quarter cross section of the wind tunnel shows: the
Unistrut tunnel frame, the clear Lexan wall, the Aluminum plate wall, and the two layers of heaters, insulation,
and adhesive comprising its backing.
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Figure 4.3. Photograph of the Ribleted Test Plate. This photograph shows a plan view
of the ribleted test plate. The scale in inches can be seen on the ruler in the lower right.The thick white strips are the syntactic foam used to insulate the actual test section, the
rectangular center section. All riblets were of uniformly good quality except for a row of 165three to the right of the test section, which show up as a wavy white line near the ruler.
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Figure 4.4. Photograph of the Leading Edge of the Ribleted Test Plate. This photograph of the riblets shows their
uniformity. One ruler gradation is 10 mils.
0--
Figure 4.5. Photograph of the Riblet Cross Section. A cross section view of the leading edge of the ribleted test
plate is seen above. One ruler gradation is 10 mils.
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Thin Film RTD. This photograph shows one of the 140 thin film, platinum
resistance temperature devices (RTDs) used in the experiment prior to its being set into an
epoxy plug. One ruler gradation is 10 mils.
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Figure 4.7. RTD in Epoxy Plug. This photograph shows one of the RTDs used in the
experiment after being set into an epoxy plug. One ruler gradation is one tenth of an inch. 169
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Figure 4.8. Boundary Layer Probe. The above three views show the dimensions of the
total pressure probe used to measure boundary layer velocity. The probe was custom built
to allow the possibility of accessing the boundary layer at any point in the tunnel cross
section.
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Calibration Curve for RTD#1
120
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T
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Figure 4.9. Calibration Curve for RTD #1. The above graph shows a typical RTD calibration. Both sets of
calibration data are plotted along with the calibration curve as temperature in degrees Celcius versus sensor
resistance in ohms. The results show no hysterisis, little scatter, strong repeatability, and good agreement of the data
with the calibration curve.
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Coefficient of Friction versus Turbulent Reynolds
Number over the Flat and Ribleted Test Plates
5.0 10-
4.6 10
4.2 10
Cf
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3.4 10- 3
3.0 103
0.0100 5.0 10 1.0 106 1.5 10 2.0 106 2.5 106
Turbulent Reynolds Number
Figure 6.1. Effect of Riblets on Coefficient of Skin Friction. The above graph shows the effect of the riblets used in this
experiment on the coefficient of skin friction versus turbulent Reynolds number. The measurements over the flat plate test section
are plotted as black diamonds and those over the ribleted test section as clear diamonds. The values predicted by empirical
formula 2.56 are plotted as the solid line. The values calculated from least squares fits of equation 6.10 to the flat plate and riblet
data are plotted as dashed and dotted lines respectively. The results show good agreement of the flat plate values with predicted
values, lower riblet skin friction for Reynolds numbers below 1.5 million and higher for above.
Smeasured over the flat plate
c measured over the ribleted plate
predicted with equation 2.56
- -- -- y = 0.042324 * x(-0. 17566) R= 0.95455
\o'. ----- y = 0.01921 * x (-0.1 196) R= 0.8559
SI _ I - I I I
3.0 106
Drag Reduction of Thin Element Riblets
0.15
0.00
(D/Dfp)-1
-0.15
0 50 100
S+
Figure 6.2. Drag Reduction of Thin Element Riblets. This graph shows the effect of the riblets used in this experiment on the
coefficient of drag of the test sections versus riblet spacing in wall units. In addition, the four curves from Lazos and Wilkinson
(1987) for thin element riblets of varying aspect ratio are plotted as in figure 2.4 for comparison. The results show drag reduction
for spacing below 30, with maximum reduction of 7% at 15 wall units. The measurements in the drag reduction region agree
closely with the results of Lazos and Wilkinson for riblets of comparable aspect ratio. However, in the region of drag increase the
measured result was quite a bit lower than would be expected based on the prior results.
Average Test Section Stanton Number versus Turbulent
Reynolds Number for the Flat and Ribleted Plates
2.50 10-3
2.30 10
2.10 10-3
1.90 10-3
1.70 10-3
1.50 10-3
4.5( 105 8.25 105
Average Turbulent Reynolds Number
Figure 6.3. Average Test Section Stanton Number versus Turbulent Reynolds Number for the Flat and Ribleted Plates.
This graph shows the effect of the riblets used in this experiment on the average coefficient of heat transfer of the test sections
versus average turbulent Reynolds number. The values for the flat plate test section are plotted as black diamonds and the least
squares power fit to them as a dashed line. Those over the ribleted test section are plotted as clear diamonds and the power fit to
them as a dotted line. The values predicted by the use of equations 2.56 and 2.64 are plotted as a solid line. The results show
that the flat plate measurements were uniformly lower than predicted values but within the 4% error margin of the predictions and
that the ribleted plate had lower heat transfer for Reynolds number below 650,000 and higher for above.
1
1.01 106 1.20 106
- -- y = 0.011037 0 x(-0.1248) R= 0.97343
S y = 0.00099835 * x^(0.055082) R= 0.76924
* measured for the flat plate
o measured for the ribleted plate
-- Ch predicted with equations 2.56 & 2.6
r
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i
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(Ch/Ch. FP - 1)
0.00
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10 20
Figure 6.4. Effect of Riblets on Integral Stanton Number.
experiment on the total heat transfer coefficient of the test sections
transfer reduction below s+ of 20 with maximum reduction of 5% at
heat transfer are the same as those on drag.
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The graph above shows the effect of the riblets used in this
versus riblet spacing in wall units. The results show heat
15 wall units. The general trends of the effect of riblets on
Factor Variation with Reynolds Number
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Figure 6.5. Reynolds Analogy Factor Variation with Reynolds Number. The graph above shows the variation of the
Reynolds analogy factor, the ratio of the Stanton number to the coefficient of skin friction, calculated from the least squares power
fits of the data for the coefficients over the flat and ribleted test sections as well as from equation 2.64. The variation of the flat
plate factor is within its error range of the constant value calculated from equation 2.64. The factor over the ribleted test section
rises strongly with Reynolds number. Below about 500,000, the factor is less for the ribleted plate than for the flat plate.
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Figure 6.6. Reynolds Analogy Factor Variation with s+. The graph above shows the variation of the Reynolds analogy factor,
the ratio of the Stanton number to the coefficient of skin friction, calculated from the least squares power fits of the data for the
coefficients over the flat and ribleted test sections as well as from equation 2.56 with riblet spacing in wall units. The riblet factor
increases from approximately the flat plate value at s+ of 20 to almost 1.4 times the flat plate value at s+ of 80.
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Boundary Layer Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates
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Figure 10.1. Boundary Layer Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates. The graph
above shows the boundary layer thickness calculated via interpolation from the mean velocity profiles versus
Reynolds number for the flat and ribleted plates in addition to the empirical predictions of formula 2.41. As can be
seen, the flat and ribleted plate results are quite close, the data show large scatter at low Reynolds number, and the
measured and empirically predicted results differ by a substantial amount.
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Displacement Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates
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Figure 10.2. Displacement Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates. The graph
above shows the displacement thickness calculated via numerical integration of the mean velocity profiles versus
Reynolds number for the flat and ribleted plates in addition to the empirical predictions of formula 2.43. The results
echo the trends of the boundary layer thickness versus Reynolds number results almost exactly.
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Momentum Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates
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Figure 10.3. Momentum Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates. The graph above
shows the momentum thickness calculated via numerical integration of the mean velocity profiles versus Reynolds
number for the flat and ribleted plates in addition to the empirical predictions of formula 2.42. The results echo the
trends of the variation of the boundary layer and displacement thicknesses versus Reynolds number almost exactly.
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Figure 10.4. Test of Velocity Profile Repeatability. The graph above shows the results of three boundary layer
traversals in the same position at the same freestream velocity but on different days plotted as velocity versus
distance from the wall both in wall units. The results show low scatter and excellent repeatability.
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Validation of Velocity Profile Analysis Program:
Comparison of Wake Law Generated Data and Curve Fit
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Figure 10.5. Validation of Velocity Profile Analysis Program. The above graph shows is a plot of a dummy set
of velocity profile data generated from the wake law and the curve fit calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3
from this data. The results clearly validate the accuracy of the analysis program.
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Profile 3312.al: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 8.41 m/s
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Figure 10.6. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 8.41 m/s.
The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the flat
plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 8.41 rn/s. 185
Profile 3312.b1: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 8.41 m/s
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Figure 10.7. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at 8.41
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 8.41 m/s. 186
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Profile 3051.al: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat Plal
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Figure 10.8. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 10.08 m/s.
The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the flat
plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 10.08 m/s. 187
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Profile 3051.bl: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.08 m/s
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Profile 3051.b2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.08 m/s
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Figure 10.9. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at 10.08
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 10.08 m/s. 188
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Profile 2031.alc: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.88 m/s
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Profile 2031.a2: Velocity Profile Aft of the Flat Plate
Test Section at a Freestream Velocity of 10.88 m/s
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Figure 10.10. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 10.88
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
flat plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 10.88 m/s. 189
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Figure 10.11. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at
10.88 m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft
of the ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3
at a freestream velocity of 10.88 m/s. 190
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Profile 3301.al: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 15.02 m/s
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Figure 10.12. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 15.02
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
flat plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 15.02 m/s. 191
Profile 3301.bl: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 15.02 m/s
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Profile 3301.b2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 15.02 m/s
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Figure 10.13. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at
15.02 m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft
of the ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3
at a freestream velocity of 15.02 m/s. 192
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Profile 3311 .al: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 41.65 m/s
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Profile 3311.a2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 41.65 m/s
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Figure 10.14. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 41.65
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
flat plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 41.65 m/s. 193
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Figure 10.15. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at
41.65 m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft
of the ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3
at a freestream velocity of 41.65 m/s. 194
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Figure 11.1. Wall Temperature at 8.48 m/s. The contour plots above show the wall
temperature of the two tunnel walls during run 3171 at a freestream velocity of 8.48 m/s.
The strip on the left is the A side, the flat plate test section side, and the right is the B side,
the ribleted test section side. The test sections our outlined with rectangles. The walls are
not drawn to scale.
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Figure 11.2. Wall Temperature at 9.95 m/s. The contour plots above show the wall
temperature of the two tunnel walls during run 2161 at a freestream velocity of 9.95 m/s.
The strip on the left is the A side, the flat plate test section side, and the right is the B side,
the ribleted test section side. The test sections our outlined with rectangles. The walls are
not drawn to scale.
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Figure 113. Wall Temperature at 10.03 m/s. The contour plots above show the wall
temperature of the two tunnel walls during run 2281 at a freestream velocity of 10.03 m/s.
The strip on the left is the A side, the flat plate test section side, and the right is the B side
the ribleted test section side. The test sections our outlined with rectangles. The walls are
not drawn to scale.
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Figure 11.4. Wall Temperature at 12.47 m/s. The contour plots above show the wall
temperature of the two tunnel walls during run 3111 at a freestream velocity of 12.47 rm/s.
The strip on the left is the A side, the flat plate test section side, and the right is the B side,
the ribleted test section side. The test sections our outlined with rectangles. The walls are
not drawn to scale.
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Figure 11.5. Wall Temperature at 14.88 m/s. The contour plots above show the wall
temperature of the two tunnel walls during run 3181 at a freestream velocity of 14.88 m/s.
The strip on the left is the A side, the flat plate test section side, and the right is the B side,
the ribleted test section side. The test sections our outlined with rectangles. The walls are
not drawn to scale.
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Figure 11.6. Wall Temperature at 20.06 m/s. The contour plots above show the wall
temperature of the two tunnel walls during run 3185 at a freestream velocity of 20.06 m/s.
The strip on the left is the A side, the flat plate test section side, and the right is the B side,
the ribleted test section side. The test sections our outlined with rectangles. The walls are
not drawn to scale.
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Stanton Number versus Reynolds Number over the Flat Plate Test Section
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Figure 11.7. Local Stanton Number over the Flat Plate. The above graph shows local Stanton number versus turbulent Reynolds
number measured over the flat plate test section. The heavy line shows the values predicted via formula 2.64, the upper and lower
uncertainty ranges of which are plotted as dashed lines. The results compare quite well considering that the subsections within the
test sections from which these Stanton numbers were calculated were not insulated from one another.
Stanton Number versus Reynolds Number over the Fibleted Test Section
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Figure 11.8. Local Stanton Number over the Ribleted Plate. The above graph shows local Stanton number versus turbulent Reynolds
number measured over the flat plate test section. The heavy line shows the values predicted via formula 2.64, the upper and lower
uncertainty ranges of which are plotted as dashed lines. The results compare fairly well considering that the subsections within the
test sections from which these Stanton numbers were calculated were not insulated from one another, although the data scatter is larger
than that of the flat plate side data.
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Table 4.1- Size and room temperature resistances of the pre-test segment heaters
rP e-test Segment 
Heat s
Heater
[#1
Resistance
[Ohms]
H1A
H1B
H2A
H2B
H3A
H3B
H4A
H4B
H5A
H5B
H6A
H6B
H7A
H7B
H8A
H8B
H9A
H9B
H10A
H10B
H11A
H11B
H12A
H12B
Size
[in. x in.]
0.25 X 10.5
0.25 X 10.5
0.75 X 10.5
0.75 X 10.5
1.25 X 10.5
1.25 X 10.5
2.25 X 10.5
2.25 X 10.5
2.5 X 10.5
2.5 X 10.5
3.0 X 10.5
3.0 X 10.5
3.5 X 10.5
3.5 X 10.5
4.0 X 10.5
4.0 X 10.5
4.5 X 10.5
4.5 X 10.5
4.5 X 10.5
4.5 X 10.5
4.5 X 10.5
4.5 X 10.5
5.0 X 10.5
5.0 X 10.5
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513.05
514.54
154.23
152.96
92.34
91.92
53.44
53.32
48.10
48.09
39.11
39.39
34.19
34.36
31.00
29.92
26.74
26.71
27.50
27.46
27.56
27.23
24.60
24.83
Table 4.2- Size and room temperature resistances of the test and spacers segment
,nd back insulation heaters
Spacer Segments Heaters
Heater Size Resistance
[#] [in. x in.] [Ohms]
H13A 6.0 x 10.5 20.70
H13B 6.0 x 10.5 20.47
H14A 6.0 x 10.5 20.43
H14B 6.0 x 10.5 20.74
H15A 6.0 x 10.5 20.45
H15B 6.0 x 10.5 20.66
H16A 6.0 x 10.5 20.63
H16B 6.0 x 10.5 20.78
Test Segment Heaters
Heater Size Resistance
[#1 [in. x in.] [Ohms]
H17A 2.0 X 7.0 91.70
H17B 2.0 X 7.0 91.60
H18A 2.0 X 7.0 95.88
H18B 2.0 X 7.0 97.97
H19A 2.0 X 7.0 91.11
H198 2.0 X 7.0 91.45
H20A 2.0 X 7.0 91.71
H20B 2.0 X 7.0 90.95
H21A 2.0 X 7.0 91.74
H21B 2.0 X 7.0 91.77
H22A 2.0 X 7.0 97.00
H22B 2.0 X 7.0 91.94
H23A 1.75 X 6. 137.00
H23B 1.75 X 6. 135.45
H24A 1.75 X 6. 137.92
H24B 1.75 X 6. 136.98
H25A 1.75 X 6. 113.32
H25B 1.75 X 6. 114.75
H26A 1.75 X 6. 113.54
H26B 1.75 X 6. 114.88
Back Insulation Guard Heaters
Heater Size Resistance
[#] [in. x in.] [Ohms]
BH1A 12.0 x 10.5 10.90
BH1B 12.0 x 10.5 10.83
BH2A 12.0 x 10.5 10.87
BH2B 12.0 x 10.5 11.07
BH3A 12.0 x 10.5 10.94
BH3B 12.0 x 10.5 10.97
BH4A 12.0 x 10.5 10.95
BH4B 12.0 x 10.5 10.92
BH5A 12.0 x 10.5 10.99
BH5B 12.0 x 10.5 10.91
BH6A 12.0 x 10.5 10.88
BH6B 12.0 x 10.5 11.00
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Table 4.3- Shunt resistance values
Shunt Resistor
[#W]
RshA,1
RshA,2
RshA,3
RshA,4
RshA,5
RshA,6
RshA,7
RshA,8
RshA,9
RshA, 10
RshB,1
RshB,2
RshB,3
RshB,4
RshB,5
RshB,6
RshB,7
RshB,8
RshB,9
RshB,10
Resistance
[Ohms]
0.18
0.187
0.164
0.188
0.194
0.197
0.18
0.187
0.184
0.18
0.192
0.182
0.174
0.166
0.183
0.184
0.19
0.186
0.166
0.182
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Table 9.1. RTD Calibration Results.
X24/ OTea2 I OTCVD2 AT2 ATcal UTtot Ro a b b2 I b3
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
0.12
0.09
1.45
0.41
0.07
2.24
0.11
0.67
0.11
0.14
0.86
0.09
0.12
0.45
0.09
0.40
0.13
0.69
0.33
0.36
0.75
0.07
0.07
0.11
0.17
0.06
0.10
0.32
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.62
0.08
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
1.64
0.10
0.11
0.08
0.20
0.31
0.14
0.58
0.13
0.09
0.072
0.072
0.079
0.072
0.071
0.071
0.071
0.072
0.079
0.071
0.071
0.123
0.080
0.072
0.071
0.071
0.071
0.072
0.079
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.071
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.123
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.079
0.071
0.071
0.071
0.080
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.071
0.072
0.072
I--0.068
0.068
0.115
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.060
0.069
0.115
0.060
0.061
0.270
0.115
0.061
0.060
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.115
0.061
0.061
0.069
0.069
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.068
0.061
0.270
0.061
0.069
0.069
0.061
0.061
0.068
0.061
0.115
0.060
0.061
0.060
0.115
0.062
0.061
0.061
0.060
0.061
0.061
1.9998+03I--
-0.047
-0.141
-0.092
-0.149
-0.200
-0.069
-0.083
0.004
0.033
-0.008
-0.157
-0.098
-0.016
0.010
0.105
0.037
-0.010
-0.069
-0.187
0.089
-0.157
-0.107
-0.077
-0.191
-0.063
0.056
-0.088
-0.087
-0.003
-0.023
-0.041
-0.596
-0.071
-0.131
-0.015
-0.008
-0.045
-0.274
-0.088
-0.042
-0.064
-0.193
-0.261
0.000
0.009
-0.151
-0.078
-0.003
-0.009
-0.002
-0.034
-0.011
-0.063
0.000
-0.022
0.003
-0.012
0.002
-0.002
-0.016
0.016
-0.012
-0.020
-0.018
-0.041
-0.018
-0.005
-0.053
0.006
-0.045
-0.029
-0.014
0.003
-0.003
-0.010
-0.016
-0.011
0.020
-0.030
0.008
0.006
-0.008
-0.013
0.012
-0.003
-0.008
0.008
0.014
0.082
-0.044
-0.007
-0.008
0.014
0.004
0.075
0.081
0.081
0.106
0.082
0.134
0.072
0.094
0.082
0.083
0.074
0.125
0.095
0.087
0.083
0.091
0.090
0.113
0.098
0.076
0.125
0.078
0.118
0.100
0.085
0.075
0.075
0.082
0.140
0.082
0.093
0.103
0.080
0.077
0.080
0.085
0.091
0.074
0.079
0.080
0.094
0.154
0.115
0.079
0.079
0.086
0.076
99.7746
99.7200
99.6054
99.7839
99.8459
99.5049
99.7220
99.6902
99.7351
99.8150
99.7480
99.6839
99.7335
99.7909
99.7019
99.6898
99.7377
99.7677
99.6859
99.7827
99.7040
99.7529
99.6695
99.7841
99.7967
99.8471
99.8005
99.8398
99.8263
99.8299
99.7395
99.7115
99.7699
99.7602
99.7714
99.8377
99.7207
99.6619
99.9006
99.9052
99.7715
100.5090
99.7704
99.7888
99.8207
99.8443
99.7668
4.065E-03
4.066E-03
4.070E-03
4.053E-03
4.060E-03
4.072E-03
4.062E-03
4.063E-03
4.068E-03
4.054E-03
4.061E-03
4.054E-03
4.055E-03
4.042E-03
4.0708-03
4.0618-03
4.070E-03
4.051E-03
4.059E-03
4.055E-03
4.054E-03
4.057E-03
4.056E-03
4.0568-03
4.061E-03
4.060E-03
4.062E-03
4.038E-03
4.052E-03
4.052E-03
4.055E-03
4.047E-03
4.051E-03
4.057E-03
4.063E-03
4.050O-03
4.059E-03
4.053E-03
4.058E-03
4.054E-03
4.050E-03
3.990E-03
4.0468-03
4.059E-03
4.052E-03
4.0418-03
4.052E-03
2.44038
2.44033
2.44009
2.44092
2.44063
2.43991
2.44043
2.44034
2.43922
2.43994
2.43959
2.43983
2.43980
2.44051
243898
2.43949
2.43790
2.43891
2.43850
2.43857
2.43853
2.43774
243777
2.43703
2.43671
243679
2.43670
2.43802
2.43726
2.43724
2.43718
2.43765
2.43697
2.43666
2.43628
2.43702
2.43653
2.43672
2.43673
2.43694
2.43709
2.44022
2.43729
243659
2.43696
2.43757
2.43698
1.999E+03
1.999E+03
1.999E+03
1.998E+03
1.999E+03
1.999E+03
1.999E+03
1.999E+03
2.000E+03
1.999E+03
2.000E+03
1.999E+03
1.999E+03
1.999E+03
2.000E+03
2.000E+03
2.001E+03
2.000E+03
2000E+03
2.000E+03
2.0018+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2001E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2002E+03
2002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
1.999E+03
2.001E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.001E+03
2.002E+03
5.004E+06
5.004E+06
5.003E+06
5.0048+06
5.004E+06
5.003E+06
5.004E+06
5.004E+06
5.007E+06
5.008E+06
5.007E+06
5.008E+06
5.008E+06
5.009E+06
5.008E+06
5.008E+06
5.012E+06
5.012E+06
5.012E+06
5.013E+06
5.013E+06
5.016E+06
5.0168+06
5.019E+06
5.018E+06
5.018E+06
5.018E+06
5.019E+06
5.019E+06
5.019E+06
5.018E+06
5.018E+06
5.020E+06
5.020E+06
5019E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.023E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.020E+06
5.020E+06
1.010E+04
1.011E+04
1.011E+04
1.013E+04
1.011E+04
1.011E+04
1.012E+04
1.012E+04
1.011E+04
1.013E+04
1.012E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.016E+04
1.010E+04
1.013E+04
1.011E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.014E+04
1.015E+04
1.014E+04
1.015E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.012E+04
1.012E+04
1.017E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.017E+04
1.015E+04
1.014E+04
1.012E+04
1.015E+04
1.014E+04
1.016E+04
1.012E+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.022E+04
1.016E+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.017E+04
1.015E+04
Table 9.1. RTD Calibration Results.
# I X2/p, 1Tcal2 OTCVD2 AT2 I ATcal I UTtot Ro a 0 b, I b2 I b3 ]
0.78
0.17
0.66
0.36
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.06
0.12
0.24
0.70
0.11
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.14
0.12
0.14
1.51
0.21
0.25
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.11
0.08
0.08
0.11
0.71
0.42
0.09
0.12
0.07
0.11
0.09
0.15
0.10
0.16
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.14
0.15
0.080
0.071
0.080
0.071
0.071
0.079
0.072
0.079
0.072
0.071
0.071
0.071
0.072
0.071
0.123
0.072
0.071
0.072
0.079
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.080
0.072
0.071
0.079
0.072
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.071
0.072
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.080
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.072
0.071
0.115
0.061
0.115
0.061
0.060
0.115
0.069
0.115
0.069
0.060
0.060
0.061
0.069
0.061
0.270
0.068
0.060
0.061
0.115
0.069
0.069
0.069
0.061
0.061
0.115
0.061
0.061
0.115
0.068
0.060
0.061
0.069
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.068
0.068
0.068
0.115
0.068
0.069
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.060
-0.159
-0.126
-4.102
-0.099
-0.085
-0.047
-0.054
0.064
-0.008
0.131
-0.072
-0.057
-0.080
-0986
-0.114
-0.007
-0.013
0.038
-0.045
0.046
0.019
-0.186
-0.039
0.048
0.021
-0.124
-0.077
-0.141
0.017
-0.256
0.013
0.000
-0.115
-0.161
-0.133
-0.022
-0.088
0.106
-0.052
0.083
0.049
0.069
-0.121
0.083
0.015
0.061
-0.059
0.003
-0.012
0.003
-0.018
0.000
-0.002
0.005
-0.026
-0.012
-0.009
-0.057
-0.012
-0.013
-0.001
0.008
-0.012
-0.009
-0.020
-0.005
-0.004
-0.007
-0.011
0.008
-0.010
-0.020
0.003
-0.012
0.001
0.001
-0.025
-0.007
-0.010
0.000
0.004
0.015
4-0.010
-0.003
-0.037
-0.014
-0.001
0.006
-0.003
0.021
-0.009
-0.005
-0.012
-0.009
0.083
0.083
0.083
0.089
0.072
0.081
0.077
0.105
0.084
0.081
0.128
0.083
0.086
0.073
0.131
0.085
0.080
0.092
0.084
0.076
0.080
0.083
0.079
0.081
0.099
0.075
0.084
0.080
0.073
0.097
0.078
0.083
0.072
0.075
0.087
0.082
0.075
0.110
0.086
0.080
0.078
0.075
0.093
0.080
0.076
0.084
0.080
99.7970
99.6739
99.7005
99.6951
99.7328
99.7434
99.7352
99.7512
99.7383
99.6905
99.6543
99.7745
99.7532
99.7058
99.7176
99.7861
99.7953
99.8089
99.5174
99.8975
99.7981
99.8740
99.8672
99.7629
99.7329
99.7104
99.7898
99.7178
99.7629
99.6466
99.9133
99.7424
99.7385
99.7461
99.8798
99.7084
99.7013
99.7048
99.7946
99.8004
99.8208
99.7723
99.7805
99.8005
99.7956
99.8210
99.7909
4.051E-03
4.058E-03
4.051E-03
4.068E-03
4.059E-03
4.071E-03
4.057E-03
4.063E-03
4.053E-03
4.071E-03
4.074E-03
4.065E-03
4.055E-03
4.065E-03
4.064E-03
4.060E-03
4.058E-03
4.053E-03
4.068E-03
4.050E-03
4.056E-03
4.053E-03
4.045E-03
4.061E-03
4.053E-03
4.050E-03
4.063E-03
4.066E-03
4.063E-03
4.071E-03
4.049E-03
4.052E-03
4.060E-03
4.061E-03
4.049E-03
4.060E-03
4.066E-03
4.069E-03
4.061E-03
4.051E-03
4.066E-03
4.058E-03
4.052E-03
4.051E-03
4.057E-03
4.049E-03
4.062E-03
2.43698
2.43663
2.43700
2.43605
2.43651
2.43586
2.43664
2.43632
2.43683
2.43590
2.43570
2.43616
2.43673
2.43620
2.43624
2.43647
2.43655
2.43687
2.43599
2.43680
2.43648
2.43661
2.43704
2.43620
2.43667
2.43678
2.43617
2.43614
2.43626
2.43585
2.43698
2.43744
2.43700
2.43701
2.43766
2.43707
2.43677
2.43658
2.43701
2.43754
2.43675
2.43756
2.43790
2.43793
2.43764
143808
2.43734
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.003E+03
2.002E+03
2.003E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.003E+03
2.003E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.0026+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.003E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.003E+03
2.002E+03
2.001E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.001E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.002E+03
2.001E+03
2.002E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
5.020E+06
5.020E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.019E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.020E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.021E+06
5.021E+06
5.021E+06
5.021E+06
5.020E+06
5.021E+06
5.021E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.019E+06
5.020E+06
5.018E+06
5.017E+06
5.017E+06
5.018E+06
5.017E+06
5.017E+06
5.017E+06
5.017E+06
5.018E+06
5.017E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
1.015E+04
1.015E+04
1.016E+04
1.012E+04
1.014E+04
1.011 E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.012E+04
1.01 IE+04
1.012E+04
1.015E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.016E+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.016E+04
1.012E+04
1.012E+04
1.013E+04
1.012E+04
1.014E+04
1.015E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.012E+04
1.012E+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.01 IE+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.012E+04
Table 9.1. RTD Calibration Results.
S# I X2 T 2 I TCVD2 T2 Ica UTto R I I I b, b2 I b3 I
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
0.08
0.09
0.11
0.07
0.10
0.07
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.08
0.12
0.13
0.09
0.13
0.14
1.14
0.13
0.10
0.09
0.21
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.10
0.13
0.13
0.10
0.07
0.12
0.09
0.12
0.06
0.13
0.13
0.08
0.12
0.II
0.09
0.10'
0.13
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.123
0.123
0.071
0.079
0.071
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.071
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.071
0.276
0.123
0.072
0.079
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.072
0.072
0.072
0.071
0.123
0.072
0.276
0.079
0.123
0.061
0.061
0.068
0.270
0.270
0.060
0.115
0.061
0.061
0.069
0.061
0.061
0.068
0.061
0.061
0.060
0.061
0.061
0.069
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.069
0.068
0.061
0.061
0.537
0.270
0.068
0.115
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.061
0.069
0.069
0.061
0.270
0.061
0.536
0.11S
0.270
-0.154
-0.133
-0.081
-0.159
0.007
-0.093
-0.073
-0.100
-0.052
0.102
-0.016
0.012
-0.118
-0.045
-0.034
-0.178
-0.073
0.053
-0.040
-0.200
-0.065
0.103
-0.121
-0.103
0.096
-0.045
-0.031
0.047
-0.026
0.033
-0.012
0.056
-0.061
-0.207
-0.140
0.018
-0.104
0.045
0.015
-0.045
-0.123
0.025
-0.051
-0.248
-0.034
-0.106
0.003
-0.001
0.004
-0.002
-0.005
-0.010
-0.004
0.009
-0.010
0.003
-0.004
0.005
0.004
-0.019
-0.023
0.010
-0.008
-0.007
0.010
0.059
0.009
0.008
0.016
0.012
-0.002
0.004
0.000
0.002
-0.014
0.001
-0.009
0.016
0.003
-0.007
0.004
0.002
0.009
0.004
-0.002
-0.011
0.012
0.009
0.010
-0.004
-0.012
-0.019
0.074
0.073
0.076
0.126
0.128
0.081
0.083
0.081
0.081
0.075
0.075
0.076
0.076
0.090
0.095
0.081
0.080
0.078
0.082
0.131
0.081
0.079
0.088
0.085
0.075
0.075
0.071
0.278
0.137
0.073
0.088
0.088
0.074
0.079
0.075
0.073
0.081
0.076
0.074
0.083
0.083
0.133
0.082
0.280
0.091
0.142
99.7708
99.7794
99.9263
99.8723
99.8914
99.8600
99.7086
99.8016
99.7631
99.7714
99.7338
99.8579
99.8330
99.9195
99.8995
99.7875
99.7864
99.8160
99.7635
99.8486
99.7363
99.8516
99.8958
99.8189
99.8243
99.8204
99.7933
99.8619
99.8916
99.8640
99.8958
99.9465
99.8339
99.8991
99.8682
99.8262
99.8038
99.8799
99.7954
99.9204
99.9351
99.8829
99.8982
99.9059
99.9007
99.8542
4.056E-03
4.053E-03
4.052E-03
4.052E-03
4.054E-03
4.050E-03
4.064E-03
4.062E-03
4.067E-03
4.056E-03
4.055E-03
4.060E-03
4.057E-03
4.052E-03
4.055E-03
4.054E-03
4.064E-03
4.050E-03
4.050E-03
4.043E-03
4.057E-03
4.056E-03
4.045E-03
4.043E-03
4.062E-03
4.055E-03
4.0601-03
4.057E-03
4.056E-03
4.058E-03
4.0548-03
4.056E-03
4.054E-03
4.049E-03
4.052E-03
4.050E-03
4.062E-03
4.054E-03
4.057E-03
4.051E-03
4.053E-03
4.055E-03
4.040E-03
4.035E-03
4.071E-03
4.068E-03
2.43769
2.43786
2.43789
2.43796
2.43788
2.43801
2.43733
2.43742
2.43721
2.43783
2.43795
2.43770
2.43794
2.43823
2.43805
2.43800
2.43746
2.43821
2.43819
2.43857
2.43788
2.43803
2.43864
2.43870
2.43765
2.43802
2.43778
2.43787
2.43795
2.43785
2.43804
2.43800
2.43807
2.43828
2.43817
2.43815
2.43749
2.43794
2.43785
2.43812
2.43806
2.43803
2.43883
2.43914
2.43713
2.43766
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.002E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.000E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.000E+03
2.000E+03
2.001E+03
2.0018+03
2001E+03
2.001E+03
2001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001e+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.001E+03
2.000E+03
2.000E+03
2.002E+03
2.001E+03
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.016E+06
5.015E+06
5.0 15E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.0151+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.016E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.015E+06
5.016E+06
5.016E+06
5.014E+06
5.013E+06
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.012E+04
1.011E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.012E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.014E+04
1.012E+04
1.014E+04
1.015E+04
1.016E+04
1.014E+04
1.013E+04
1.015E+04
1.016E+04
1.012E+04
1.013E+04
1.012E+04
1.012E+04
1.012E+04
1.012E+04
1.013E+04
1.012E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.014E+04
1.012E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.013E+04
1.016E+04
1.017E+04
1.009E+04
1.010E+04
,
